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PLN22-060 & PLN22-061: Revisions to STR Regulations

Purpose:
Summit County adopted revised STR regulations that went into effect on December 17, 2021. In
response to data reviewed at multiple work sessions showing that the new regulations were not
adequately mitigating the increase of STRs in the Neighborhood Overlay Zone (NOZ), on May
24, 2022, the BOCC enacted a nine-month moratorium on the acceptance and issuance of new
STR licenses in the NOZ of unincorporated Summit County. The moratorium will allow staff and
the BOCC time to develop new STR regulations as well as address related inconsistencies in the
Code.
The purpose of this memo and work session meeting on August 23 include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review the BOCC’s goals for the revised STR regulations
Review the anticipated process to amend the STR regulations
Review preliminary input from the CWPC from their August 1 meeting
Provide a summary from the open houses
Review the results, thus far, of the questionnaire that is on the STR project website to
elicit community feedback
Address the relationship between housing and STRs
Present the positive impacts of STRs
Provide an update on the STR regulations and revisions being considered in the towns in
Summit County and other relevant jurisdictions
Provide an overview of impact studies within Summit County – Town of Breckenridge
Impact Fee study and Upper Blue Sanitation
Propose options for new regulations and obtain BOCC input

BOCC Goals to Shape the New STR Regulations:
At work session on June 21, 2022, the BOCC created the following goals to help shape the new
regulations:
1. Local Workforce Housing: Maintain the housing stock that exists for locals, develop
regulations that prioritize and preserve long-term rentals and locally owned housing units.
2. Neighborhood Character: Create long-lasting STR regulations that preserve the historic,

long-term residential character of Summit County’s neighborhoods and recognize the
differing nature of the resort areas.
3. Reduce Conflicts: Identify areas where STRs conflict with the primary residential uses
established in the traditional neighborhoods and adopt regulations that reduce impacts
and mitigate changes due to STRs.
4. Balance: Summit County has always been a resort community; regain the balance
between local residents, non-STR second-homes, and STRs.
5. Clear Regulations: Adopt regulations that are straight-forward, easy to understand and
easily enforceable.
Throughout the process to amend and create the revised regulations, these goals will serve as
guiding principles that the BOCC and planning commissions may refer to in order to ensure the
regulations meet these goals.
A member of the Countywide Planning Commission stated that goal 4 should be modified –
Summit County has not always been a resort community, it was once a mining community, and
then a ghost town. Staff is supportive of this modification, and a revision is proposed below:
Balance: Summit County has always been is a community with abundant resort amenities,
long-standing locals’ neighborhoods, and is a desirable place for second-homeowners; regain
the balance between local residents, non-STR second-homes, and STRs.
Staff requests BOCC input on updating this goal.
Outline of the Process to Amend the STR Regulations:
The nine-month moratorium will expire on February 24, 2023. Prior to that date, Summit County
will have adopted new STR regulations, barring unexpected delays. Revising the regulations will
include amending the STR Ordinance and the Land Use and Development Code.
Staff met with the BOCC at work session on June 21, 2022 to create an outline for the process to
amend the regulations which is included and further refined below:
1. Establish BOCC Goals to shape the new regulations: Completed June 21, 2022
2. Initial Public Outreach:
a. Four Open Houses in each basin: Completed in July
b. Online questionnaire to solicit community feedback: Initiated, will continue to
monitor results throughout the process
3. Countywide Planning Commission: Completed August 1, 2022
4. BOCC Work Session to discuss options and provide direction to staff on the regulations:
August 23, 2022
5. Basin Planning Commissions to further narrow the regulations with applicability to each
basin:
a. Ten Mile Planning Commission: Sept. 8, 2022
b. Snake River Planning Commission: Sept. 15, 2022
c. Upper Blue Planning Commission: Sept. 22, 2022
STRs
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6.
7.

8.
9.

d. Lower Blue Planning Commission: Oct. 6, 2022
Facilitated neighborhood meetings will be considered at the direction of the Planning
Commissions and BOCC
Continue to revise proposed regulations with BOCC, CWPC, and Basin PCs: Fall / Winter
2023
a. BOCC Work Session following Basin PCs: October 18, 2022
b. Countywide Planning Commission: November 7, 2022
c. Additional dates with BOCC and PCs as needed
Potential Additional Public Outreach: Winter 2022 / 2023
Final Approval of regulations Early 2023

The basin planning commissions will have more of a role in shaping the regulations than occurred
during the fall of 2021 when the regulations were last revised. The Countywide Planning
Commission will assist the BOCC with shaping the regulations as a whole, and then each basin
planning commission will offer input and be tasked with making recommendations to apply the
regulations to each basin. All of the planning commission meetings will also serve as forums for
public input. Throughout the process, staff will check in with the BOCC at work sessions. The
process is contemplated above, but may be modified as necessary.
Countywide Planning Commission Meeting 8-1-2022:
The Countywide Planning Commission met on August 1, 2022. The commissioners were provided
with a staff presentation similar to what is contained in this memo, including but not limited to a
summary of the survey and open houses, as well as potential regulatory approaches concerning
STRs. They provided the following comments:
General Comments from the Planning Commission:
• STRs create demand for workforce and if we don’t limit STRs we will be in a cycle that
constantly demands more and more workforce housing; we cannot build enough
workforce housing to compensate for unrestricted growth of STRs.
• STRs are a business and any business should be responsible for housing employees
they create.
• The character of our neighborhoods is being changed because of STRs.
• STRs are businesses, and businesses do not belong in neighborhoods.
• The County is not doing enough to create workforce housing and STRs are being
blamed; it is not proven that they are the cause.
• Private property rights: owning a home in a neighborhood and not being able to STR it
does not impact the reasonable use of a property, furthermore what about the private
property rights for people that don’t want to be surrounded by STRs?
• Define “community character” – if we are going to talk about it as a goal, we should know
what it is.
• The number of complaints is low relative to the number of STR licenses, this appears to
show that there is not a significant issue with STRs in the NOZ.
• Often times, people do not call a complaint in despite their being a nuisance; it is easy to
tell when STR guests are in a neighborhood by how fast they drive on the dirt roads.
• We need to be precise in these regulations and know what we are trying to address. For
STRs
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example, if the STRs don’t take away workforce housing, then we don’t need to limit
STRs to address workforce housing.
•
•
•

The new regulations should favor precision over a sledgehammer.
The survey showed the positive impacts of STRs.
We should be cautious about extending STRs to the more rural areas of Summit County.

Planning Commission Comments Specific to Potential Regulatory Changes:
• Caps: The Commission was unanimously in favor of exploring caps; when asked if the
cap should be less than the number of existing licenses in the NOZ, the majority of the
commission was in favor of the cap being lower, with an unofficial vote of 5 – 3 with 1
member abstaining.
• Segmenting the NOZ: the majority of the commissioners were in favor of exploring an
additional overlay zone in the NOZ, however some did caution that the regulations should
not become overly complex.
• Segmenting the NOZ: Concern about creating winners and losers.
• ROZ: Nearly all of the commissioners were in favor of letting the ROZ remain as is;
however, some commissioners stated that they would be open to considering caps in the
ROZ in the future or even now.
• Number of Nights: All of the Commissioners were in favor of continuing to mitigate the
impacts of STRs by regulating the number of nights, some of the commissioners felt the
existing number of 135 should be revaluated.
• Number of Nights: Consider reducing the number of nights from 135 that any property in
the NOZ may rent, and then only allow additional nights if the HOA comes forward with
a Class 4 CUP to request more nights.
• Exceptions to Caps: When asked if there should be exceptions to the caps, some
Commissioners felt that Type I licenses or properties with ADUs could be exempt from
the cap; however, some felt the cap should not have these exceptions.
• Attrition of Licenses: The Commission felt there should be clear parameters on how
attrition will work if the cap is lower than the current number of licenses.
• Consider minimum night stays for bookings: less turnover results in less impacts to the
adjacent neighbors (cleaning, hot tub servicing, etc).
•
•
•

Occupancy: should also be related to parking capacity, not just the number of bedrooms.
Occupancy: concern about linking the two and having the unintended consequence of
people creating more parking to have additional occupants.
Rotating Licenses: consider an STR license that can only be rented 2 of every 3 years,
this will mitigate some of the impacts and allow others to get in on renting, in the off year
it is possible that these properties could be vacant, occupied by the owner, or even rented
long term.

The meeting was noticed as a work session discussion item. There was no official public hearing;
regardless, the Planning Commission took public comment. There were 4 members of the public
in the audience and approximately 35 listening in remotely. Approximately 12 members of the
public offered comments via Zoom. All members of the public were in favor of less regulations on
STRs.

STRs
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Comments from the Public:
• Peak 7 is a resort area
• STR owners STR because they want to use their unit for their own use, they don’t want
to long-term rent.
• Don’t put caps on STRs
• Limiting STRs will reduce the number of guests coming to Summit County, guests will go
elsewhere
• My STR creates jobs for the local workforce
STR Trends:
The primary tool adopted by the BOCC to regulate the growth of STRs in the NOZ is a limit of 135
nights for Type II STRs. Following the adoption of the regulations, data collected from the first 5
months of 2022 showed continued growth of STRs in the NOZ, and the BOCC concluded that the
regulations did not go far enough in mitigating the externalities of STRs in the NOZ.
The tables below show STR license trends, of specific concern to the BOCC is the increase in
approvals in the NOZ.

Public Outreach – Open Houses:
Summit County held four open houses, one within each of the four planning basins on July 19,
20, 26, and 27 to inform the community about the current STR regulations, BOCC goals and
rationale for the moratorium, and STR data. Staff also sought to solicit community feedback about
potential regulatory changes. Advertising of these open houses occurred via radio ads, ads in the
Summit Daily, a push on social media, emails to interested parties, and a mailed post card notice
to the ownership database for all properties located in Summit County. There were approximately
170 attendees at the open houses, with the Upper Blue being the most heavily attended. Each
open house included sign in sheets where people could select their affiliation with STRs; staff
would note that in comparison to the questionnaire discussed in more detail below, the attendees
at these open houses tended to have more of a financial interest in STRs.

STRs
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Staff complied the comment cards from the open houses which is included as an attachment. The
repeated themes are bulleted below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have different allowances for locals and primary resident licenses
Concerns about picking winners and losers
Occupancy should be related to parking
Number of Nights: concerns that 135 is both too high, and that it shouldn’t be regulated
Complaint data is just for STRs, and it doesn’t take into account LTRs or other
neighborhood nuisances
The rise in STRs and real estate prices is a COVID phenomenon, things will return to
normal
The County should show more of the positive impacts of STRs
Don’t change the regulations in the resorts

Public Outreach – Online Questionnaire:
Summit County published an online questionnaire to gather perceptions on STRs and input on
potential regulatory changes. As of the preparation of this report, as of August 15, 2022, 2,128
respondents began the questionnaire, and 1,744 completed the entire questionnaire. Complete
survey results as of August 15, 2022 are included as an attachment to this report and an overview
of summary statistics are included below:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

STRs

70% of respondents identify as Summit County residents.
54% of respondents stated that their primary association with STRs is that they live in a
community with STRs; 26% of respondents stated they own an STR.
61% of respondents who own an STR responded that they STR in excess of 30 nights a
year and also use it for their personal use in excess of 30 nights a year; 29% stated that
they STR in excess of 30 nights a year and use it for their person use less than 30 nights
a year.
65% of respondents believe that within the last 5 years, STRs have reduced the number
of units available for long-term rental.
41% stated that within the last 5 years, the overall effects of STRs have been mostly
negative; 27% of respondents stated that the effects have been mostly positive; 26% of
respondents replied that it has been mixed – equally positive and negative.
56% of respondents feel that STRs changed the character of our community more
negatively than positively; 27% reported no impact; 17% stated they improved the
character.
73% of respondents feel that STRs have added to the increase in real estate prices.
60% of respondents believe that STRs have positively impacted the local economy.
44% of respondents believe that the new regulations should seek to reduce the number
of STRs in the NOZ; 33% of respondents believe that the regulations should seek to
reduce the overall number of STRs in the ROZ and NOZ.
When asked which tools Summit County should consider to mitigate STRs the following
answers were the most popular: caps on STRs (56%), designating certain neighborhoods
as primary residence only STR neighborhoods (44%), more restrictive occupancy
provisions (38%); (respondents could select more than one.)
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Housing:
The first BOCC goal for the STR regulations concerns workforce housing. A common theme that
staff heard from some of the public is that the County and the Towns are not doing enough to
provide workforce housing and that STRs are being unfairly singled out when no evidence has
been presented to link the loss of workforce housing to the rise of STRs.
Public Perceptions: Public perceptions on housing obtained from the STR questionnaire are
included below, the chart on the left includes the overall population that completed the survey,
the right is filtered to just include those who identified as Summit County residents; this data was
captured on August 15, 2022. When asked if STRs have reduced the number of long-term rentals,
the majority of all respondents (65%) responded that they did, when filtered to only include Summit
County residents (75%) believed they did.
Long Term Rentals

The following two charts asked respondents if they believed that STRs increased real estate
prices, 73% of all respondents answered in the affirmative, and 79% of Summit County residents
responded in the affirmative.

STRs
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Real Estate Prices:

SAVRM Data: The Summit Association of Vacation Rental Managers (SAVRM), which has
engaged a PR and lobbying firm, presented data at a BOCC work session stating that vacation
rental licenses add only 3.9% to the value of a home. Staff will note that STR licenses are neither
transferrable nor factored into home valuations by the Summit County Assessor.
Housing Code Audit: Summit County has engaged a consultant, Logan Simpson, to perform an
audit of the Land Use and Development Code to suggest areas that can be modified to help
streamline and facilitate the development of workforce housing. Logan Simpson’s report from the
stakeholder interviews included the following:
“Many participants acknowledged the effects of the short-term rental market on housing
affordability and the need to address the influx in concurrence with housing. Participants
encouraged the County to utilize its land use authority to regulate short-term rentals more
effectively while encouraging longer-term rental opportunities.”

Town of Breckenridge Impact Fee and Study: The Town of Breckenridge engaged a consultant,
Economic & Planning Systems, to perform an impact study which evaluated the various impacts
of STRs on the local economy. The purpose of the study was to analyze the workforce
dedicated to the tourism industry to better quantify the demands that STRs place on the local
workforce. The study states that:
“Guests staying in STRs spend money in the local economy, mainly in the retail, food and
beverage, and recreation industries which supports jobs that do not pay enough for
employees to afford market rate housing in the town.”

One of the tables included in the report, which was originally developed for the 2019 Summit
County Housing Needs Assessment, prior to the COVID disruption in resort real estate, is
included below. Overall, 14.5% of respondents reported a landlord breaking or not renewing a
STRs
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lease in order to convert an LTR to an STR in Summit County, with the highest percentage (16%)
in the Snake River Basin.

Town of Breckenridge approved a fee of $756 per bedroom for STR licenses to help compensate
for the demands that the STR industry places on the local workforce. The town applied a mitigation
factor of 35% to arrive at the $756 per bedroom fee which will not go into effect immediately, but
rather increase incrementally, beginning at $400 per bedroom.
Workforce and Affordable Housing Projects by Basin:
Below is a summary of workforce and affordable housing projects by basin.
Upper Blue Basin:
Existing completed projects make up 1,199 units in the Upper Blue and are spread out across the
following projects: Farmers Grove, Vic’s Landing, Huron Landing, Kennington, Vista Point, Gibson
Heights, Wellington I and II, Lincoln Park, Monarch Village, Maggie Placer, Pinewood I, Pinewood
II, Valley Brook, Breck Terrace, Blue 52, COTO Flats, Denison Commons, Moose Landing,
Entrada at Breck, Continental PUD, Tiger Run RV park, Tyrollean Terrace, Valdora Village,
Vienna Townhouses, Villas at Swan’s Nest, Woodmoor at Breck, Quandary at Breck, Kings’
Ridge, Accessory Apartments, Buy Down Units and Dispersed Units.
Additional projects under construction and/or in the pipeline for construction in the next five years
add another 534 units to the existing UB inventory. This projects include: Alta Verde 1, Alta Verde
2, B-11 Apartments, Justice Center Apartments, Trails at Berlin Placer, CMC Apartments,
Wayside Inn, Stan Miller Phases 1 and 2.
In summary, the Upper Blue has at least 1,199 existing workforce units with 534 in the pipeline.
The pipeline units do not include the 200 Housing Helps and 120 Buy Down’s the Town of
Breckenridge has budgeted for and planning on acquiring in the next five years.
Existing Units
Pipeline Units
HH & Buy Downs
Total UB Housing Units STRs

1199
534
320
2,053
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Snake River Basin:
The existing and completed projects within the Snake River Basin make up 888 units across the
following projects: Snake River Village, Mountain Creek Apartments, Int’l Racquet Club, Gateway,
Ski Run, Dillon Valley East, Dillon Valley West, Summit Center, Liftside, Sagebrush, Sunrise 1,
2, 3, Tenderfoot, Cinnamon Ridge, Soda Creek, Hidden River, West Hills, Wintergreen,
Accessory Apartments and other dispersed buy downs.
Additional workforce projects in the pipeline account for another 213 units in Wintergreen Ridge
and the USFS Administrative site. This does not include the County’s Housing Helps units or
potential buy downs that may happen.
Existing Units
Pipeline Units
Total SR Housing Units -

888
213
1,101

Lower Blue:
The existing and completed project within the Lower Blue Basin make up 533 units across the
following projects: Smith Ranch, Blue River Office Condos, Buffalo Mtn. Metro District, Cooks
Welding, Cortina Suites, Annie Road Business Suites, Silverthorne Business Center, Twin
Seasons, Vowel Plumbing, Zoe Court, Melody Lodge, Treehouse Condos, Wildernest Condos,
Villa Sierra Madre I and II, Blue River Apartments, Solarado Retreat on the Blue, Bristlecone
Condos, Accessory Apartments and dispersed buy downs.
An additional 151 workforce units are in the works including the Days Inn, Smith Ranch
Commercial LIHTC and 4th Street North.
Existing Units
Pipeline Units
Total LB Housing Units -

533
151
684

Ten Mile:
The existing and completed projects within the Ten Mile Basin make up 710 units across the
following projects: South End Village, Ophir Mountain, 481 West Main, Backcountry Cabins,
Continental Divide Apts, The Edge, Royal Mountain Lodge, Kig Solomon, Frisco Main Street
Commons, 524 Galena Street, Copper Point, Peak One, Bears Den, Boulevard Bend, Condos
Off Main, Drake Landing, Marina Park, Ore House, Royal Glen, Ten Mile Island, The Lodge at
Riverbend, Town Center Condos, Watertower Place, Lakepoint Towers, Timberline Cove, Sky
Chutes, Alpine Inn, Base Camp, Coyote Village, Mary Ruth, Accessory Apts, and dispersed
condos.
An additional 83 units are in the five year pipeline including the Frisco Work Center, Centura
Health Studios, and Granit Street Apartments. This doesn’t include the 900 Lake Hill units that
are outside of the five year pipeline but nevertheless in the works.
Existing Units
Pipeline Units
STRs

710
83
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TOTAL TM HOUSING UNITS -

793

COUNTYWIDE SUMMARY:
Existing Units:
Pipeline Units:
County & Breckenridge HH & Buy Down 5yr Pipeline
TOTAL COUNTYWIDE UNITS AND 5 YR PIPELINE -

3330
981
470
4,781

The above information is included to illustrate the various affordable and employee housing
projects throughout Summit County. These unit counts do not include the various short term
incentive programs such as Lease to Locals which continue to grow and house locals in the mid100’s.
Positive Impacts of STRs:
Summit County is a resort community that depends on tourism. The following chart shows public
opinion on STRs, where a majority of the respondents (60%) stated that STRs have positively
impacted the local economy.

STRs also create employment opportunities in Summit County. SAVRM has provided data that
53% of tourism jobs in Summit County are directly employed by the vacation rental industry, 29%
of all Summit County jobs are directly related to vacation rentals, and there are 8,108 total
vacation rental related jobs in Summit County. This following graph was also provided by SAVRM,
showing the employment opportunities across occupations supported by the vacation rental
industry.

STRs
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Source: SAVRM

Impacts from STRs and Referral Comments:
The Upper Blue Sanitation District which serves properties connected to central sewer in the
Upper Blue Basin engaged a consultant, Mott MacDonald, to analyze the flow and lodging impacts
of STRs. The report concluded that, “the population, flow, and lodging from short-term rental of
single-family residences is similar to multiplex units.” The consultant recommended that the
district increase the single-family equivalent (SFE) allocation and additional plant investment fees
(PIFs) for STRs. Following the recommendations of the study, Upper Blue Sanitation increased
their fees for STRs served by their district.
Staff sent requests for referral comments to all utility providers, special districts, and fire
departments in Summit County. Red White and Blue Fire responded that “Our agency is
experiencing call volumes and complaints that can be associated with STRs. This mainly has to
do with back-yard campfires and neighbor apprehension of tourists conducting recreational fires
in our community.” Buffalo Mountain Metro District responded with comments stating that they
have seen an increase in parking and trash issues in their district which they attribute to an
increase in visitors in the area. Town of Breck Water responded that they have seen an increase
in water usage in their service area but have not conducted a study to confirm it is from an increase
in STRs. The referral comments from these agencies are included as an attachment to this memo.
REGULATIONS:
STR Regulations in Summit County and Similar Communities:
In 2018/19 all of the incorporated towns in Summit County, aside from Montezuma, adopted STR
regulations. Since that time, Summit County, Breckenridge, Dillon, Frisco, and Silverthorne are
either all in the process of revising their regulations from 2018/19 or have recently adopted revised
regulations. Blue River has not revised their regulations nor directed staff to consider revising
their STR regulations. Summit County convened a meeting of the towns on July 11th for a check
STRs
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in.
Breckenridge:
• Expected STR regulations to include overlay zones with a percentage cap on STRs; draft
proposal below:
o Resort Zone: up to 100% STRs
o Zone 1: up to 90%
o Zone 2: up to 50%
o Zone 3: up to 10% (Note that this zone is adjacent to the NOZ for unincorporated
Summit County in the Upper Blue Basin, a map is included as an attachment)
o Total Number of STRs possible in Breckenridge = 51% of housing stock
• Created a task force to make recommendations to council
• Fees will increase to $756 per bedroom
• Lofts do not constitute bedrooms for occupancy purposes
Dillon:
• Recently revised STR regulations to include occupancy provisions (2 per bedroom +2)
and parking requirements; did not institute caps.
• Parking requirements are 1 assigned space per bedroom, if this requirement is not met,
$300 is charged yearly for each space short of the requirement
Frisco:
• Town Council has directed staff to consider an overall cap on STRs
• Is not anticipated that Frisco will adopt STR overlay zones
• Limited stakeholder outreach to consist of realtors, property managers, and business
community
• Current STR percentage is approximately 20% of housing stock (750 licenses)
Silverthorne:
• Town Council has directed staff to propose revisions to the STR regulations which is
anticipated to include caps on the percentage of STRs in new STR overlay zones
• Public outreach is anticipated later summer 2022
• Silverthorne currently has approximately 240 STR licenses
Recent Approvals in Similar Communities:
Steamboat Springs, CO (a map of the zones is included as an attachment):
• June 2022: Adopted Overlay Zones (Zones A – C) and STR types (hosted, unhosted)
• Zone A: Unrestricted
• Zone B: Caps
o By number of units in specific complexes
• Zone C: Prohibited
o Hosted STRs (rental of 1 bedroom with the host present) are allowed
o Existing STRs can apply as non-conforming uses which will acknowledge their
existing use, but they will be phased out either when the use is discontinued or the
property sells.

STRs
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Limiting the Number of Nights for STR:
Under the current regulations, Summit County mitigates the externalities of STRs in the NOZ by
limiting the number of nights a property owner may rent their unit. Currently, of the 4,674 STR
licenses in Summit County, there are 215 Type II licenses and 25 Type I licenses. Type II licenses
are limited to rental of 135 nights, and Type I licenses are limited to rental of 60 nights per year
for the entire unit, or unlimited rental of bedroom(s) within the home when the property owner is
on site. Under the current regulations, the remaining approximately 1,500 STR licenses in the
NOZ will have until September 2025 to convert to a Type I, II, or III license. Type III licenses have
no limitation on the number of nights they are rented unless imposed by the review authority, and
are only permitted once a property owner has been granted a Conditional Use Permit or CUP.
Few other similar jurisdictions regulate STRs by limiting the number of nights a property owner
may rent their unit. Using the CAST (Colorado Association of Ski Towns) survey as a guide, only
Salida limits the number of nights a second homeowner may rent their unit in a residential zone
which is set at 185 nights per year. Crested Butte also limits the number of nights a primary
resident may rent their unit to 60.
There are various pros and cons of continuing to regulate STRs by number of nights. By limiting
the number of nights, the impact to the community and neighbors lessens due to the lower
intensity of use. Additionally, it does deter investors who do not plan to use an STR for their own
use from purchasing a property solely as a rental investment. However, the ability to monitor and
enforce this regulation is staff-intensive. The County currently requires that all Type I and Type II
license holders submit rental records at the time of renewal or at any time the County requests.
Since there are different STR operators who book their unit on various web platforms, the
submission of this data is difficult to standardize.
The County’s software is able to estimate the number of nights a rental is occupied, however,
after evaluating nights rented as submitted by STR owners and comparing it to the Host
Compliance data it is not as precise as staff had expected.
In April 2022, the STR staff requested rental records from 109 Type I and Type II licenses holders.
Staff spent approximately 20 hours to contact the applicants, issue violations when the applicant
did not respond, obtain and compile the records, and compare the data with the recorded nights
shown in Host Compliance. Should the County continue to move forward with regulating by
number of nights, there is concern about the time and effectiveness of monitoring the number of
nights a unit rents.
Possible Regulatory Changes at the State Level:
The Colorado legislature has considered changes to certain state laws to address STRs, including
how these properties are classified for property tax assessment purposes and a requirement that
hosting platforms turn over data to local governments. Staff will continue to monitor activities at
the state level.
Highlights from Current Regulations in Summit County:
While the BOCC has determined that the current regulatory approach has not sufficiently
mitigated the growth of STRs in the NOZ, the new regulations were successful in establishing a
basis for future regulations and data monitoring. Summit County now has STR overlay zones and
STRs
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licensing types in the NOZ, including a primary resident (Type I) license. Comparing these
regulations to other resort areas who are enacting or amending STR regulations, overlay zones
and a primary residence license are becoming commonplace. Last but not least, based on public
feedback, staff has significantly ramped up enforcement and a system is now in place that
effectively responds to STR complaints.
Data on STRs in Summit County:
In order to create new STR regulations in Summit County, data on existing STRs is included
below. At the open houses, numerous boards were presented showing data on STRs in
unincorporated Summit County. Those boards are included as an attachment to this report and
many of those tables are included below so that the BOCC can use this data to offer input on
potential regulations.
Countywide Data:
The charts below summarize data in the unincorporated County, the first chart does not account
for overlay zones, and shows the breakdown of units in unincorporated Summit County. The
Snake River Basin has the highest percentage of units, and the Ten Mile Basin has the highest
percentage of units used as STRs; however, many of the units in each of these basins are within
the Keystone and Copper Resort Areas. Overall, 31% of the units in Summit County have STR
licenses.

The following chart accounts for the STR overlay zones and shows that most of the residential
units in Summit County are within the Neighborhood Overlay Zone (65%); a slight majority, 53%
of units in the ROZ have obtained STR licenses, and 18% of units in the NOZ have obtained STR
licenses. Of note, hotels or buildings that function akin to a hotel are exempt from STR regulations
and are not included in this data.

STRs
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The following chart depicts the breakdown of STRs within the NOZ of Summit County. The Upper
Blue and Lower Blue have the highest percentage of STRs within the NOZ at 45% and 39%
respectively, representing 25% of the housing stock in the NOZ in the Upper Blue, and 20% of
the housing stock in the NOZ in the Lower Blue.

Basin and Neighborhood Data:
The following charts depict the concentration of STRs within each basin and the percentage of
the housing stock that has obtained an STR license.
Lower Blue Basin Data:
Overall 20% of the housing units in the Lower Blue have obtained STR licenses. Most of the
housing units in the Lower Blue (64% or 2,340 units) are located in Wildernest. In Wildernest 27%
of the units have STR licenses. This neighborhood has historically contained a mix of occupants
and owners as a second-homeowner community, a neighborhood where many locals have
purchased a first home or obtained long-term rental housing, a community where many Front
Range residents have obtained season long vacation rentals, and historically and increasingly, a
STR community.
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The following chart shows the change in STR licenses in Wildernest from 2021 Q2 to 2022 Q1.

Snake River Basin Data:
Overall, 35% of the units in the Snake River Basin have obtained an STR license, with 55% of
the units in the ROZ and 10% of the units in the NOZ having obtained an STR license. STRs are
prohibited by HOA covenants in “Summit Cove West” which contains Whispering Pines, Soda
Creek, Meadow Wood, and the Swan Meadow Village mobile home park. Most of the residential
housing units in the NOZ are located in Dillon Valley and Summit Cove, 13% of the housing units
in Dillon Valley and 11% of the housing units in “Summit Cove East” have obtained STR licenses.
Historically these have been more traditionally “locals’ neighborhoods”, but also contained a mix
of second-homeowners.

The following chart shows the change in STR licenses in Dillon Valley and Summit Cove from
2021 Q2 to 2022 Q1.
STRs
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Ten Mile Basin Data:
Overall, 45% of the units in the Ten Mile Basin have obtained an STR license, with 52% of the
units in the ROZ and 12% of the units in the NOZ with an STR license. The vast majority of the
units in the Ten Mile Basin are within the ROZ within Copper Mountain, the unincorporated
neighborhoods surrounding the Town of Frisco comprise the NOZ in the Ten Mile Basin.

Upper Blue Basin Data:
Overall, 26% of the housing units in the Upper Blue have obtained STR licenses, with 42% of the
units in the ROZ and 25% of the units in the NOZ having obtained an STR license. The highest
concentration of STRs are in the Upper Blue Basin, with the majority of them (87%, or 809 out of
the 933) in the NOZ. Additionally, there are another 4,370 STR licenses in the Town of
Breckenridge. The amount of STR licenses in the Upper Blue Basin is believed to be one of, if
not, the highest concentration of STR licenses in a resort area the country.
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The town of Breckenridge is in the process of adopting regulations that will cap the number of
STR licenses in their various STR overlay zones, their Zone 3 is adjacent to the unincorporated
neighborhood portion of Summit County and the cap will be 10% of the existing housing stock.
Compliance will be achieved via attrition.
STR Incidents / Complaints
The following chart summarizes incidents report to the STR complaint / good neighbor hotline.
86% of all STR incidents occur in the NOZ. Noise is the biggest complaint in neighborhoods such
as Wildernest that contains older multi-family buildings with a mix of occupants (i.e. full time
residents living alongside STR guests), and parking is a repeated issue in Peak 7 where STR
guests may park a vehicle on the ROW.
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Noise complaints are the most common complaint overall, but are among the most difficult to
take action on since minimal evidence accompanies noise complaints.
Potential Regulatory Approaches to Mitigate STRs and Feedback from the BOCC:
Below are various methods that could be adopted or refined to regulate STRs in unincorporated
Summit County. The approaches are not exclusive of one another, for instance a cap as well as
an additional overlay zone could be created. Additionally, these regulations will only pertain to
rentals of less than 30 nights in the NOZ, so any prospective future property owner could purchase
a unit in the ROZ and obtain an STR license.
1. Cap the number of STR licenses in the NOZ, either as a percentage of the housing stock
or a hard number
o Pro: An overall, county-wide approach in the NOZ would be the most straightforward way to regulate STRs.
o Pro: This approach would not pick “winners or losers.”
o Pro: This approach addresses the BOCC’s goals.
2. Cap the number of STR licenses in the NOZ as a number less than what currently exists
o Pro: This would drive new STR licenses to the resorts
o Con / Pro: If a cap is chosen and that cap is less than the current number of STRs,
this will impact future property owners who will not be able to obtain an STR license
in the NOZ.
o Pro: Slow the transition of housing to STRs
3. Creation of Additional Overlay Zone(s) with different caps:
o Neighborhood Overlay Zone A: Consisting of more traditional locals’
neighborhoods
 Example Option: Create a cap on the number of STR licenses (i.e. 5% or
10% of the housing stock, or a hard number.)
 Example Option: Only allow additional Type I licenses; all other STR
licenses would be lost by attrition.
o Neighborhood Overlay Zone B: Consisting of more “mixed” neighborhoods that
have a historically had a higher percentage of STRs:
 Example Option: Allow a higher percentage of all STR license types than
in the NOZ-A (i.e. 10%, 15%, 20%, or 25% of the housing stock.)
o Pro: This utilizes a more precise approach to STRs.
o Pro: Provided this approach does not become overly complex, this approach
addresses the BOCC’s goals.
o Con: There will be varying opinions as to which neighborhoods should be placed
in NOZ-A or NOZ-B.
4. Nightly Limit:
o Reduce the number of nights someone with a Type II or Type I license may rent
their unit
 Pro: When enforced effectively, nightly limits help to mitigate impacts from
STRs felt by adjacent neighbors.
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o

o

Abandon regulating via number of nights for Type II licenses
 Con: A nightly limit discourages purely investment buyers who will not use
the unit for their own use.
 Pro: Nightly limits pose practical difficulties with regards to enforcement
and compliance.
 Pro / Con: If nightly limits are abandoned in favor of caps, those who
already have STR licenses will be able to rent their unit an unlimited
number of nights as opposed to having additional STR regulations in 2025.
 Pro: If caps are adopted, caps and nightly limits may create overly
complicated STR regulations, and may not speak to the BOCC’s goals of
straight-forward and easy to enforce STR regulations.
 Pro: Planning staff will not be required to spend considerable time and
resources processing Type III requests, which will increase closer to the
timeline for compliance (2025) established in the current STR Ordinance.
Abandon regulating via number of nights for Type I licenses: Currently a primary
resident may obtain a Type I STR license and rent a bedroom or bedrooms within
their property an unlimited number of nights per year.
 Pro: As discussed above, it is involved to enforce the number of nights limit.
 Con: The percentage of Type I licenses is rather low, and is expected to be
approximately 7% of the total number of STR licenses in the NOZ.
Continuing to limit rental of an entire unit to 60 nights ensures that a Type
I license holder is not circumventing the regulations.

5. Type III License Minimum Standards: If the BOCC determines that regulating via number
of nights is an effective tool, the minimum standards for a Type III license could be
reevaluated, for instance, a higher bar to rent in excess of the number established by a
Type II license (currently 135) nights could be proposed, i.e. increasing the minimum
parcel size and / or requiring that multi-family buildings are directly served by transit to ski
areas.
o Pro / Con: The number of properties that qualify for the Type III minimum standards
is considerable, if the regulations are modified to a higher standard, this would limit
the number of properties that could rent for an unlimited number of nights per year.
6. Create exceptions to Caps: If caps are adopted and that cap is less than the number of
licenses, exceptions could be considered such as Type I licenses properties with ADUs.
o Pro: This could incentivize people to construct ADUs.
o Pro: The allowance for Type I STRs helps locals.
o Con: A cap should function as an upper limit, and exceptions should not be
allowed.
7. Occupancy Provisions: The current allowance in the NOZ of 2 guests per bedroom or loft
+2 additional guests does not take into account parking availability on a property,
additionally, all pre-existing licenses have until 2025 to come into compliance with these
standards. Additionally, many similar jurisdictions do not allow a loft to count as a bedroom
for occupancy purposes.
o Relate Occupancy to Assigned Parking:
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Pro: This would reduce incidents of STR vehicles parked out of compliance
with the approved parking plan.
 Con: This could have the unintended consequence of encouraging
property owners to create more parking spaces in order to accommodate
higher occupancies.
Remove lofts from counting as bedrooms:
 Pro: This would reduce the negative impact of STR guests crowding into
smaller units; for example, a 1 bed with a loft is allowed 6 occupants.
 Con: There are some units that can reasonably accommodate guests
sleeping in a loft and a main room.


o

8. Compliance Timeline: Compliance with new regulations could be achieved by the
following:
o Attrition:
 Pro: This does not impact the use of a current STR operator.
 Con: Mitigating the impacts of STRs will take many years.
o Compliance at the renewal date x years in the future
 Pro: The regulations will have an impact sooner.
 Con: This impacts the way current property owners will be allowed to
operate their STR in the future.
o A combination of the two, for instance, if a cap is approved on the total number of
licenses which is less than the current number of licenses, a cap could be reached
by attrition; however, occupancy requirements could be achieved earlier.
 Pro: This allows current STR operators to still continue to operate an STR,
but also requires that they mitigate some of the impacts much sooner.
9. Other Ideas:
o The CWPC presented an option for a rotating license type, meaning a license
where an STR operator could rent, for example, every 2 out of 3 years. The
concept is that this type of rotating license would allow other owners to STR their
units when other property owners are prohibited from operating an STR. This could
mitigate the impacts of a year-round STR and also allow other owners to STR their
unit. However, staff does have some practical concerns on how this type of
program would function.
 Is this something the BOCC would like staff to investigate further?
o The CWPC presented an option to lower the number of nights that Type II STRs
can be rented, and then only allow an increase in number of nights if the HOA
applied for a Class 4 CUP. If no HOA exists, the residents would need to form and
HOA.
 is this something the BOCC would like staff to investigate further?
10. Other Issues:
o Harmonizing existing STR regulations:
 Current regulations do not require compliance in NOZ until September of
2025. If the regulations are changed, this compliance timeline may be
altered.
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There is potential for the new regulations to create additional “pre-existing”
license types, this should considered in order to have clearer regulations.
 Any new regulatory approach will need to address these issues; with this
in mind, a simpler approach will be easier and more equitably implemented
than a more complex one
Consideration of stricter permitting for outdoor fire pits or removing the ability of
STR operators to have outdoor fire pits.
Updating other sections of the Code in regards to STRs:
 Bed and Breakfast: Currently properties may apply for a Class 4 CUP to
operate as a “bed and breakfast,” these regulations require that a room is
either owner occupied or occupied by the operator of the establishment. In
the context of STR regulations, this review is more involved than an STR
license; however, there may be some merit in maintaining the spirit of the
existing regulations. Currently STRs may only rent to one booking party at
a time. One potential idea would be to eliminate the Bed and Breakfast
section of the Code and allow a sub type of Type I STR license with a Class
4 CUP review that would allow a local living in their primary residence to
operate an STR that can book to more than one party at a time.
 Short-Term Rental and Short-Term Vacation Rental: Currently short-term
rental is defined in the code as rental of less than 6 months, whereas shortterm vacation rental is defined as rental of less than 30 days. Given the
need for local seasonal housing as well as long-term rentals, all of these
definitions need to be updated in order to function coherently with the STR
regulations and eliminate any potential loopholes.
Water: Based on BOCC feedback, staff will analyze current processes in regards
to responsible water usage. Current analysis is underway and staff expects to
engage with the water districts. While at this time, no recommendations are
proposed, this process is underway.


o
o

o

The purpose of this meeting is to get concrete feedback and direction on how to achieve the goals
set out by the BOCC with regards to new STR regulations. No formal decisions are anticipated
at this time, given the work session nature of the discussion and preliminary status of the
regulatory effort. However, staff is requesting that the BOCC establish parameters for the new
regulations in anticipation of going to the basin planning commissions beginning in September.
Some question prompts are included below:
1. Based on previous work sessions, the BOCC is supportive of caps on the number of STRs,
as caps are considered, what are appropriate caps in the NOZ?
a. Currently the ROZ is at 53% STRs and the NOZ is at 18% STRs
b. Should the Neighborhood Overlay Zone be further segmented to allow for areas
with higher and lower numbers of STRs?
c. Considering all of the data presented on STRs in each basin and neighborhood,
what are appropriate caps?
2. Should the NOZ be further segmented into a zone more and less permissive to STRs?
a. If the NOZ is segmented, which neighborhoods should be considered for each
zone?
b. Should the less permissive or more permissive zone be larger?
STRs
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

c. Which factors should be considered when determining which neighborhoods
should constitute NOZ-A or NOZ-B.
i. Some examples include: incidence of complaints, percentage of local
ownership, historic percentage of STRs, developed infrastructure such as
central water / sewer, sidewalks, transit, paved roads, proximity to resorts.
If caps are adopted, should Summit County continue to regulate Type II licenses by the
number of nights rented, or should that be abandoned if a cap is instituted? What about
Type I licenses?
If a cap is approved, should the cap apply to Type I license holders?
If a cap is approved, should the cap apply to properties with ADUs? Does it make a
difference if it is a new or existing ADU?
If a cap is approved that is less than the number of STRs, how will compliance be
achieved?
Should more restrictive occupancy provisions in the NOZ be considered?
Even if no additional occupancy are approved, should the occupancy provisions set to
take effect in 2025 be required sooner?

Attachments:
Attachment A: Map of Town of Breckenridge Proposed STR Overlay Zone and Steamboat
Springs Adopted Overlay Zones
Attachment B: Questionnaire Results and Comments
Attachment C: Boards and Comments from Open Houses
Attachment D: Referral Comments
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Attachment A: Maps of STR Overlay Zones in Breckenridge, CO and Steamboat Springs, CO

Attachment A: Maps of STR Overlay Zones in Breckenridge, CO and Steamboat Springs, CO
Steamboat Springs, CO

If you think STRs that limit rentals to X nights per year is a good policy, then you are short-sighted. Fulltime, year-round residents need FULL-TIME, YEAR-ROUND housing. We are not gypsies who travel with
a suitcase between month-to-month rentals and have no problem with a 6-month "summer" lease
because the STR only operates as an STR during ski season. We have pets and stuff, and we need to
move in to a place and be settled for YEARS at a time. In fact, places that pretend to rent to locals but
only do so during the summer and are "fully furnished--how wonderful!" are actually the most
infuriating type of STR that exists. I hate these people, and I wish them nothing more than not finding a
single renter in the summer so they have to eat their mortgage payments until ski season starts again.
Since there is no way a majority of 30-somethings can afford to buy houses in the County due to
stagnant wages, we want EMPTY, LONG-TERM APARTMENTS that are not nor have ever been primarily
STRs. STRs should be dissolved and their crappy furniture thrown away at OWNERS' EXPENSE. And
current and former STR owners should NOT be rewarded for doing the saintly act of no longer exploiting
Summit County residents for their personal enrichment and "passive income". STR owners are not smart
nor deserving of their wealth. They are privileged and lucky, and they don't deserve to take more money
from low-income residents. Instead of giving any more money to STR owners, the County should give
unconditional cash transfers to the low-income residents upon whose work the entire County's
economy relies. If more money were given to residents and NOT rich, out-of-county "investors" buying
properties to rent as STRs, then the character of the community would reflect its inhabitants, people
could actually afford housing again, and the "worker shortage" would begin to disappear. Summit
County's government needs to consider more Fourth Wave economic development strategies rather
than being stuck in Second and Fifth (i.e. expansion, growth growth growth, gentrification with zero
regard for minority populations, etc.) CARE ABOUT YOUR CITIZENS.
Ridiculous how we let our housing get reduced to the point that we can’t even keep businesses open for
tourists. We will be becoming a ghost town at this pace as no services will be available because
employees don’t have where to live.
I own six rental properties and have owned STR properties in other towns that banned them. The
banning or limiting STR properties does not work to help with affordable housing stock plain and simple.
Secondly long term renters might actually have a more negative impact on home values, impacts, wear
and tear etc, I deal with it daily.
STRs are positive for the neighborhood overlay zone. Neighborhoods with ample workforce housing
should be allowed to have STRs that are available to rent 365 days/year
STRs don’t pay their fair share of the impacts they have and don’t follow the same rules, codes or pay
the same taxes as hotels. STRs should be required to change their occupancy from non-transient to
transient occupancy.
How is the number of rental nights for an STR verified/enforced? The number of nights that an STR is
rented should be made available to the public
Generally they are needed for the community. Resort zones are a good way to go about it.
My opinion is that there are 2 forces that are driving Short Term Rental restrictions. One being residents
that simply feel that short term rentals are all bad. Two being hotels and other purveyors of lodging
trying to keep competition at bay. There is plenty to go around and visitors need to have options for

lodging and in general are good tenants. So I do not believe there should be extreme restrictions on
short term rentals. I realize that affordable housing for local workers is a problem but maybe the MEGA
size employers should address that issue and not burden local individuals. When it comes to restrictions
I believe there should be a percentage per neighborhood restriction of full time residents vs short term
rentals. Properties that are vacation or 2nd homes not used as a residence maybe should not be
factored in. Short term rentals allow individuals to have an investment property and a place they can
use when they visit the area. Making it affordable for them when it otherwise may not be. I believe
there should be a limit on companies owning a bunch of properties. These companies are interested
only in profit and care little about contributing to the community. There should be extreme restrictions
on companies owning short term rentals.
I worked as Director of Ops for a local lodging company for the last seven years. I think the County is
moving in the right direction as it tries to find a balance between livability, affordability, and landowner
rights. In a country with so much focus on individual liberty, we are finding that if that is the primary
goal, society as a greater whole suffers.
Thank you for all of your hard work!
STRs have become the bad guys when actually we should not be providing workforce housing in our
private property! I have one STR, never had a complaint, am 5 star rated and this is my only source of
income since my husband passed away very suddenly in 2021. I am obligated to allow family members
to stay in my place several times a year so long term renting isn't even an option. Plus too expensive
STRs are businesses. STRs are a way to achieve ownership in a property. STRs add a unique choice
when visiting our resort communities. Our country was built on opportunity. Not all STRs are bad
neighbors; There are just bad neighbors too. Own a business and be respectful to your neighbor,
block, town, county, state.
The limit should be 15 nights a year.
A property that STRs is a commercial business and should be taxed as commercial and be on same
playing field as the Beaver Runs, Holiday Inns, etc. Spend efforts to get the State to set this in place.
The loss of tax dollars from STRs and inflated housing costs could be offset by improved laws and tax
structures to have commercial businesses that cost SC pay their share and not having locals pay it. The
current situation is driving more locals away. Stop allowing the real estate group to steer the direction
and of our community and listen/work for the locals that vote you in.
Please remember the people who actually live here are who matter. Not the second home owners that
never come here or the investors.
Although I understand the need for STRs and seek them out when I am looking for a vacation, I think
that we have lost control o how it is affecting our community and that regulations are needed. Thank
you for you all your research and time spent to correct this loss of control.
As a citizen and full time resident of Summit County, I should be free to use my personal property, my
resident, as I desire, as long as it doesn't negatively impact others. Please don't further legislate how
unincorporated county fulltime residents/property owners can or cannot use their property. There are

other solutions to motivate development of housing for blue collar workers. Making laws that diminish
our freedom are not good solutions. Many thanks for the opportunity to share my convictions.
Please tax STR's as lodging businesses, which they are. The cost of doing business should not vary based
on whether your business is based out of a commercial building or a private residence. I understand the
desire to turn a part-time home into a source of income, but the owner should have to occupy the home
for a certain portion of the year in order to use it as an STR, especially in the neighborhood zone. This
would limit the ability of investment firms to purchase units for STR purposes only.
government overreach.
Being able to use one's property that they purchased is a fundamental constitutional right. There is not
evidence that STRs in Summit County increase rents, and nationally the evidence shows that the
correlation is exceptionally small:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325867286_The_Sharing_Economy_and_Housing_Affordabil
ity_Evidence_from_Airbnb
HOA's can limit, ban, or regulate STRs if they see need to, the county should show refrain when it comes
to adding regulation to many of us local's most valuable asset. STR of one's home allows locals to
purchase homes they otherwise couldn't, allows small business to get started, and give tourists, the
lifeblood of our economy, options of where to stay. Not everyone can afford or wants to stay in a mega
hotel owned by Vail Resorts.
Where STRs create issues, regulator that behavior! If people are parking illegally, write a ticket. If a
party at an STR goes until 2am,, write a noise citation. Same thing with LTRs or homeowners - everyone
should have the same rules and expectations within our community.
Please consider local homeowner's right to earn a living from assets they own, and realize that
regulations tend to benefit large corporations that can navigate and adapt better than small businesses
/ locals trying to make it. Thank you for taking the time to listen to us.
STR’s on wells in neighborhoods need to be augmented per existing Colorado div. Of Water Resources
regulations for any outside water use which includes hot tubs. And need to be fined at the current rate
for not being augmented of $500.00/day. 5 out of 6 strs in Ten mile subdivision filing 2 fall into this
category! Regulations for augmentation requires metered wells which provides the data to determine
whether a residence is using more than the allotted acre ft. Of water. ADU’s in the same subdivision
must augment per the additional people using the well. STR’S need to augment per the advertised # of
pontential renters and reduce the # of renters to be compliant per allowable acre/ft for a single family
residence permit.
It's a difficult balance for the county. When all parties are just a little upset you probably have it right.
Good luck and thank you.
It's complicated, and I don't envy you.
As aging residents of Mesa Cortina we would like the option to rent our primary residence open without
being at the back of the line to investment sharks.

Our HOA did not allow for an Employee Housing Unit ....Summit County charged us an Impact fee that
could have been used on our new home site, with the option of an accessory unit STR might not ever
have come to our mind.
Thank you for your consideration!!
Stop STR's until County re-balances with need for Mid to Long Term rentals to locals.
Short term rentals ruin communities when too high. Encourage more hotels with amenities such as
kitchens to be developed. Santa Barbara limited STRs to prevent the destruction of affordable housing
and the community.
I own a home in the Peak 7 neighborhood (since 2009) and live in that house about 50% of the time. In
the past 12 years, I have never rented (short term or long term). Most of my free time and luxury
spending occur in Summit County. However, I bought a place on Peak 7 because I knew its proximity to
the ski area would make it a potential STR property.
My plan is to retire to this home on Peak 7 in less than 5 years, and STRs were a possibility for me if I
needed extra retirement income. More than 60 days would be ideal, but 135 is probably too high.
Please give current homeowners a window of time to purchase a less restricted STR license (e.g. the
current Type II) before any caps take effect (a reasonable time period could be 60 days). This was the
approach taken by Town of Breck.
It was not logical to me that there was an exemption for those who have recently put a contract on the
house but not for current homeowners??? A new buyer may have intended to rent, but current
homeowners not doing STR my have also intent to STR sometime in the future (in my case not more
than 100 days, most likely). Why prioritize buyers who certainly intend to STR over long-time home
owners who have been taxes?
I was shocked to see a new moratorium suddenly go into place a mere 5 months after new regulations. I
think we all assumed these regulations would hold for at least a couple years, to enable the county to
collect data and determine impacts. As a scientist who specializes in making conclusions based on data,
using the number of STR licenses (or the increase) over the short 5 month period will tell us very little
about the whether the limits put on STR by the new regs would have been successful. Many people I
know in Peak 7 area rushed out and obtained STR licenses even though they currently had not intent to
rent STR because of the shocking surprise the first moratorium caused (some of these people are
currently doing long term, and intend to continue LTR, even though they ).
I believe Peak 7 should be allowed more STRS than other neighborhoods in Summit County because of
its proximity to the Ski Area. The wilderness we are adjacent to is mostly ski area already.
I love Peak 7 for its quietness and access to National Forest and Trails, but I bought a place in this
neighborhood to give me an opportunity to STR.
Finally, long term rentals will not preserve neighborhood character in Peak 7. I have seen many STRS in
our neighborhood, and 99% do not make a peep. There is an occasional party and noise. However, the
long term rentals in my department have largely been 8 ski workers moving into a 4 bedroom house,
parking on the street is a mess, and loud parties are very frequent.

I would like to see people who love Summit County and work in Summit County be able to live here
without having to work three jobs to make that dream a reality.
The hotels and condos at the resorts are the only STR’s we should allow. Other communities have made
them illegal and we should follow their lead.
I don’t believe it’s the STRs having the most impact on our community. I believe it’s the timeshares that
are occupied 365 days a year. Unfortunately, Breck is due to increase the number of timeshares by 200+
:/
I personally enjoy renting STR's and don't have a problem with them unless they are a 365-day business
right across from me. Every day is a party day in a house that has new groups coming in with new
energy to party late into the evening when I have to go to work in the morning.
I think STR's with owner's on-site are more likely to be a better fit for a working-class neighborhood. It's
kind of like living next to a cop. :-)
Complaints should be used as a key metric for on going approval of a license. Also, for any neighborhood
community where they met the threshold qualifications of being on a arced of land 40,000 ft and where
there is at least 100 feet between properties then the available number of STR days should be limitless
or tied to the number of days already in place in the specific neighborhood.
I would like the ability to have an STR 5-20 nights a year to help cover some basic costs. This is not a
business for me, but I would like the income to support the annual costs like insurance, taxes and snow
plowing. Please create an allowance for an occasional STR.
We have seen an increased deterioration of our neighborhood dirt road by excessive speeds and
increased use. We have seen increased trash and litter in the neighborhood. we have seen STR renters
allow dogs to run loose, delicate at will in residents property (with no follow-up/clean up) and chasing
local wildlife.
We have seen increased noise (often late into the night with parties, events and fireworks ignition and
traffic at all hours).
They have impacted the quality of our quiet residential only Summit County neighbor hood. STRs should
only exist in high density zones where infrastructure can support it and impacts will be less while adding
a finacial benefit to the commercial businesses nearby.
We live in the Highlands in Breck. The 4 nearest houses to us are all rentals and always filled. It isn’t a
neighborhood anymore, just people wanting to make money and mostly not caring about their
property.
I think we should decrease the number of STRs and see how that affects our current problems. We can
always adjust in the future, but right now, we seem to be out of balance and a reduction in STRs and
crowding/congestion seems like a fair and necessary move, at least to see if it can help us regain a sense
of balance and harmony.
Primary residence owners will not contribute to long-term renting, in a significant way, so we should be
allowed to do short term renting to Supplement income when retired, or many people are flexible and
can spend most of the time in their home but travel, visit family, whilr making money to help

supplement our lifestyle in Summit County. Many of us are long-term residents Who surely contribute
positively to the Summit County way of life. Please don’t restrict our property rights for a solution that
has never been proven to work to increase long-term housing.
Ban air bnb and these strs.
I think they should pay a higher rate of property tax like a hotel has to.
Allow a second type of STR for full time residents that is 14 to say 30 days.
Please take care of the local people and think on his family's we need places we can afford to rent or buy
, help us to stay in summit county
I appreciate the transparency to reconsider and modify the STR impact for the overall quality experience
within our community.
Be sure you really identify the problem. Then narrow your solution as much as possible to focus on the
problem that has been identified. Do not make STRs into an evil that is used for political gain.
Remember that all change adversely affects someone, often in unintended ways.
Population growth is more of an issue than short term rentals, stop blaming homeowners for the
workforce housing issue.
The widespread use of STRs confirms there is a market need for this type of lodging in a destination
recreation community. Recreation is a substantial component of our lifestyle and visitors financially
help support and improve these activities.
This all centers around greed. If you can afford to have a property or Many That is a problem it’s the
many properties that are the problem. People are buying up for rental income. I get it! But it’s at the
expense of others. My retirement won’t have a plush bank account. Parking at a trail head and making a
reservation or yet taking a bus- it just takes the enjoyment out of living up here. Going to the grocery
store and it’s been picked thru. The STR do play a big part in all this. Good luck to you all in figuring this
Conundrum out.
your last question is a typo or horrible... look at that question again. Where is the option for the limit
should be higher, (but not unlmited.... Please get us to 180 for existing STRS... GRandfather grandfather
grandfather.... A lot of your resistance and ire from the community is an unwillingness to be more
embracing of grandfathering.....
STRs are and have always been a vital component to our tourist based economy. I think more time is
needed to build local housing (we have needed this since the 1980s). I also think the last two years were
an unprecedented level of tourism due to the pandemic and international travel restrictions. Already,
we are seeing less tourists yet the BOCC has not waited to collect more data and input from locals who
own STRs. I understand the need to reduce and lessen the investor STR purchases. But I do not think
punishing long time locals who have shouldered the expenses and effort in creating STRs to help our
community thrive is the right approach. Decades of work has gone into these STRs and regulating them
to the point of being impossible to run will have negative impacts. Example: If our home is not allowed
to be an STR, then we wouldn't be able to afford to keep it empty for the 6 months we are not here (and
no we would not rent it long term as it is furnished and we do not want it destroyed by long term

renters and their pets/parties/multiple people per bedroom, etc). Therefore we would have to sell it.
The county would be forcing 30year locals out of the community. Our house would not sell to local
workforce as it is valued too high to be affordable to the average home buyer. It would most likely sell
to a 2nd homeowner and sit empty for most of the year. That would be altogether sad and unfortunate
on many levels.
Why the war on STRs? We have supported the community for decades and are now being shut out.
With no rental income, effectively, the only people who will be able to afford homes in summit county
will be the super wealthy who don't need the income and certainly won't long term rent their homes.
Are there too many pesky tourists around? Time to shut things down so the old timers can enjoy it all to
themselves without any bothersome tourists around?
STR’s are the new hotel. Don’t allow the county to build more hotels. Just allow small businesses to run
their STRs. And tag frequent complainers in your system and take their complaints less seriously because
some neighbors to STR’s act less than neighborly and complain just to complain.
STRs are not the problem; by limiting STRs, you lower the price of homes and the tourism revenues. And
you do not help locals as the homes used by STR are usually outside of the price range of locals
Communities for locals are incredibly important for healthy and vibrant individuals and families. STRs
can be beneficial to our tourism economy as well as a way for locals to afford their primary residence (by
STRing their lockoffs for example). But they can also dilute our neighborhood character. Prohibiting
and/or limiting STRs in areas of the county that are both relatively affordable and more highly populated
by year-round residents and local long-term renters is critical for the success of our year-round
population. Summit County has a mental health crisis that is exacerbated by residents feeling isolated,
alone, under stress from finding and keeping housing, unable to keep their dogs, or taken advantage by
landlords that rent unsafe homes that residents are 'lucky' to afford. We can do better.
Less onerous restrictions. Owners should have liberty to use the property as they need to.
Limiting nights per unit is counterproductive. It is more advantageous to the economy for low-use STRs
to be eliminated and the remaining high-use STRs to be more fully occupied. To that end, maybe
simultaneously remove the night cap and limit renewals for the lowest-utilized properties.
Generally, I feel that STRs are one of the single most damaging impacts to our community, economy,
and long term viability ” even as a resort community. The false, fear-mongering rhetoric from our local
real estate professionals should be set aside in favor of protecting the very fabric of our community.
A cap on nights does not address the long term rental issue. We would never consider renting our house
out long term because we use it. Frankly 4-6 unrelated people living in a house in a neighborhood zone
will make far more noise, have far more cars and generate more trash and traffic than a short term
renter.
We have always dreamed of owning a property in the mountains and we were so happy to finally be
able to invest (in Wildernest). We would never rent full time (LTR) since we want to be able to spend
many weeks and weekends at our property throughout the year. We primarily do STRs so that Summit
County can benefit from tourist income when we cannot be at our treasured second home. Our
property costs us $35k +/ year and we make less than $10k on rental income so STR is not a critical part

of our decision to have a second home. I would strongly encourage you to think about the many
families like us. If STR goes away, we will keep our property and there will be less tourist revenue during
the ~120 nights a year we rent.
Additionally, a simple restriction could be only one STR license per person so that others like us can
share our mountain retreat and also support the community we love.
Why don't we have a STR lodging tax like hotels? It is a mirrored situation. Tourist comes to Summit
County, finds a dwelling, has fun, pays and leaves. Make the highest taxes possible responsible by the
homeowner at the end of the year. STRs are just small hotels. Don't fall into the Real Estate scheme,
keep housing affordable for locals with jobs in the county. Have 1% Real Estate commissions on STR
transactions and a 3% Real Estate commissions for a working local with proof of jobs. Confront and limit
the Real Estate practices then you will see a real change to a real problem.
STRs are here to stay. They provide a superior experience to traditional hotels. Over-regulation will just
cause the county to miss out on revenue and tourists will go to other locations where they can get the
experience they desire. Embrace the change or wither away.
Let the free market find the balance. All of summit county is a resort community. To many people feel
like there was enough room for themselves to move here but now it’s full and no one else can come
here.
We need them, they are part of the fabric of summit county. But we definitely don't need all of them.
STR have drastically reduced housing stock for locals in Summit County and have made for Bad
Neighbors that treat this place like it is Disney World and someone will pick up after them.
It has been sad to see the negative impacts on our county/community. If this doesn’t change, we will sell
our small business and home and move. It’s not worth living in a community that doesn’t seem to value
it’s local families. There are too many tourists in our small towns. It’s disgusting.
I will be a resident next year and want to STR 135 days a year. I do not believe that the gov should limit
small business rentals when timeshare have run amuck. Have timeshares rent less and use inventory for
seasonal workers and long term rentals. Don’t hurt the little guy.
The Planning staff is doing an excellent job dealing with this issue!
Having STR’s helps boost the economy. Guests would rather rent an STR verses a hotel. Usually better
guest in a STR than a hotel. I have several repeat guest because we have an STR. Makes the whole
experience better for the guest and they want to return to Sumitt county, creating more revenue fir the
county.
Regarding the limit, again, I'm not versed enough in the ramifications to really comment. I'm torn
between it just being an STR and the limit being just right. To make an adequate determination, id need
to see the data.
My bottom line is,even though we are a small percentage of the overall situation, long time locals have a
lot to gain or lose depending on what gets put in place,with likely more at stake than the majority of
buyers/sellers/renters out there. However small we are, please don't ignore us in the mix. After all, its

the community you're looking to positively impact as you consider the regulations. We are the
community!!
My main point is that I don't think limiting STRs on homes that were intended to be vacation properties
will help create housing for locals. Properties over a certain size or in complexes with vacation
amenities that demand high HOA fees shouldn't be limited on STRs. I think the main goal should be
trying to reclaim some housing for locals and limiting disturbances to neighbors. I suggested more
segmented zones, a tax on STRs to fund local housing,and a stricter policy for STR owners who's guests
are a nuence (revoke license to put them back into the pool if there are caps).
More of my thoughts here: https://youtu.be/uIRmuSIz5d4
After the last meeting in which the County Commissioners abruptly put a 9 month moratorium on STRL I
walked out of the meeting thinking that my voice doesn't matter.
I didn’t move to this neighborhood to live next door to a budget motel run by hapless absentee owners.
We get a lousy grade of tourist in Summit County and enforcing parking, noise, and occupancy limits in
STR might go a long way to making that crowd unwelcome.
Why not raise fees and allow supply and demand work it out. The capitalist system does work if you give
it a chance. I have a second home that I intend to use seasonaly. It will probably sit empty the rest of the
year if it can't be a STR.
Stop the insanity! You have created a monster.....get rid of STRs and let a business be a business and a
private home be a private home. You have so many empty mega mansions sitting empty and yet you
can't house your work force. Re-evaluate your priorities....are you a town or a business entity? Do not
approve any more private home building until workforce housing is taken care of. If the big boys in
town (Vail Resorts and BGV) would pay their workers a living wage, I would not have to subsidize them
with workforce housing.....why am I paying for their workforce when they are making mega profits
enough to buy up more land and expand and expand. Stop tearing up paradise to put up another
parking lot or more timeshares!!!!!
Despite being a property manager, I APPLAD the efforts by the county and TOB to put the brakes on the
runaway STR train. We must have balance. I am frustrated by the number of highly successful and
prestigious companies in town and who ignore rules/ordinances and have no regard for the neighboring
residents. I am disgusted by investment property owners and the second homeowners who do NOT
CARE about our community and are allowed to basically conduct business in a residential zone for
nothing but their own personal profit (not all second homeowners but many). Commercial and
residential zones were created for a reason! Why are people with no community interest allowed to
skirt that zoning?
Our community needs STRs, but we are currently out of balance and hopefully new rules will put us back
in balance eventually.
I think these regulations are a bit short-sighted. Consider the litigation currently pending in Hawaii over
such restrictions. Do we really want to reduce tax revenue, decrease customer base for local businesses
and open the county up to expensive litigation? STRs are a way of homeowners using their property.

The problem with housing that seems to be driving the discussion on STR regulation should be focused
on ways to incentivize long term rentals.
I've said it all, but it bears repeating... you've no business telling me what I can do with my property
Limiting the nights that an STR can be rented for someone who was originally issued a permit for
unlimited nights rented is unconscionable and can be construed as a "taking" by the government. There
are currently apartments being built near the Breckenridge Building Center, turning that into a
neighborhood. Are you now going to limit the number of days that the Breckenridge Building Center
can be open because it is in a neighborhood? I would certainly hope not. All STR permits that were
issued before the new rules went into effect should be grandfathered in, as changing the rules so
drastically on your homeowners is just wrong.
Summit County is a destination area and visitors love it. Many come because it's a once in a lifetime
trip. Others return year after year. Why would the county choose to impose regulations to reduce
those visitors and restrict owners from offering a place for them to stay? These visitors spend countless
dollars in the towns and the county each year. That in turn has a positive impact on the local economy
and small businesses. If homeowners are not able to use their home as a STR, that home will sit empty,
not be as well maintained, and possibly be unable to sell. That situation won't benefit anyone including
a local resident or a distant homeowner.
Local, workforce housing still does not address affordability. Limiting the number of STRs does not make
the available housing more affordable. Building and providing subsidies to current vacant properties are
your best ways to attack this issue. Identify your goals for local workforce housing, not goals for STRs.
If you want half of the local workforce to live in the county, where do you want the other half to live?
Why aren't we seeing a more collaborative approach with the other local municipalities?
Why aren't we seeing more opportunities for employers to rent housing on a master lease and then
sublet to employees?
I've lived here since 1993. They've torn the community, whether or not anyone wants to admit it. There
is ZERO enforcement (to my personal knowledge) of violations to HOA or county laws (noise ordinances,
parking, etc. The STR company gets a heads-up, tells people to pipe down, then we simply rinse and
repeat the next three days). Property owners with STRs should be IMMEDIATELY issued a fine for
infractions as an incentive to actually inform guests of regulations. If an STR management company
quietly quits the complaint by gently asking a guest to move a vehicle or be a bit more silent, there is
absolutely no guarantee that the next guest that checks in will not only be in compliance, but will even
be informed of those regulations.
I really think treating them more like a hotel would be a tremendous help. I also think really looking at
the situation is it a whole home being rented vs just a room or a connected apartment in which local
residents reside even when part is being rented. I think looking at home type might be something to
consider too. Homes vs condos vs townhomes. I know if I lived in a condo I would not want a short term
rental right next to me just the noise would be obnoxious. I know the short term rentals is just one piece
of the puzzle and appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback even though I can’t attend the
meeting

We can’t continue to exist if no one can live and work here. Why are STRs prioritized over local
workforce housing??? First come up with a plan to allow for people to LIVE here affordable, THEN work
in visitors around that. What’s happening now is not sustainable.
Less is more. I believe in the power of the free market and nearly all regulations created by the county
will be quickly outdated, unfair to some or work arounds will be developed. If the county won’t have the
resources or ability to enforce, the regulation is useless. Limit multi-property investors in residential
zones. Create an open market/auction system for new STR licenses. Allow for license transfer upon sale.
(I purchased my home with the ability to STR. It was priced as such. Removing this ability for the next
owner destroys value of my home and is tantamount to eminent domain without fair compensation.)
The STR program should be left alone for at least three years before making any change.
Having a program that continues to change every year is confusing at best.
Forget calling them STR Licenses. It's a STR TAX without many benefits for the holders of licenses.
Make a 6 night/7 day minimum on all short term rentals Thanks!
I own one, can appreciate both sides of issue
Leave restrictions off the primary homeowners - they should be able to do what they want.
Regulations should be for second-homeowners and people who are not living here most of the year.
By making it possible to make $$ on an STR, both long term rentals and purchasability have Ben hugely
negatively impacted.
Our town is coming to a breaking point with workforce housing. I run a business in town and it’s been
near impossible to find good help at a decent wage. The fact that my friends average rent is nearing
2,000 a month when it was half that 5 years ago is concerning. In the past years I’ve witnessed
numerous members of our community who called this place home for over 15 years decide to pack it up
and get out of town. There needs to be a combined attempt to limit the amount of strs and build
affordable worker housing if we are going to move forward in a healthier path. It should be outright
illegal to purchase a residential home in a neighborhood with the sole intent on renting it out as an str
to make money. Str owners should be a primary resident in that property. Please bring back a sense of
community in this town before it’s too late.
STR has no impact on high property prices. Inflation, remote work, wealthy people over bidding drive
prices up. This is not unique to summit county. This is happening all over the USA. Other STR issue
should be addressed like noise complaints, etc.
Focus on increasing housing and reducing STRs for housing stock that would be affordable for those
families earning less than 80% of Summit County median income. Provide incentives to more of this
type of stock. For every mobile home park, there should be 3 multi-family apartment complexes that
are long term rent affordable. Problem is not STRs given the post-Covid hotel inventory, the problem is
lack of an affordable housing strategy and fast lane permitting procedures to encourage more affordable
housing.

This issue needs to go hand in hand with building new affordable housing for those living and working in
summit county full time. Limiting STRs on their own will not fix this issue of lack of housing
The real problem is the low wages and that a large number of property owners can’t vote in local
elections so the politicians work in the favor of voters only and forget about the vast number of
property owners who contribute greatly to the local economy
Str allow smaller investors and small business owners to make money outside of resort employment.
Tourist should stay in hotels, resorts and condos at ski resorts - period!
I think the STR platforms (Airbnb, VRBO, etc) should be leveraged for local workforce housing. There is
NOT a scarcity of housing. Help local seasonal workers find housing on these platforms. Beat the STR
owners at their own game. Yes there are some fees involved but this gives both parties peace of mind
(don't think that a landlord isn't padding the rent by the same amount of the fees for this same peace of
mind). And the fees are WELL worth the overhead/admin that a local government would have to
provide for a similar service. If the seasonal worker then wants to stay in the off season or come back
the next year they may be able to negotiate a standard lease to avoid 3rd party fees if the landlord and
renter both had a good experience. My unit is fully booked this coming ski season with previous Airbnb
guests who are now doing 30+ day leases with me...these are not local workforce people but people
working remotely...but the same idea applies. STR owners should not be the only ones carrying the
burden of low wage workers. Each individual should be making the best decisions for them and their
families and their business (even if your "business" is providing lift operator services in exchange for
being able to spend your days off up on the slopes). If everyone works to optimize their own situation, a
natural equilibrium will be found. LET THE MARKET WORK. I know it feels like you have to do
something, especially as an elected official. But the best thing you can do is protect the free market.
They’re bad and good. visitors expect them, locals need alternatives
There's an STR in my neighborhood that is rented about 40 weeks per year. Someone should be
checking that the 135-day limit is being followed. Also, please publicize who/where people should call
with complaints and the owners of the STRs so they can be contacted directly.
Limiting short term rentals will reduce tpuri dollars spent in the county. It will not increase local
workforce housing. The demographic of second homeowners will change and we will end up with a
bunch of empty houses and less people here spending money. Let second homeowners and locals use
their properties however they’d like. They have rights. Find a different solution for workforce housing.
This is not the solution.
STR's are a huge part of our economy. Without them there will be fewer jobs and opportunities for
people, and less people living here as a result. Towns and county need to focus on bringing on line more
apartments for people to rent and less focus on trying to get everyone into a single family home type
residence.
The thought of 135 night minimum; doesn’t benefit local people actively looking for long term housing.
Since the amount of days the property is not used, second homeowners will go ahead and use the
property or fix the system where their family or friends will use the unit.

When people do not live here, they have no regard for their neighbors, the neighborhood or our
beautiful mountain community. People come and start fires in backyards, set off fireworks, walk dogs off
leash, throw parties and treat our community like garbage. It is their retreat to the mountains, but this is
our home. If they do damage to our community, they get to go back to their place of residence, while
we are here to pickup the pieces. We can speak with our neighbors to resolve problems that may arise.
You cannot speak to a short term renter that has paid money for a mountain get away and will do as
they please because they’ll never see any of us again. It’s changed my hometown more than I can say.
Yes, I understand we live in a resort community. I grew up here, I know that more than most. But it used
to be somewhat isolated. I could avoid the ski slopes or Breckinridge Main Street. I cannot avoid my
neighborhood.
I believe the PowerPoint showed 10% of STR owners are locals, so how many of these STR owners even
care about our neighborhoods? They care about their investment. Not the people who live here and
contribute to the community every day.
I’ve lost friends in this community because they cannot find housing. I’ve lost coworkers because their
landlord decided it would be better financially to do STR than to rent to a local. What happens when we
have no more staffing because making money each night means more to owners than contributing to
this community?
Summit county used to feel like home. A resort community, yes, but my home. Now I feel like if I am not
a guest here, I have no value. If I am not a STR owner, I have no value. My neighborhood is no longer my
mountain dream, it’s someone else’s.
STRs should only be allowed in commercially zoned areas of the county. An Airbnb is basically a
hotel/inn. The only time an Airbnb should be allowed in residentially zoned areas is if it's a primary
residence with the STR being ancillary.
Get rid if old people in board and listen to us working force. We'll most of us can't speak English
You are the reason summit is heaving crisis !
STR owners have many different modifications, but the housing problem in Summit should not be place
squarely on the shoulders of STR owners. Many condo properties were developed as STR. Also, we are
now being asked to pay parking fees in Dillon, but it doesn't go to solve any problems just to the general
fund.
Breckenridge needs STRs!! There is very limited hotel accommodations here compared to the number
of visitors .
You last question is confusing. The current limit is 135, your choices are "it is to high" or "it should be
lower". Isn't that the same thing? I don't mean to sound so aggressive in my responses but this is
incredibly frustrating that we are still having the same damn conversation we had since the start. It's 80
degrees in my house right now because I cannot open my windows because of all the cars and people (I
live in wildernest). Many tourists communities have gone to great lengths to get STR's under control and
instead of doing that our leaders have spent their time trying to please the real estate agents instead of
taking care of locals. It's become a freaking nightmare and the people that care and matter the most in

this community are leaving in huge numbers. Most of the people I know are long time locals and are
doing everything they can to leave. Summit sucks now.
The local workforce is more important to our community than people making a little extra cash from
there second or third property.
Make housing accessible for full-time, hard-working locals who both LIVE and WORK in Summit County.
Local homeowners should NOt be penalized because this is a hot market for second homes of the super
wealthy. I below if it’s your primary homestead (like in Austin’s model) you should be able to do
whatever you want. If it’s not and it’s your second third or 12th home you shouldn’t have same rights.
There are enough hotel rooms to support a tourist population that we rely on. There needs to be much
less short term rentals so that the locals who live here and work and the schools, emergency
department, hospitals, restaurants, resort, etc can afford to live here and have housing.
If my answers weren’t clear enough, The government should not be telling people what they can do
with their property especially if they’ve already granted them permission to do so with their property.
The only way we can achieve our goals as a community is with money, and I think reducing short term
rentals only takes money away from our economy. We need to embrace the fact that we live in a resort
community. People are willing to spend thousands of dollars to come on vacation here, a few dollars in
taxes and fees from each tourist will go along way to help improve our community for locals. Let’s talk
about using that money in appropriate ways so that we can afford to hire a good teachers and build
affordable housing. Our local government seems to have an approach of taking things away rather than
trying to improve the things that we have and build on them.
Let’s focus on the locals instead of the tourist for a change. We are not running out of tourist we are
running out of the people that make our town interesting.
Is there a way to promote the development or remodeling of hotels and motels in the area so they are
better meeting the demand and amenities/desires of the tourists?
STRs are a scourge. Owners maintain that it's their property,and they should be able to do with it
whatever they please. This is not in keeping with a concept that owners who live in a neighborhood have
RIGHTS to a quiet neighborhood, with low traffic volume, dark skies, and trash-less conditions. Imposing
a STR into a neighborhood compromises these features.
They’ve ruined the town and county. Good luck getting back to 2019 staffing levels
STR in a neighborhood is a business that causes a lot of negative effects on quality of life.
I do not understand what the county commissioners are trying to accomplish. I also think most people
with STRs can’t vote in Summit County. That’s taxation without representation among other things.
Residents that have bought their property prior to any new regulations should be grandfathered in to
not comply with new rules/regulations or fees.
The previous question is very concerning and leading. There is no option to choose that the limit for STR
days is too low.

One option is the limit is too high. The next option is the limit should be lower.
How can you take this survey seriously when the bias of county officials is so blatant through leading
answers like this? This is very concerning. I hope this survey isn’t actually intended to inform decisions
that will impact so many residents and property owners in the county. Over-regulating STRs is the lazy
way to appease the mobs and will do little-to-nothing to improve the scarcity of workforce housing.
I’d like to see more discussion and effort put towards allocating more tax to building more workforce
rental housing (not just deed restricted resident-owned units). Also, local government should stop
demonizing STR owners while doing nothing to slow down the greed and damage done by BGV, Vail
Resorts, Hyatt, Marriott etc in the county.
I bought in an area where my home retains value because of the resort. I think you are trying to make
an apple an orange by setting strict limits. I enjoy STR, I use them when I vacation and would not change
them here.
I don't have a perfect answer to any of this but we need more building and specifically building of rental
properties. Taking away STRs is not going to get the process down enough to make it affordable. They
only way to do that is more building and graduated steps for owners to move up. Take all the tax
revenue from strs and put it housing helps
Why should we cater to those who already got theirs? Just because historical STR areas exist doesn't
mean they cannot now provide the long term housing after having STRs and paying their house off 2-3x+
at this point. I am not in a resort area, I am a local working harder than a lot of this resort area distant
owners providing sub par accomodations because they don't care anymore. Let them house the workers
in the best areas for the locals after they have already paid off theirs and don't stifle my beginning.
STRs licenses should be severely limited across the county.
Understanding the need for locals to offset their mortgages with STR potential should also be
considered. Renting out a bedroom as an STR in your primary residence shouldn't be restricted.
when our hotels and resorts reach capacity. the town can barely handle that number of visitors.
Service levels in the county are embarrassing. adding the masses through STR'S. Our streets, lakes,
streams, businesses and trails all cant handle the additional pressure.
We have strangers as guest in our neighborhoods. Obnoxious, entitled tourist as neighbors. A new
batch every couple of days. Noise, trash and parking are all an issue. the 156 room hotel i work at is
quieter then our complex.
I lost a job of 7 years, for it to be turned into workforce housing. Why? Couldnt find enough employees
to make it work. STR'S are a contributor.
We were once a 4.5 star county. We are a solid 2 stars now. Major changes and planning must take
place immediately. In the next 3-5 years we will need to have housing for a large portion of our
workforce. There are many options. The first step would be to ban all STR'S from non resort properties.
jamestkeely@gmail.com
Make careful consideration in grandfathering existing license holders so there isn’t a lawsuit

My community doesn't feel like one any more because it feels like most Town Homes are str's. Parking
gets worse because of Str's.
Please do something but it’s harder and harder to find community here because people are being
pushed out.
Commercial ventures don’t belong in single family residential zoned areas.
There isn’t a business in this entire country that doesn’t have a help wanted sign. There aren’t any
bargain rentals as well. If Breckenridge would like to have it’s workforce closer to town then assemble a
project funded by investors within the area. There are likely to be many of whom would jump on board
for a modest return. I don’t believe in hurting the hardworking families who have invested in this town
and are seeking a few weeks of rental income to help them fund their dream escape. They are not going
to forfeit their entire season. Neither would their buyers if they choose to sell. There are many other
ways to solve issues. I’ve been coming to Breckenridge since 87. I also just spent the last three entire
winters in Breckenridge and everyone seemed to survive just fine. Let’s look forward to new projects
rather then steamrolling prideful owners.
Nearly all of my neighborhood was once occupied by locals, now many streets have only one or two
residents, the rest are strs or rarely used second homes. There is no longer a sense of belonging to a
community or any inter reliability. The neighbor I knew I could call on if I needed something is no longer
there. Instead of friends driving or walking by, there are mostly strangers. Security is no longer an
afterthought
Since I have lived here, I have seen units that should only have 2-4 people in them have more, Units that
have one parking space, have STR's use 2 or mores paces, have had to clean cigarette and other litter
from around my place after parties, can't sleep at night before work due to parties, seen property
damage, decreased food in grocery stores, no trail head parking, lost my parking to STR's, and it seems
that no one cares.
Changing the game on current property owners now feels like an infringement on rights. I can
completely understand Summit County wanting to reassess it's position on STR's, but to enforce new
rules on current property owners is unfair. Once Summit County has identified its new stance on STR's, it
seems fair to enforce it on any new property owners, who have a pure understanding of what they can
and cannot do with their own properties, so they can make an informed decision about whether or not
to purchase property within the Summit County area.
Stop regulating the market, build more affordable housing designated for long term rent only.
Living next to a Long Term Rental is often not any better than an STR. At least with an STR, it's vacant
most of the year.
Why aren’t we taxing them at a commercial rate? They seem to slide by our bed tax/commercial tax
because they’re residential they want to profit off our community and ruin it so tax them at that rate!
As a long time local that moved here before these programs started I know that housing has always
been an issue but in the last 10 years or so and the start of these new programs like Airbnb and VRBO
their has been an obvious change in Summit County and not for the better. We are allowing our locals
to be pushed out and no one to replace them. Without managing this we will be negatively impacting

our future in Summit where we will have no employees, There are already so many critical jobs like
town managers, police, fire, EMS, teachers, etc that can not live in the community they work and have
to travel in to do so. These "shoulder" communities are seeing an increase in value as well, and also
might become unsustainable. We can not and should not try to build our way out of this. Summit needs
to take a clear stand as well as all the towns that we prioritize community first. With a strong
community and healthy workforce we can still take care of our visitors and be profitable but not at the
expense of our workforce. There is a balance we can all find. This will be more of a positive because if
the workforce and locals feel cared for the negative attitude towards tourist would dissipate and overall
everyone would come out ahead. Thank you for putting this out there for the community to fill out.
Thank you for hosting the meeting tonight the 19th and overall taking this difficult task on.
If we have an issue with people who do not live in their units renting them out, then limit STRs to people
who primarily occupy their unit. However, just because a second homeowner doesn't use an STR doesn't
mean it will become workforce housing. Instead, it will potentially just sit empty which is also negative.
Many second homeowners want to use their homes and having someone living there full time means
they cannot use their second homes. Work on the incentive portion of the issue encouraging
homeowners to rent long term WITHOUT requiring them to change the deed of their property into
perpetuity. Provide incentives to rent long term like tax breaks and creative solutions like property
management support, programs to pay for owners who long-term rent to stay in local resorts when they
want to use their properties, etc.
Seems like many of the housing locals initiatives are too much too late. Paying (mostly part time)
residents to convert from STR to long term is hurting those who have been renting long term all along.
What about incentives for long time local landlords to improve their units, convert or make space for
ADUs. The Comm planning department s, while necessary, are a huge hurdle for most.
SC government should pay a professional to write their surveys and perform real in depth analysis
instead of doing it themselves. Most of the surveys I've received/ taken from SC are biased and very
directional and the wording is clunky and hard for most people to understand.
Home owners should have the ability to do what they please with the property they pay taxes on.
I get free markets and property rights , but what’s happened in the last five years is simply not
sustainable. Personally I’ve had several friends leave the county due to the impossibility of ever buying a
home . Working locals cannot compete with investors who pay cash . If this keeps up , there will be no
local community . There are already skilled labor shortages , and that’s likely to just continue to worsen .
Maybe the 20 year old bros who work as lifties don’t care about sleeping 9 in a studio , but working
adults don’t want to live that way , and they won’t .
Short term rentals must be banned anywhere outside of a resort area . Peak 7, blue river , summit cove ,
Dillon valley etc should not have a single short term rental . Keep tourists where they belong , in the
resorts .
No one wants to have loud , obnoxious , ignorant tourists shuffling through the rental next door on a
weekly basis . Tourists are here to party , and they don’t give a damn about the people who live here .

Im strongly considering leaving summit in the next couple of years if something is not done to address
this problem .
I believe this community is being run into the ground by our current leaders and we a focusing on all the
wrong issues
The limit should be 50 nights.
Short term rentals should not be allowed in our neighborhoods. I completely understand having them
around the resorts but having the. In wildernest or Dillon valley makes no sense. It’s really troubling to
see what is happening and to see everyone leaving because nothing is being done to fix the issue.
We purchased our condo in Wildernest based on the fact that it was owner occupied or long term local
rentals. In the last two years, we’ve seen so many units convert to strs who are not supported by local
management companies. The owners are not involved with the negative impacts it brings to our
community- loud disrespectful guests, parking nightmares, trash issues and all around general nuisance.
I purposely purchased away from the resorts as to maintain a somewhat normal existence for my
children.
Please do not punish the local residents who live in summit county full time who share their residences
as an STR. The STRs that should be regulated are those that belong to homeowners who own the
residence as not their primary residence
We’re disappointed to see the lack of immediate action from town and county government at the first
sign that this was an impending issue. Please put the needs of local residents who make this town exist
rather than the tourists staying STRs as the priority for once. Our restaurants are struggling, The
mountain is unable to keep long term employees because they cannot afford high rent housing on such
low wages, jeopardizing the safety of other employees, residents, and tourists on the mountain. This
town feels like a carcass of what it once was and a Disney version of what it could have been. More
hotels > STRs that destroy neighborhood identities and force long term renters aka actual residents out
of the market.
Far too many local workers can not find long term housing because of STRs
You should have no right to tell me how or what to do with my property ,CLASS ACTION
Please stop with all the restrictions, it’s clear that towns and county will not step up and admit they
Made wrong decisions. Zones and regulations are not helping locals, businesses, current or interested
buyers. It’s hurting sales, increasing long term rent rate, going to have to increase employee pay, etc.
We are seeing summit real estate market turn much faster than the rest of the economic turn, which is
not character to this market. It use to have a bubble that would help the market hold value in down
turns. That will not be the case anymore. Micromanaging this markets through ordinances and
restrictions will eventually destroy what has been build and the reason people are drawn to summit.
Overall decreasing tourism, which we are already seeing 20-30% decreases in peoples spending. This
will force local workers out due to lack of income. I am dealing with this right now, pay has to increase
probably $10 per hour to make it a job even worth considering. This will eventually fall on business
owners, towns/ county to increase pay, it has only Hurt the community by not doing anything about
affordable housing costs. Stop putting the responsible on owners whos properties will never ever be

long term housing. They should be allowed their property rights and use the properties when they
want, how they want. I grew up with second home, and what towns and county are doing is wrong.
Please do not increase limitations - the impact on the local economy is negative and macroeconomic
forces will dictate prices, supply and demand. Aspen became expensive way before STRs and believing
that STRs regulations will cause a better local environment is misguided and just placating to the people
who complain the most.
STRs allow a more diverse population to visit our towns. A family of 6 would have a tough time
affording a hotel, but can afford a multi room unit (made cheaper by being able to cook in unit, park
onsite, do laundry, etc). They allow our community to be more inclusive, and neighborhood zones are an
important part of this.
STR is not the problem. The growing pains of Summit County have also greatly profited the big players.
Make them pay their share and find housing solutions that involve bigger commutes, collaborate with
Park and Grand, improve infrastructure. Embrace the fact that residing within the boundaries of Summit
will inevitable become increasingly exclusive. Any other efforts will be short lived, complex,
unsustainable and costly. Thanks
STRs feel like hotels, therefore they should be taxed as such. The Lease to Locals program is unfair as
those who were already renting long term to locals cannot participate in the program. It seems it was
written by vacation rental owners, for vacation rental owners (and their property managers). The county
should reward those who have been doing what the program aims to incentivize - renting to local
workforce... instead we're using housing tax dollars to fatten the STR owners and rewarding them. It's
sending the wrong message, and driving up rental rates.
Short term rentals are the lifeblood of our community. We are a tourist based economy and always have
been. There is no where near enough hotel beds in Summit County to accomodate the number of
visitors we have. Most of the locals who live here full time rely on the tourists to support their families
and pay their bills. We need the tourists and they need short term rentals.
Limiting nights in an area is way more productive than limiting licenses.
I beleive the STR's are good because they require a reasonable level of standards for the uint being
rented. Although, I think the cost for an STR is too high.
Putting a limit on current owners who have always followed the rules is wrong.
Ongoing STR activity is essentially commercial in nature, not residential. Other commercial activity
would not be so readily allowed in residentially zoned areas. While property rights are important, those
rights are not unlimited, especially when use of said property fundamentally contradicts the applicable
zoning. An owner with a high-traffic home-based business would not be afforded the same lenience
with respect to continued activity in residential zones.
The existing STRs need to be managed better before any additional permits are issued. In addition
current areas designated as neighborhoods should not be changed to resort areas thereby hoping to
increase the number of STRs

STR's are ruining our community. As a single, full time employee making 60K a year, that has lived in
Summit for 13 years, I should be able to afford to purchase a home in Summit County and not have to
entertain purchasing something in Kremmling, Leadville, Georgetown, Alma, Fairplay, or Denver.
If the county does not manage let's say the amount of nights per str then these rules mean nothing. I'm
sorry to say, but I'm a local first and a real estate agent 2nd. Locals are moving because they cannot
afford to live here or they cannot stomach the number of visitors that are here. It cannot be a free for
all. We have too real estate agents and some of these people will need to get another job.
The number of nights allowed should be lower.
Existing STRs should be grandfathered in.
Limiting STR doesn’t make housing affordable. Affordable, long term housing is the real challenge.
Limiting our ability to rent our property when not being used personally, which is 1-2 weekends a
month, will just mean the house sits idle. Long term renters are not an option due to regular personal
use. It wont be rented, county doesnt get license fees and sales taxes and no locals gain housing. Make
license fees higher (much higher) to weed out the people who only rent a few times a year. Limit
multiple licenses to same owner/business i.e people in STR market for profit. Licenses should tranferable
at time of sale (for a high fee) .
This is really sad that summit/ Breck is destroying its own brand. Especially when politically we on the
same side. Don’t single out str as the problem, build long lasting AFFORDABLE HOUSING! It’s like the
parking garage, what took them 8 years to actually break ground on. Try solution based approach and
working together with the community to solve the problems. How summit and some of the town
handled this completely created enemies on both sides. You’ll never get the desired outcome that way
As an owner I used to believe that short terming was my right. Recently my guests have been attacked
and yelled multiple times. I witnessed one incident while working to calm down a guest that had already
been yelled at on the deck. Things were thrown this time. I initially wanted to call the police but spent
some time thinking and came to the conclusion that I would be just as upset if I were a local. I will be
selling mine and purchasing one closer to the resorts.
How can you decide one day that Summit County cant have short term rentals because real estate got
too expensive? Tourism is what keeps Summit County going. No one will be at the restaurants to pay the
salaries of the employees that can’t afford to live in summit county if they can’t stay in the area. Figure
out ways to make affordable housing, or pay employees more. Don’t kill tourism. You’ll ruin yourselves.
Good luck with that.
If it is legal to do so, then I would suggest out of State owners could only have one license, and CO
owners could have 2.
We all know we need more workforce housing. This is not a problem we can solve overnight. Making
STRs the enemy and the culprit is not the answer especially in the areas where want tourists to stay. I
think the balance is to well define the resort zone and allow unrestricted STRs. A cap on the
neighborhood zone is reasonable, but current license holders should not lose their STR. Shedding STRs
will take time, and if you put a stranglehold on the STR industry, the county will suffer. Breck already

saw an 11% decrease in July 4th lodging nights and is looking at a 15% drop for Labor Day weekend. We
are in a recession, so taking drastic measures on STRs now is a massive mistake.
Most STR properties would never be rented long term. These regulations unfairly hamstring owners.
STRs are good for the vitality and economic growth of the community and are better than these second
homes sitting empty most of the year.
Overall, I do not believe limiting the number of STR licenses issued will be the solution. LImiting the
number of nights and the occupancy restrictions could be useful in controlling the use of
primary/secondary residences vs investment properties.
My feeling is that residences used strictly as investment properties should not be allowed, and the best
way to mitigate this is to limit the number of nights of rentals allowed.
This helps to control the real estate market as someone will be less willing to pay for a property they
cannot rent out or profit from full time.
The next thing is that greater incentives should be issued to allow for long term or seasonal rentals.
Many people could take advantage of these opportunities vs using as an STR if they felt the benefits
could outweigh the negatives of an STR (ie wear and tear, hiring a management company, etc.)
The county should lobby our representatives in the State House to pass the necessary legislation to
allow towns and counties to tax STRs as commercial property, not as residential property. Residentiallyzoned areas should not have commercial enterprises in their neighborhood. The county won't let my
neighbor start a commercial car repair business in my neighborhood, so why should my other neighbor
be allowed to run a hotel in that same neighborhood?
If it becomes too punitive to own a short term rental, there will be a dump of real estate into the market
that will crush the value of the remaining owners properties (whether STR or not). It will also have a
devastating impact to the local economy because tourism revenue will plummet. The focus on STR's is
highly misguided. The focus should be on property owners that use their properties as secondary
residences, not STRs that are adding value to the local economy. With the newly increased taxes are
STRs, funds should go to give developers incentives to build affordable housing for service industry
workers. That will essentially have STRs pay for the workforce issue. However, owners of secondary
residences shouldn't escape punitive measures that STR owners are facing. We're being unfairly
targeted and the efforts are highly misguided. Too much govt intervention will cause a serious ripple
effect.
I believe STRs in some neighborhoods are ok, however, there needs to be a limit to how many are
allowed on a percentage basis per street. Eg. if there's 6 houses on the street, no more than 2 of those
houses can be STR and if the STR property is sold, the license must not be transferrable.
This is a problem. No doubt. But STR regulations is not the answer, and punishing those who may good
decisions along the way is not any way to endear yourself to the community. And on top of that you are
segregating the communities saying some can do it some times and some can do it all the time. Think
about that for awhile. Very poor policy.

Find ways to build housing as work force rentals and then pay someone to manage them. If you sell
everything off as deed restricted you'll only be kicking the can down the road 30 years (look at Aspen).
I understand there is no easy solution, but what you are spending your time and my money on is the
wrong direction to go!
I have a hard time with people expecting property here to be cheaper than Denver (yuck). I do think
some expectations of locals are out of wack. I have been here since 2004.
I think interest rates created most of this mess. I think there is a good chance this will start evening
things out again without STRs.
I think people should be allowed to do what they want with their property within reason (not effecting
neighbors).
I do not think limiting the whole County is a good answer. The exempted areas are not enough.
Need to enforce that STR listings are in compliance with STR guidelines related to occupancy and
parking. Also seeing listings that don't indicate HOA restrictions (most STR rentals in my community
don't adhere to the declarations of the community), but while it would be great to have the county help
with enforcement, I do believe that it is an HOA responsibility.
I don't believe STRs are the main cause of the housing crisis in summit county. This is a tourist
destination and just because you reduce STRs does not mean less people are going to come, the prices
will just continue to increase. Some people aren't able to rent long term and if you don't let them short
term rent, they wont suddenly have the ability to long term rent, they will just remove their rental from
the short term market, therefore increasing demand and pricing, while their home sits unused.
We need to incentivize the homeowners who only use their house for personal use a few times a year to
join the short term and/or long term rental market. The majority of the square footage in this county
sits unoccupied while the majority of the full time residents live in small apartments and condos, with
multiple people per bedroom.
I think the more STRs the better, so that they are not so lucritive to own.
Quite the bummer - they have really changed the face of this county.
More than 135 is too much. The house behind us wants to do 265 a year - that is 8.5 months of STR too much
It bugs me that a new neighbor will never be a neighbor.
People pushing for a cap on STR's are the same people who already have STR licenses. They are
leveraging the local government to push up the price they can charge for each STR. Demand is going up
and they are cutting out competition. How many STR's do the members of town councils/county
government already own? Is not giving a STR license to someone with a $4,000,000 six bedroom house
really going to open up rental space for locals looking for a one or two bedroom?

It seems the real issues is the cost and availability of homes for sale and rent. Local "ZERHS" or Zero
Energy Ready Homes laws adopted in 2020 are stifling the housing market. Since they were enacted new
home construction costs have gone up over 50% in summit county. Maybe more people could afford
rent or mortgage payments if a new house didn't cost 50% more than it was 3 years ago.
On top of that Summit County and the local towns collected over $180,000,000 in taxes last year. Seems
like an awfully large amount of money to be collecting for the services we're receiving. The state sales
tax is 2.9%. After all the local taxes are added the summit county sales tax is almost 9%. Cut these taxes
down, and more people could afford to live here.
Limiting STR is a bad strategy for improving housing for workers. Build them. My home will never be
affordable for local wage earners.
They and the landowners who own them are a cancer on our community and society
As a responsible owner of an STR who cares about my neighbors and the people who rent my home I
use a local professional management company and think this could be a requirement for STR's.
This "survey" was poorly designed and limited the taker to a narrowly defined set of outcomes. Even
with the "other" boxes, the survey is slanted toward refining the mess that the elected's created and
offers few alternatives other than more, complicated regulations. STR's are commercial uses in
residential neighborhoods and are only appropriate if a full time resident resides full time in the
property.
STRs are not the cause of the lack of affordability for locals to find housing. The local government has
failed to plan for ever-increasing #s of visitors to the area. Banning / regulating what homeowners
can/cannot do with their homes will not end well. Owners who have second/vacation homes
overwhelmingly are NOT going to convert to long term rentals because they will then be unable to use
their properties. The local government should increasing the rental tax and using that tax revenue to
build affordable housing for locals. This should have been planned for a decade ago. Where has all the
tax revenue gone the last 10 years because it sure as hell hasn't been used to build much/any affordable
housing for locals.
I urge a few things to be considered.
A review process for anyone interested in appealing for a lisence (make the fee large to limit frivolous
requests.) We own a property that can't economically be used for affordable housing and is unlikely to
cause issues for our one neighbor 2 lots away. The build is not economical viable for us without rental
income and we have roughly $50,000 invested in architectural work and build specific site work that we
can't get back.
Tax instead of limiting licenses. We would be happy to pay 20% a year in taxes to support affordable
housing for the folks that keep the community functioning.
The problem isn't specifically STRs, it's a lack of affordable housing because the average home value in
the county is well over a million dollars. The solution is to either decrease property values substantially
or let the drivers of those increased values be solutions as well.

I believe in affordable housing options. STRs are not the issue. Financing LT options is. As a high net
worth individual you can own a multi-million-dollar property and the financial commitment to the
community is the property taxes. Again, the most efficient funding mechanism is to have a premium on
second homes. I would not tag this to visitors, further penalizing and limiting those who can afford to
ski.
I would personally prefer substantial tax increases in STR as a means of attrition, perhaps if less than 3
night rental to discourage bad behaviors and incentivize community participation.
I think STRs are great sources of income and should not be limited in any way.
There should be no additional regulations on STR.
STRs are destroying our community character and lowering the quality of life for locals. Heavy
regulation and enforcement is needed. It appears to the public that our elected leaders seem to be
more likely to take recommendations from real estate broker groups than the workforce that is truly
affected by STRs. I think it is important to give more weight to comments and recommendations from
locals than from second home owners and other investors.
I believe Summit County needs a policy for best practices operating a STR. If the STR breaks the rules
and laws it should be revoked. Let the market and best practices control STR.
I believe that unless the HOA restricts STRs, the property owner should be allowed to STR their property.
STRs are not the issue with LTR shortages. We need more affordable apartments and smaller units for
people to rent...converting the Days Inn hotel in Silverthorne seems like a great move and if there were
more incentives to add ADUs to properties, I think this would be a huge help. Not only would it give local
homeowners the opportunity to generate rent on their primary residence, but it would get even more
locals into our neighborhoods. Deed restricted housing is another way to get more locals into home
ownership. This creates locals-only neighborhoods that people can live in if they don't want to
potentially have STRs in their neighborhood. Our workforce is a blend of long time locals who want to
own a SFH here and who mostly don't want to live with STRs (deed restricted housing limited to people
working in the county) and transient seasonal workers or people who are just trying out life here in the
mountains (affordable, smaller LTR apartment-like properties). If we have appropriate workforce
housing, then the number of STRs is not an issue.
There are good and bad things about STR's, great for business bad for the neighborhood. Tourists take
advantage of the lack of security and supervision by overcrowding units. I have an STR above me and I
have not had a good experience with a proper response when reporting a problem to the STR reporting
line or a police response when I have tried to use either. Nothing gets done in a timely manner and I
don't believe the owners of the units are even aware of most issues. The owners of the STR's need to be
held personally responsible and not be able to put off all the responsibility to the rental service they are
using. If their units get a certian many verified complaints, suspend their license for a year. Second
suspension and no more license.
I believe limiting strs infringes on people personal property rights. Restriction won't help affordability.
Maybe incentivise builders to build affordable housing. Other than probably a few neighbor noise
complaints, I don't see what the issue is. Makes me want to move out of the county.

See previous comments.
As both a user of STRs to come play in Summit County and an owner of STRs to help others play in
Summit County, I think the emphasis should be more on encouraging affordable LTRs than discouraging
STRs. If there were too many STRs for the area, they would go unrented and people wouldn't buy them.
Doing things like tax credits or deductions to cover the excess cost of an LTR or decreased income of an
LTR would encourage many of us to use that as a business model. If I could deduct from my state, local
and federal income taxes the difference in income between an STR and an LTR, I'd invest in LTRs all day
long.
You don't purchase residential property in a residential district to live in a hotel, or commercial district,
and you shouldn't purchase residential property in a residential district to run a commercial enterprise.
If you want to run a bed and breakfast, or a hotel, buy one of those. This isn't rocket science.
The county is meddling in ways they cannot economical understand and are very shortsighted. They are
more quickly dividing the county into "haves and have nots" with restrictions even if they see it as good
intentions. This will simply make most homes second or third home purchase only and no rental
happening. Wealthy will park their money in homes as gold or long term bond type investments. You
will race the county prices higher with thoughts that you are increasing housing options for locals but
likely not. We will become more vail/aspen like in property value decades earlier than we likely would
have been. Its economics of renting. I am starting to believe that the goal with STR is not actually locals
housing needs related but this is used as the argument. The counties wealth tax/limitations on parking
for quandary is representative of that. So much for equity. It is okay for the county to STR the mountains
but not local home owners...
STRs are ruining the County and it's local feel -- and making it impossible for the workers to live locally.
Please do whatever you can to limit the number of STR licenses and increase regulations and licensing
fees to dissuade people from engaging in STRs.
Managing affordable housing for our workforce should not be done through STR regulations. STRs
provide the backbone four our tourism centric economy and any regulation with negatively impact the
community. The county should focus on providing incentives to promote the conversion to and
construction of affordable workforce housing.
Work harder in affordable, for rent wfh development opportunities available before infringing n
property rights.
We have rented our 2nd home to a local family for the last decade.
I appreciate the idea of segmenting the Neighborhood Overlay Zone even more, to increase STR in STR
areas and decrease them in true, local neighborhoods.
I truly believe they are threatening our community and contribute heavily to our local and workforce
housing crisis.
There needs to be more education to tourists and people that rent short term rentals to follow county
regulations, fire restrictions etc.

I do not believe that restricting short term rentals is going to create more long term housing for locals.
Most people that purchase here want to use their property and supplement when they aren't here to let
other enjoy it. I would say the majority of my business is second homeowners. If they are buying a multi
million dollar house they aren't going to rent it a bunch of local workers who can't afford the high rent
and trash the place. I would suggest incentivizing people to long term rent for the season and offering a
program when the county help repair the home if it is damaged due to the renters. Unfortunately the
long term rent prices will be so high that the local workers won't be able to afford it without numerous
roommates. This is bring down people property values and people purchased there homes under the
impression that the home could be short term rented. I think limiting STRS will cause more headaches
for the county and not solved any problems. Then we will have a county that has a ton of empty homes
only owned by the extremely wealthy.
Be more flexible with people building ADU's that can be long term rented with deed restriction, think
outside the box on affordable houses that can be built or already built that is brought in and put on
county owned land. Like tiny homes or park model homes for local workforce to live in we can do this in
a way that benefits everyone. The 9 month moratorium is too long. I thought you had some good ideas
with the previous limits before the moratorium. We can't dictate who can buy in our county it's a free
country..Thanks for asking for my opinion.
This is a complex issue. No matter what you do, figure out what you are going to measure as "success".
Parking tickets and noise complaints are pretty bad metrics. Figure out what you are trying to "fix" then
ensure you can measure it to make sure you did more good than harm.
When considering locals, consider those who could be benefiting from STRs while living here (Type I &
type III). Differentiate between the license types to ensure fairness. Limiting STRS from investments as
opposed to individual buyers. Recognize that "neighborhood" zones can be unfairly determined
particularly when designated neighborhoods zones are primarily STR neighborhoods already. Those
units will unlikely turn into long term rentals, but to seasonal ones if their STRs are revoked.
I think what we are doing will hurt the economy here in Breckenridge. I think zones should be made for
STR rentals. I think the builders are only building huge expensive homes in what should be local
neighborhoods that locals can’t afford.
I own my home, live here full time, have never done STR & probably never will so these STR restrictions
won't affect me. I can't see how new STR restrictions will increase the stock of attainable employee
housing. No one buys a second home so that they can rent to a local...they hope to be here some of the
time & perhaps retire here. Can't we stop issuing permits for expensive fancy homes/condos until we've
built a required # of employee units? Can we change land use laws? Can we have a ballot issue to
demand that an affordable rental or attainable for-sale unit be created for every fancy unit built? When
an employee occupied unit is scraped, can we demand that an affordable replacement unit be built
somewhere? I don't see STRs as the main problem. Is there anything more we can do?
You are trying to control people's investments....and it isn't just 2nd homeowners and investors. You
are affecting long-time locals' ability to use their property as they choose. STR's are not going to
improve housing for locals. People will still purchase properties up here and just won't rent them which in the end, may have an adverse affect on the economy. I'm familiar with people who have shortterm rentals and long-term rentals. Many will tell me that short-term renters have less negative impact

on their property than long-term renters who fail to care for the property. Restricting STR's may be the
answer, because if tourists have no place to stay, they will go elsewhere, so we won't need as many
restaurants, bars, stores, etc.
I think a limited # of STRs in resort areas (where locals don’t live anyway) is OK, but significantly lower.
Let the hotels house the visitors. Plenty of people will still come, including many day-trippers. Keep STRs
out of neighborhoods, and don’t let the sheer # of them cause housing shortages for folks who work in
town. There’s got to be a balance. I’d rather see a few more hotels go in than housing people in STRs.
I feel the market will determine the # of STR's. This is a tourism community!
The County Government should not be restricting properties from renting short term. This is a massive
over-reach of power. You are essentially putting deed restrictions on our properties and ruining our
future plans for retirement. It will likely cause us to have to sell our property rather than keep our home
of 40 years. SHAME ON YOU!! You should have listened to the people who put you in office. Stop
ruining our properties, our lives and Summit County.
existing STR owners should be grandfathers, because STR was in their calculation in terms of
investments when they bought the property. county doesn't have the right to take that away.
Limiting number of nights that a property can be rented is an excessive and unwise restriction. Many of
us STR owners spend between 4-6 months in our summit county homes and the rental income
generated from the other months is what allows us spend this time here, make improvements to our
property, and patronize a wide range of local businesses. Moreover, capping the number of nights our
property can be rented will serve to drive up the nightly cost for visitors (as STR owners will need to
maintain an established level of rental income), thus making Summit County a less affordable
destination than other nearby resort towns/communities. If rental prices increase, we will start to see
our visitors go elsewhere ” and this will negatively impact all of our local businesses.
STRs are destroying our community's soul and character, and exacerbating the housing crisis we are
experiencing.
The County needs to implement a lodging tax of at least 6% that includes STRs immediately to help build
funds to repair ageing infrastructure.
Please don't allow some property values to sky rocket because they hold the only STR permits. Lower
the total number of nights and allow all to participate equally and fairly.
They’re killing the community and making it impossible to buy, and barely able to rent year round.
I tried to answer to the best of my ability. However having multiple choice options on such a complex
issue, my most true feelings were not always necessarily represented by the radio button chosen. The
open comment fields were helpful.
Locql governments don't care , unless you already are a homeowner, a business owner. I get it , money
talks and bullshit walks. It's just sad the local governments care more about out of towners investments
(90% of strs are not owned by locals)then the people that live ,breathe , bleed and toil in a community
that could care less.

Like an old employer of mine said, leave , id rather hire a bunch of new people that I can Payless, and
won't complain as much.
I understand that some think that this is a complicated matter but it really isn’t. They just aren’t willing
to do what is needed. At this point we’re all just making games out of harassing the tourists in our
neighborhoods until they stop coming.
I get licensing a STR with reasonable cost. Penalizing above and beyond what should a license cost to
those owners of STR's is unfair. Why not penalize those that renew their restaurant licensing also or
other businesses. Not in favor of that also. Please consider those in business that have helped build
Summit County and not destroy what some of us have worked decades to develop.
STR has become a battleground . There are many visitors that would not choose Breck / Summit
because they do not want to to stay in a hotel.
The people that live and work in Summit are responsible for their own housing. Why should that
change? If large corporations choose to provide additional employee housing that’s great.
It appears that after many meetings , what you presented was determined before the meetings took
place. That isn’t good faith and doesn’t make for friendly and diligent discussion.
The demand to live in places like Summit County has increased over time for a multitude of reasons including limited land, Pandemic flight from cities, and digital nomads. These factors are not within
County regulatory control. Thus far, we have seen little evidence that limiting short-term rentals will
result in more housing for locals. Instead, the unexpected consequence may be the creation of more
and more unoccupied homes as we see long time neighbors leave the community - and home sales to
out-of-county and out-of-state buyers. While this may be the desired result as the County can continue
to assess property taxes without having full-time population base, it doesn't address the housing
shortage. We also have recently experienced stays in communities where larger houses are used
efficiently with common area spaces and rooms individually rented (long or short-term). Our
experiences have been positive. Increasing the number of affordable rooms creates more options for
long-term occupancy - the desired consequence. This may be one option for the County to consider
other than imposing number limitations on STRs.
Consideration should be made on the lack of planning and foresight regarding efforts over decades of
pro growth and increased events and marketing budgets. STRs are a good economic driver and not the
cause of long term housing issues. Why are more ADUs being approved to help?
Owners/property managers must be in compliance with fire mitigation recommendations. Landscaping
should be maintained with invasive species removed. Higher sewer and water fees charged. Limited
occupancy if on well or septic for protection of neighbors. Outdoor lighting must go off at 10 pm and be
dark sky compliant. Trash must be picked up on departure date. Noise can be outrageously loud from
drunken hot tubbers!! Need timely enforcement
Short term rentals are destroying our community in Summit County.

I am very active in the community, my son attends Frisco Elm. and my family has been in Summit for 3
generations (my son makes 4).
The county needs to be WAY more aggressive against STRs, the health of our locals and community
should come before anything else. Its so sad to sit back an watch the community my family has been
apart of for so long slowly dying because of greed.
Short Term Rentals should be illegal if you are not a permanent resident, with the obvious exceptions of
Keystone, Breck and Copper. Summit County is not just a tourist destination, we are a community and
trying to force all of the county to be one big resort is killing that community.
The sad thing is it seems like real estate interests have more of a voice in this fight than the local
population actually does.
I have a long list of friends that would love to come back to summit county and raise their children in the
same community they grew up in but simply cannot because of how hostile it is for locals to live here
now. I speak to families regularly that have lived here for decades, that are moving away because its just
not affordable to stay anymore. We are slowly watching our community die and it seems like the Local
government cares about nothing more than profits.
I want my son to be able to graduate from the same high school I did, have the same childhood in the
mountains I did.
There are more appropriate places than others for STR’s. Let’s see how many locals are living in the area
or sharing walls and then see how many STR’s there should be.
If you want this town to survive. You’re going to need employees that can afford to stay. In order to
cultivate good employees who become managers you need to limit the number of money grab people
who don’t live here. Let’s make ADU’s or lockoffs more prevalent and easier to attain so your insane
rules on square footage minimums for new builds can be used effectively. The home owner can long
term rent to folks in a little lock off. It is impossible for anyone who doesn’t own a restaurant who has
been lucky enough to scrape the money together to but something to add an adu or lockoff.
Tiny homes! Why don’t we build a premier tiny home area like BV has done.? Somewhere between
Frisco and Breck? Probably because it doesn’t fit some image of a minimum 2,000sqft mansion no one
livening here can afford? It seems like we can put regulations on something like that so it doesn’t mar
the image of idyllic Summit County and looks attractive and is actually affordable.
STRs are a commercial venture and should not be allowed to operate in neighborhood zones period.
This is destroying the quality of life in these locations much faster than anyone seems to realize.
STRs should be at the resorts where they were intended.
The nightly limit should apply to all zones and needs to be between 50-60. The question is confusing.
Once the bug recession hits, the county will sure be missing all that STR revenue.
STRs are a wonderful way to generate money for the economy and ensure our hospitality locals are
making enough money to live. However, STR units have decreased our sense of community completely.
In our residential, family neighborhood there are so many rental units that we hardly know our

neighbors anymore. It feels like we barely even have neighbors anymore. When people don't live in a
community, they are less likely to respect the community. It isn't nearly as safe for kids to walk to school
or a friend's house in their own neighborhood. I miss waving at my neighbors and knowing them by
name. I miss walking the dog and having everyone in the neighborhood stop to chat. Some complexes
and neighborhoods are great for STR units. Keep STRs out of family neighborhoods, and please keep
them away from schools. It doesn't even make sense to have rentals in some of the neighborhoods in
the county because these tourists are miles away from the resorts, grocery stores, restaurants, etc. STR
units should be kept close to town, near tourist attractions and AWAY from neighborhoods where locals
are actively trying to build a community, support one another and raise a family.
I have lived in Breckenridge for 14 years, and housing has always been a bit of a struggle. However, it
seems that in the past 5 years or so it has become extremely difficult for a newcomer to find housing
here. This is having a direct impact on local business who are struggling to find employees, and thus are
operating while short staffed when there are more and more people coming to town. It’s time we put
our locals first and curb our greed to reclaim the charm this town once had.
I have several within a 100 yds of my home in historic Breckenridge. Way to many for this neighborhood.
Some allow dogs, constant barking.
If we want to foster a community that's also great at accommodating tourism, we have to plan for the
people doing the work and running the town. If you want a regular uninterrupted flow of tourism
dollars, we have to build a strong base of people to accommodate that. People over profit or else there
will be no people to create your profit to begin with. People who relocate to leadville to try to make it
work usually end up finding a job on that side so that is not a viable thought for a solution. That
commute also puts people in serious danger possibly losing even more of our crumbling community.
Summit county workers deserve summit county residence.
People seem to blame STRs for 2 things: 1) lack of affordable housing and 2) deterioration of
neighborhood/ community feel.
Restricting STRs will not help with the lack of affordable housing for myriad reasons. Prices have
increased much more because of the massive increase in work from home (and many of these jobs paid
well and the employees could afford to move to Summit), the unmatched bull market (loads of people
have done well in the market, have higher net worth and cash reserves and can now afford that 2nd
home in Summit), historically low interest rates and lack of new building starts. While being able to STR
a unit may have increased demand to some degree, STRs have been around forever. Its worth noting
that neither AirBnB (15 years old) nor VRBO (over 25 years old, founded here in Colorado) are new. Its
the conditions of the market that have caused prices here in Summit to increase to a point where much
of the real estate stock is not affordable to the workforce. This lack of affordability is not unique to
Summit Co.
STRs owners generally use their property as well. If they are not able to STR, they will either leave the
house vacant or sell. IF they leave the house vacant, then there will be a decrerase of guests spending
money in the local economy. If they are forced to sell, the house will be purchased by someone who can
afford to leave it vacant well before prices depreciate to a level that is then affordable to the local
workforce. Summit has seen 30 - 40% appreciation/ year over the last 2 years. So, prices would have to
fall that same amount just to get to the prices of 2 years ago.... when prices were still well above what

most workforce could afford. And if they could afford it, they bought 2 years ago. And if a current
owner is forced to sell, there is literally zero chance that a new owner would rent LT. The numbers
simply dont work. Even with a 50% down payment, a new owner would not be able to even break even.
And an all cash purchase would result in a cap rate so low that they would simply deploy their funds
elsewhere with a much better return. In short, restricting STRs wont add to any LTR stock and may very
well hurt the local businesses and economy... which ironically could have the affect of reducing the
amount of workforce local businesses need.
STRs may very well detract from the neighborhood feel of the community. Personally, however, the
"problem" properties in my neighborhood are inhabited by long term renters. The units seem to house
just as many occupants as the STRs and they are no better at being good neighbors than STR guests.
Honestly, I often have some of my best conversations with STR guests. They're almost always happy and
wanting to share their stock for visiting such an amazing place.
To retain the quality of life in the county neighborhoods, one of the best things the County can do is to
create a complaint hotline, that is strictly enforced, for both STR and LTRs.
There's no doubt that to *some* degree STRs have affected affordability and community feel. However,
STRs have had a much smaller affect than many of the workforce suggest. I think it would behoove
council to listen to and consider more the thoughts and opinions of those who are educated, and have
experience in, the fields of economics, planning & development, real estate, sociology, etc.
Thanks
STRs drive our economy. They ensure our community is constantly filled with people and they allow
regular people to own here.
Hurting the small guys for a world wide issue isn’t the answer.
Isn't this a case of a very small percentage of STRs receiving complaints which should be dealt with
individually rather than punishing the small individual 2nd home owners who want a house for weekend
get-aways and then rent it when not use? I bet the same curmudgeon neighbors are continually
complaining about the same poorly managed properties and the issue should be addressed at that level
instead of county wide restrictions. As very small property manager I've lost 2 properties in the last year
due to sale because the owners said real estate prices are high and the rental future is uncertain.
Neither of those properties are on now on the short or long term rental market and this local lost
essential income because of heavy handed government intervention. So in that situation no locals got
LTR, the government didn't get STR tax dollars, & I lost work. Everyone lost!
Prioritize those who staff the resorts and tourism industry
I really think y'all have missed the boat. I understand there is a housing issue, but I am just a person who
has lived here full-time for a long time. How can I help with local housing? Find money I don't have and
build an accessory unit? Do you want me to buy a trailer and live in the yard so I can rent my house out
to people who are going to destroy it? And not take care of it? The short-term rentals here, which you
don't know about, are by far a preferable option to the long-term renters who create noise, damage,
police presence and have greatly diminished the quality of life here. It's just a clear message to me that
you want me to leave this town. Message received.

How many locals are looking to buy? If STR restrictions are put in place will this really make the locals
happy? Will they rush out and buy property? Can we thank and encourage STR owners for boosting the
tourism that is needed to keep quiet Frisco up and running
I think STRs are a business and should be treated as such. I know for a fact that some owners build
specifically to short term rent and if they do that, it's a business. I also think that a lot of these folks who
are so opposed to capping STRs, don't have to live near one or they're the ones making the big bucks off
the property. Even with the availability of a complaint hotline, by the time you have to make the call,
you've already been disturbed or awakened.
Thank you for helping save our community and bring it back to a place where it used that is local, less
crowded, and not money-driven. Remember: the art of living has very little to do with how much
money you have, let’s re-make Breck into that place again.
It is crazy that town councils think they should impose restrictions and rules like requiring an absurd
number of parking spaces for each bedroom in a STR. You are trying to steal money for your pet projects
that you know would not receive taxpayer approval if you tried to fund them the right way. Large
employers need to provide housing for their employees, the way that Copper does, local council
regulations will not fix the problems they think they are addressing.
Banning new STRs in residential neighbourhoods or placing caps on the number while allowing existing
STRs to continue unrestricted rewards those that have caused the problems we are now addressing.
There are many long term locals that have worked for years in the community and paid mortgages for
20 + years that would like to be able to periodically Short term their homes to support retirement plans
and dreams.
It’s not fair if their neighbors home is party central and they are not permitted to periodically STR their
long term owner occupied home.
All STRs in neighbourhood zones existing and future should be limited by the number of nights they are
permitted to short term.
Please do not reward those that have created this problem at the expense of long term hardworking
locals.
Should be allowed with no limits at base areas. Low limits in neighborhoods like summit cove.
I have owned an STR in the referred to district & got a permit. I ended that investment due to
continuing & evolving restrictions & requirements that changed often. It is difficult to manage a
reliable/ quality investment when you can’t forecast the working environment. As for local complaints
from full time residents, I have lived here full time a while & I must say that all of my annoyances & calls
have been regarding FULL time residents & LT renters. I think restricting the STR market too tightly is
dangerous & one of the main reasons I divested.
What problem are we trying to solve? I have not seen this clearly stated. It appears to be a thinly veiled
attempt by local residents to decrease the density. If that is the case, state it publicly and legislate
appropriately. If it is an issue of trash/noise/parking in certain areas, the solution has nothing to do with
the wholesale limiting of. STR’s

Str’s are a net positive if properly managed. Reducing them is not the solution to workforce housing.
I think that the purported problems attributed to STR's are vastly outweighed by the many benefits to
the owners, permanent residents of Summit County and the community as a whole. Specific problems
can be addressed via various existing regulations related to noise, parking and trash etc. The regulation
of STR's will not address Summit County's problems with housing, particularly affordable housing. Most
STR's are not suitable for, nor would they be available for, long term rentals. Owners want to be able to
enjoy their homes but receive value when the home is not being used by the primary owner. A long
term rental is incompatible with the concept of ownership of a second home that is not used as a
primary residence but is available to be used on a short term basis both by the owner and others.
Please look to solve the problems via another mechanism.
Terrible survey questions.
Primary residents should earn STRs first to keep the money local.
Not good for people living here full time or the majority of the year.
Instead of restrict what people want to do with their homes and the goal is to lower the cost for locals,
tax 2nd homes and rentals and apply those funds to local purchases, and long term rentals.
My family lives in summit cove full time. We used our home as a str less than 50 days. It provided helpful
additional income that would put stress on our family if we lost the option in future years.
Listen to your out of State Owners... We have a voice..
Even though we don't Vote here...
I’m sure this is a really difficulty thing to do. Balance housing for locals and STR for people coming to
town. I don’t want to negatively affect the housing market, but this is making it rough on everyone right
now. I hope you come up with a good solution.
People have STR’s so that they can afford to live in the county for part of the year. Reducing STR will not
increase the amount of long term rentals.
Removing STRs will drastically reduce the tourism and industry that supports tourism. This is a resort
town and many people rely on tourists for their living, don't make their lives harder
I think in addition to solving the STR issue, another issue is neighborhood and zoning planning around
condominiums. There are so many 3000+ sqft homes that sit empty 95% of the year, that instead of
focusing on those, building more areas similar to Wildernest, or Dillon where there are a significant
stock of condominiums and a higher density of housing.
Damages the housing/hotel market.
If the property owner lives in the residence full time they should be given priority over someone who
does not use the place as a primary residence. Also there should be a cap on how many str are allowed
per property owner.
Many families have recently purchased second homes (last 5 years) in summit county expecting that STR
income will make their second mortgage affordable.

If you limit STRs and make them non-transferable then the homes become unaffordable and less
valuable for resale. Existing homeowners should be grandfathered into the conditions under which they
purchased (and financed) their homes. STRs bring lots on income to Summit County which means jobs if affordable
Housing is the issue then build it or tax the STRs more to offset the cost if needed but limiting STRs of
expensive second homes is NOT the way to handle an affordable housing crisis.
Short term rentals have gotten completely out of hand. I have lived in Summit County for 46 years and
the character of neighborhoods that have been predominantly locals has totally changed. The only
people who support search term rentals are those who can financially from looser restrictions. There is
no concern for preservation of the atmosphere of a neighborhood or general quality of life. Those who
gain financially from uncontrolled short term rentals will eventually turn this community into a place
where no one wants to live or even visit unless you’re from an urban environment and don’t know any
better. Be careful what you wish for. I’ve seen way too much development in this community it was a
mistake, was not properly controlled, and we will never get it back. People are basically greedy, want to
save money on resort rentals, want to make money on resort rentals, regardless of the damage to the
local atmosphere and other’s quality of life. It is governments responsibility to protect us all from those
banal tendencies.
Thank you to the County leaders for working hard to find a thoughtful and balanced solution.
I own & live permanently in my duplex home in Wildernest. I also just purchased a condo in a highdensity complex to be a long-term rental. As someone investing and living in this community I would
very much like to have a STR license over someone who doesn't live here permanently.
The county should really think about what they are doing. None of this makes sense. You are putting
restrictions in areas where clearly the homes were meant for STR. You are enforcing these rules on
people hoping to solve your affordable housing issue, you can’t rely on people who buy multi million
dollar homes to fix your problem. The county needs to create the infrastructure and allow those wanting
to earn money with STR to do so. We live in a FREE world remember?? You are trying to take that away
and taking. Food of peoples mouth in the process. Not cool summit.
As a former owner of 6 houses in my life...who had a personal corporate downturn and I was forced to
sell...I will never own another home here.
It is so upsetting that I basically was forced to sell a home I raised my kids in and was going to be my life.
I've since been homeless after a rental was sold. It is such a horrible situation.
The insane prices due to everyone coming in and buying real estate is bonkers.
Good luck. I hope you solve things.
STRs provide jobs and are the life blood of high end resort economy. Lumits will never solve worker
housing needs.
STR’s aren’t the Boogie Man. They aren’t the root cause, or a contributing factor, to everything some
wish to change about Summit County.

Please help protect our local not only in terms of housing but crime as well.
We are a local family in Breckenridge. We moved here in 2016 and worked really hard to be able to buy
a home in Breckenridge at market value, which we did last fall at a high price. We have 2 kids that go to
school at Upper Blue. We started 2 local companies - both businesses majority of the income is
generated from short-term rentals. It is not fair and frankly a slap in the face that you are trying to take
away business. I now employee 4 people. If you continue to put restrictions on short-term rentals I
might not be able to keep those employees. Summit County is a tourist community. No one is entitled to
live here. If you continue to put short-term rental restrictions in place it will hurt local workforce
because employees won't need to be hired, so I guess you'll solve the housing issue. The market is way
too high for anyone to make sense of buying a property to long-term rent and it's been that way for
awhile. That can't be changed anymore. Demand is going to stay high and so will prices. The market will
just see a different type of buyers. It's unethical to all of a sudden begin telling properties owners what
they can do/can't do with their properties. Anyone who holds a license should be grandfathered in to
rent unlimited. Short-term rentals are good for the community, we are a tourist destination, they
provide jobs for locals and income for the community!!! Vail/BGV keeps getting approved for new
developments so why are we trying to hurt the little guys!
STR’s have destroyed our neighborhood and made coming home a negative experience. We have called
the STR companies many times with issues for noise complaints, overcrowding, parking issues, trash,
even fireworks being set off next door. We have had to install video cameras for the safety and security
of our house. For the existing short term rentals, since they are a business, they should be charged the
property tax rate for commercial businesses which is almost 5x more than residential. It only makes
sense to charge them for the business they are conducting if they have to exist.
STR should be used the way they were originally intended. People who live full time in their homes
should be allowed to str when leaving town occasionally. It should not incentivize investors to buy
housing and price locals out of the market
STR’s need to be controlled to protect the working class families of summit county, it seems summit
county officials have favored tourists more than local working families
We have lived in the community for 8 years. Despite wanting to call this place our forever home, this fall
we will likely be forced to leave. STR’s have made it unsustainable for us to live here and our local
government representatives have not made adequate efforts to protect it’s full time community
members. We have unfortunately passed the time window for compromise and only drastic, swift and
significant action can restore hope for this community.
Some of the question and available answers to this survey are poorly worded. For example the last
question about "capping the number of nights" had two available answers which basically said the same
thing, but in different words. You are not going to get good results with unsound methodology.
Overall I have found the county approach to be more even handed than some of the municipalities. I
fully agree that there are issues that need to be resolved. However, the fundamental premise that
government is going to regulate its way out of this issue is not going to work. What might happen is that
these regulations have the potential of derailing the local economy and then the housing problem will
be solved because people will move away because they don't have jobs. Attempting to control and

manipulate market forces is very dangerous. Government and doctors should share the same value of
"first do no harm."
We have a severe housing crisis right now in summit county. We need to do everything possible to help,
including reducing the number of STR. What happens when there is no clean drinking water because
there is no one to work at the water treatment plant? Or the hospital shuts down because there are no
nurses and doctors? We are already close to this being the case.
Complete insanity, this normalized negative rhetoric, and STR regulation are so damaging/insulting to
my family and so many amazing hosts and local businesses that employ and rely on STRs. Are these
business owners also posing a negative effect on our neighborhoods, I think not. If the STR was someone
using a management company and not self-managed through Airbnb or VRBO would they have the
same negative stereotype? My husband and I are considering packing up and leaving Summit County,
our home of 15 years because our family feels so attacked and misrepresented now. We have worked so
incredibly hard to create a viable successful business that is constantly thrown under the bus and
discounted because it is a popular place to live. News flash this has been a tough place to make it since I
moved here. Rent was expensive, I worked 2-3 jobs and had roommates. I started my own cleaning
company initially working FOR folks like myself dreaming of someday owning rentals myself. We worked
extremely hard to build an exceptional STR product, reputation, and great report with our guests who
love us and what we provide as local individuals hosting our homes. I have a great sense of pride in
building my business. It is beyond insulting and degrading -all of this. How does my daughter feel when
the impact of all this bias is felt personally and seen through the lens of a child observing difficult
unnecessarily polarized discussions about this subject at home and around town. We hope our voice is
heard and the harmful results of this regulation would have on us and like homeowners. We are not the
problem! Also, think about the number of STR licenses issued that are actually being used regularly.. any
conclusive data collected on that??
I don’t believe that short term rentals impact housing/long term rentals for locals. If you are trying to
have more housing/long term rentals for local workers, then you need to build RENTAL UNITS for local
workers. NOT DEED RESTRICTED HOUSING. NOT TOWNHOMES FOR SALE. Build low cost rental units for
workers!!!
I do not understand why Summit County feels compelled to punish STRs which are the housing stock
that allow visitors to stay - and spend money - in Summit County. If you continue to lower the number
of STR stock you lower the number of visitors and thus lower the tax income, both sales tax and income
tax. The attitude of discouraging people from owning STR property in the long run will decrease
property values in the county and decrease revenues. STR property owners in Summit County who do
not live there do not have representation in government and yet pay property taxes, their guests pay
sales taxes (higher dollar than the homeowners who live there and don't rent) and don't use County
services (schools, libraries, etc.). If there are noise, trash or other problems caused by STR
guests/owners that reduce the standard of living in a neighborhood then deal with those specific cases
and their property management companies. But why penalize those owners who follow the rules,
whose guests behave appropriately and who don't cause problems? It is truly a fallacy to believe that
long term the financial health and attractiveness of the mountain ski areas will continue to be strong
when government arbitrarily reduces the level of STR housing stock. And if you believe the contrary
then you should do a better job of citing examples of economic success elsewhere in mountain resort

areas that have implemented such draconian reductions. If you think that out of town people will stay
in Denver and drive to Summit County each day for 4 or 5 days in a row to ski, etc. in your county (given
traffic on I-70) you are quite mistaken.
Not appropriate for neighborhoods. Renters are too loud, drive too fast, disrespect residents, impair
safety of our pets.
STRs offer a place for a different type of visitor. Families who want to spread out and not be in the
middle of the bustling town (ie prefer the neighborhood experience) bring economic value just as much
(or more) as those who want to be packed on top of each other in a hotel.
It is also clear the STRs attract more visitors, also adding to the economic vitality of the town. If guests
have a better vacation by the rental of a house over a hotel room, the value and enjoyment of their
vacations increases, as does their praise of the experience and the value they are willing to invest in the
coming years. Not to mention the promotion of Breck to friends and family. All of which feeds into the
town economy.
STRs also allows otherwise unoccupied homes to serve a purpose by providing a service to the
community. Does Breck really want more hotels? More resort-type lodging to manage the volume of
visitors? STRs offer a great alternative to this.
Also, neighborhood experiences in an STR expands the clientele and the demographic of visitors to
Breck, opening up to a more diverse population.
I’d like to see the County step in and work to develop more residential/workforce housing.
A much better solution than penalizing the private owners.
STR’s function best in tourist areas or
I think STRs in neighborhoods is a negative impact on the residential purpose for homeowners. We
should not be in a commercial setting.
I realize STRs represent a challenge for Summit County. However, there seems to be a sense that these
are purely negative when STRs facilitate access to one of the most beautiful spots on earth to a range of
people who cannot live there. We rented for nearly 15 years before owning and fell in love with Breck
coming year after year and it is clear that many people do come to Breck every year--and love it. They
are not locals but feel connected to Breck. Removing their access seems also problematic to me.
I think we are placing quite a bit of blame for the current housing crisis on STR, and while I think it
shoulders some blame, it is not the all-encompassing scapegoat some want it to be and treating it as
such will be detrimental to the community long-term.
They need to be taxed so high to pay for roads, schools, emergency services, more grocery stores,
childcare centers, etc.
Please stop ruining our beautiful town with str. They are a scourge to our community
I live in the resort overlay area next to an air bnb. It is a struggle year after year to convince our landlord
to let us stay for another year. We live away from town and the air bnb is often noisy and disruptive to

our daily lives. The amount of vehicles that crash on our road that are not properly equipped for
mountain roads during the ski season is dangerous.
As an STR owner in Shock Hill my views are not the same as downtown. Less than 15% of 300 homes are
permanent residents and only 20% of the remainder rent their homes.
My family loves Summit County. We love all it has to offer of neighborhood, skiing and hiking terrain,
the small town atmosphere. What we despise is the current STR situation. So much in fact, that the
current situation is forcing us to look for an alternative location. We know folks who were once our
neighbors and have now spread themselves to various communities in Colorado looking for the
community that was once Breckenridge. Breckâ€¦.as it is currently calledâ€¦.is NOT on that list.
Summit county has always been an expensive place to live. It always will be. You are hurting locals
who have worked hard for years to own a property. You’ve taken away value from my property. You
are taking away my future options by limiting who I’ll be able to sell to when the time comes. Summit
County is a tourist town. Without tourists we can’t survive. I’ve lived in the county for 30 years. I’ve
worked up to 3 jobs at a time to get to where I am today. Years ago I bought a small one bedroom
condo and lived there for a few years before saving enough to buy a larger condo. I was able to keep
the small condo and rent to locals for a few years. After having the condo completely destroyed by
local renters I can tell you I would never rent long term again. It cost thousands of dollars to repair it
and sell it. If you need more local housing build locals only apartments. Please stop taking property
rights away from us. We’ve worked hard to get here and survive the county.
The character of summit county is changing, and that is a good thing. Progress should be celebrated, not
forced backwards. There must be other solutions to our housing issues aside from simply reducing STRs.
I don’t have all the answers but I think we need to look at all options and I’m glad you are working on
this.
Primary residence should be allowed to rent rooms or lockoffs with no restrictions. Locals have used
STR’s to afford our resort areas higher costs of living for decades.
You are looking for a solution to a problem that doesn't exist. STR's have been around forever; why do
we need to regulate them at all? In so doing, there are economic consequences not only to the property
owner but the community at large. Many of the units I see are unoccupied much of the time. Why
restrict the owner from making this space available to tourists - staying for any length? I do not have a
dog in this- I am a full time resident and do not rent my property at all - but am clearly not opposed to
you or any owner utilizing his property however he sees fit. NO REGULATION
We've lived in 2 different Wildernest neighborhoods. In one, we had far more issues with the local, fulltime residents than we ever did with any short-term renters. The other, however, was a "full-time" STR
with seemingly non-stop streams of larger, noisy groups, so I think a lot depends on the size of the units
and the make-up of the specific neighborhood.
There will always be pros and cons to anything decided. A major thing for me is that the local full time
working class should not have their lives impacted too much
Summit county houses are and should be unlimited for STR. As long as they don’t cause noise trash or
parking violations who cares. A 2 million dollar house isn’t going to magically house 10 locals. The locals

housing problem is a cost of living problem. Vail doesn’t pay enough to afford to live here. Stop trying to
limit STR. What if the county took a different approach embrace it. Profit from it and pave roads build
subsidized housing if the county wants. A counties job is t to limit STR. I am on peak 7 there are 4 locals
on our street and 7 STR and a bank that owns a house and functions as a STR who cares. It is OK yo have
locals and STRs be unrestricted together. It doesn’t hurt anyone.
STR should be the right of any property owner local or not. There should not be any STR restrictions
whatsoever. It’s a fundamental right once you buy a property to do whatever you want to do with it. If
you take some of the much larger homes owned by second home owners they would not be suitable for
long term local leasing & therefore sit empty for a large amount of the year unless you allow for STR.
The local authority should do more to provide housing for those that wish to rent or allow for more
development of lower income homes. If you HAVE to limit STR’s make it for smaller properties that
would be suitable for longer local leasing. What’s that point of banning STR in a 5,500sqft house that will
not be let long term to locals. Fundamentally I do not believe there should be any limitations on STR.
There is no data to suggest that limiting STR's will increase long term housing supply. There is a belief
that Second homeowners rent their property so that they can afford them. When in fact they STR the
property so they can USE it. If you long term rent a property you are no longer able to vacation at your
property. This is a housing supply issue that could be mitigated by encouraging development and
investment in apartment construction. Furthermore, a large portion of our workforce is transient.
Meaning they are only here for 6 months - a year before moving on to somewhere else. Building more
deed restricted properties is not advantageous for this work force as they do not want to BUY a
property. This is simply a supply issue that needs to be solved by building adequate rental supply, not by
regulating the job creators.
Lame and I’m a housekeeper for them. The largest problem I have with STRs is they are pushing the local
workers out. It never should have gotten to a point where there’s a housing crisis. Council members
don’t care about locals because their loaded with money and power and full of crap. If any single one of
them had trouble finding a place to live or earning a living wage this wouldn’t be an issue right now.
I’m sad to see Breck wanting to control their tourism when they had years of booming economy.
Complaining there are too many people enjoying Breck sure seems like a problem many only wishes
they had. Plus, this only gives the middle finger to those that own one or two STR’s not in resort zones
trying to just provide an affordable place to stay, plus just trying to make a living for their family. This
also brings down property values for those not in the resort zones. Might sound nice but that affects
those that own there and don’t want to be told what and how they can sell their property.
Please consider that quiet neighborhoods where locals live are being ruined by partying tourists with no
respect for the people who live in them. Rentals should be for resort areas not local neighborhoods.
STR in Summit have been around for decades. Asking people who have counted as their main income is
not fair, especially 5hose who have done it prior to Airbnb. It would open up for litigation.
Truly INVENTORY, ASSESS, evaluate and proceed with a plan to execute a solution that does not prompt
how the STR have been managed in the last 15 years
I think what isn’t shared enough, is the day to day impact these have on people who live near STR’s. A
condo adjacent to ours had renters that fired a gun, after which a bullet went through one of our

bedroom walls. We had domestic disputes we reported to the police along with countless minor issues
like people congregating on main pathways to play cornhole. It’s hard to turn some of this into data,
other than complaints filed. Not to mention, stores being overcrowded and not having enough staff.
When you deal with multiple issues like this in one day, it takes a toll on the folks who keep this county
running.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
STRs are destroying our community and driving out the local population. If you do not live in the
residence full time they should be illegal.
I don’t know what else to say other than this is no longer a community. I am disgusted that we are
putting the work force into hotels while putting tourists in our neighborhoods. There are so many open
jobs that can’t be filled because of the nightmare that has been created. I can’t enjoy my own property
without being over run by tourists treating it like a hotel and destroying the area where I live with no
regard for anyone but themselves
As you can tell I do NOT support STR restrictions. This is not solely because of how negatively it has
impacted my earnings as a realtor in Summit County, it is largely due to the absolute absurdity of telling
someone how they are allowed to use their private property as long as they are within the confines of
the law and there are absolutely no laws stating that it is illegal to rent a home on a short term basis.
Vast majority of STRs are primarily second homes for the owners. Removing them from STR WILL NOT
put those homes in to long term rental. They will just sit empty most of the year. STRs are the
scapegoat for local governments failure to structure their regulations to allow for attainable housing to
be built by the private sector. All your zoning and environmental regulations you've passed for the last
30+ years favor building of very large, very expensive homes vs. homes more affordable to locals. Oh
and Lake Hill - mega failure by the county government.
Tax strs to fund ltrs
The increased number of STRs have changed the chara cter of our area, using to many resources,
causing increased costs to each owner.
I had filled out lengthy responses to the first several questions before the website crashed. Very
frustrating and I didn't want to retype them out. Hopefully they can be see somehow on your end. STR is
better in every way than long term renting. You can't force homeowners to long term rent to people. It
just won't work. Force Vail resorts and BGV who bring in 80% of the seasonal workforce to house 80% of
their own people and boom, Problem Solved
It's impossible to find affordable housing in Summit County, at least partly due to the abundance of
STRs. I don't have a problem with homeowners renting out a spare bedroom on a short-term basis, but
it does bother me that many potential lockoffs, studios, and 1BRs are unavailable to long-term renters
like myself because they're being used for AirBnBs.
I just learned that my rent is increasing by 40%, and the only way I'll be able to stay in Summit County at
this point is if I change careers.

As I have said eventhough they are needed. It needs to be strictly regulated do discourage big investors
that take what could have been a home for a local family, teachers, workforce and use it as a cash cow.
It's so sad how many people have been pushed out to buy outside of Summit County. The prices for a
single family home are not realistically for most families in Summit. And we end up hurting as there is no
workforce to hire.
Please help all Summit County communities to limit STRs and have strict enforcement of all rules.
I think they're an important part of Summit County and the local economy. I believe it's important to
find a balance that helps the locals as much as the rest of the tourism economy. While growth is
important, I believe it's worth it to look at the current levels on income from STRs and see if it's worth it
to increase STRs or just allow locals into the housing community more.
The multiple choice options for the last question is confusing. Two of the answers basically mean the
same thing.
In neighborhoods, only full time residents should be allowed to STR. If they live and work in the
community then 135 days is too high. Who has 135 days off per year. 60 days is more reasonable. Two
months away from home per year. That's a LOT!
It appears you are looking at this from different segments of our community to serve it Econ from the
business and local impact. Have you considered more public housing/apartments for locals to mitigate
some of the issues? Reducing STRs in Breck resort area will not produce long term rentals but rather
force a decline in real estate values. Thank you
I would love to see some of the stress converted back to workforce housing, both with long term rental
units, and deed restricted units for sale. My partner and I are considering moving so that we can realize
our dream of being homeowners. This story is all too common, I am a teacher and see every year an exit
of good teachers that leave because it is not affordable to live here as a local.
I live full time in a large Wildernest condo and have for nine years
Str has NOT been a problem
There are no washer/dryers in units and no garages
Also limited closet space
These are meant as second homes or str not for local families
The noise alone would be unbearable if these were all occupied full time
I don’t know how the limit if 135 rental days per year is monitored, but I bet many properties are renting
more then that. I’d like to know how this is monitored and enforced
--Local workforce housing is fine..I just paid cleaning ladies $36 /hour and they came from
Leadville.People can handle anything and don't need governmental control
--STR help the neighborhood character...in Breck we have kept down high rises, kept up the

My understanding is that the main purpose of this reduction of STR's is the shortage of housing for
people that work in these areas. There is a lot of the current STR's that would never be used for long
term housing due to price and the amount of owner use.
Good luck, ... don't forget the workforce.
Several locals have "negative equity" in their homes as they can no longer be STRs.
STRs are generating jobs and providing economic demand, mostly from Denver.
Denver demand is only going to continue to go up and the carbon footprint of less STR inventory will
drive up day-trips and more traffic.
STR caps of 135 nights actually make it more lucrative to STR. The 135 night CAP makes less nightly
inventory would motivate me to turn my LTR into a STR. Because I can make 12 months of rental
income in a 135 nights and reduce wear and tear. We also now have developers building houses that
are exactly 101 ft from their neighbors. This is like a game of wack a mole and will not solve the
housing issue. The housing issue is not unique.
Summit County is going down the wrong path. Put a 1% transfer tax on the ballot (or 2% for that
matter) and use the 5 billion dollars a year in real estate to fund Deed Restricted local housing with a
target goal.
I have studied economics and worked for Fortune 50 companies for 25 years.
the board room never was a good idea.

Looking for a fall guy in

Scrap the cap and let the dust settle. You are making it worse.
Existing deed holders purchased their property with an unrestrictive deed in regards to STR. You are
now restricting those rights and thus limiting the value and use of the property. Any changes should be
prospective upon the property sale so the new buyer will have a restricted deed and know their use
restrictions. This is the only fair way to move forward. I'm surprised a class action lawsuit has not been
filed regarding a government entity taking away property rights.
STR are important for our local economy and maintaining the strength and character of our real estate
market. Without ability to STR we will see real estate values drop. If I lost the ability to occasionally STR
I would likely sell my house and leave the county (resident since 2016)
I think the limit of 135 nights of renting per year is very fair
The condo bldg I own at Copper does not have enough parking spaces. At times, renters take all the
available outside parking spaces causing issues.
Your restrictions will raise prices and kill business for a lot of good people in Breck.
This is a silly discussion. If the demand for str is there then why would we limit the supply? If the goal is
to limit the growth of summit county then this is probably a great way to do it. I'm not opposed to
limiting growth, I hope summit county will stay this way forever or even roll back a few years. But the
goal needs to be better defined before the solution is proposed.

I’m the last question 2 and 3 are saying the same thing. Please don’t be shady and listen to the
community feedback
These places need to be taxed at a much higher rate. They are businesses not residences.
We need to improve regulating STRs that are not registered, as well. The reporting process is weak and
there's no follow up. However, we have had good luck with STR owner's being contacted by the town
when there has been a serious problem.
The thoughts and views of those pushing for these STR regulations are shortsighted and politically
motivated. Many of the areas you plan to reduce short term rentals in were designed as 2nd home and
rental areas. Any regulation like the ones suggested in this questionnaire put on the real estate market
of the county would directly result in a negative impact to property owners throughout the county.
In my experience, both professional and personal, ST renters treat a property much better than LT
renters. I have seen property owners change from a LT property to a STR simply because they had such a
terrible experience with a LT tenant, that they do not wish to continue to put themselves through those
problems.
Ultimately, the idea that you, as a county commissioner, or any other position within the county or town
government, think it is appropriate, right, or legal to regulate the financial business of someone invested
into the real estate market here in Summit County is beyond me. A property's value should be
determined by macro economic factors, not by petty governmental regulations.
As a property owner and investor in the county, I do plan to Long term rent my properties. However, my
rent I charge will not go down simply to accommodate for someone who cant afford to live in the
county. Should I ever get to a point where a LT renter cannot cover the costs of me owning my property,
I do intend to switch to STR.
Has there been any thought to the environmental impact of str’s? The amount of linens that need
washing using a huge amount of water, the trash they produce and the energy costs for cleaning each
unit, leaving lights, heat on, ect.. raises the costs of our HOA Not to mention the noise and disregard
for residents in in our building..
Tax them as a business
Mountain towns have always been expensive for locals. Growing up Steamboat, everyone that owned a
house had 3 jobs and that was 30+ years ago. Quit trying to manipulate the housing market. Vail
Resorts could pay better and do more for each local community. Remote work is also a new trend
affecting small mountain towns and that’s just a big shift in the overall economy that can’t be
controlled/manipulated with more laws.
The government should never be involved in STR's. We have lived and worked in this community for 38
years and long term affordable housing has been a problem for at least 25 years. The previous and
current town councils and county commissioners are to blame for the housing problems. The Lake Hill
project is just one example of their failures. Limiting a homeowner from a possible income stream by
short term renting their home when they are not using it is government overreach.

Very disappointed in county commissioners for giving an outsized voice to vocal minority of social
platforms like one mans junk summit county. We just had a survey leas than a year ago. Do you not trust
results of that poll, which majority did not want these restrictions? Or do you just not care because of
personal agenda being more important than will of the majority?
Buyer demand has decreased for neighborhoods located in Summit County with the moratorium and
prices are coming down.
Summit County locals do not receive a livable wage from their employers to purchase real estate.
Breckenridge bids against locals to get the property so they can put a deed restriction on it. What's up
with that?
If the main focus is local housing, go after the big employers to provide more housing or pay some of
their housing costs. County to buy mobile home parks and resell or motels and convert them into
apartments.
Limiting the STR will increase the nightly rates of the current STR that guests will pay or the guest will
stay somewhere else to spend their money. There will be more owners holding onto their property for
generational wealth.
Build the apartments you've been kicking the can on for 20 years and watch half of your hosing woes go
away! Adding 700 beds will not only provide additional supply, but it lessons the demand on
neighborhoods and frees up supply there too. Most of the folks putting pressure on SC are seasonal or
transient. If you really want to help long term locals out, build apartments.
I moved here in 2001 to work at the old hospital. I had a small condo in frisco. With working night shift
and the amount of STRS in my complex, I had to move so I could get sleep. Yes, I can’t save your life if I
haven’t been able to sleep.
But you can party like a rock star and lose your mind; because it’s a rental. So I moved to Blue River to
be with the working class and it was a better environment for my kids. Now I can’t say there is any
difference. Lost? Knock on my door. Shine your lights in my house. Park in my spot that I just paid to
have shoveled. At least 4 times this winter I couldn’t leave my neighborhood with stuck vehicles from
the STRs.
When I moved in 2012 there were zero STRs and now there are more STRS than full time residents
which means there’s always a party or illegal fire. And drunk people yelling from their hot tub.
Personally, I’m out of this town as soon as my kids graduate. It’s not the place I used to love and care
about. My passion has been crushed. My favorite things are unattainable. Like hiking and going to town
to eat out. Change is everywhere but when the marketed the crap out of Breck to avoid mud season it
never regained its charm.
In conclusion:
IF IT MAKES MONEY IT’S A BUSINESS and should be taxed as such.
How would this be enforced? I already heard and witnessed from many locals there aren't the resources
to dedicate towards this endeavor.

We have been responsible STR owners and enjoy hosting families in our home in Summit County. I
sincerely hope we are not penalized by the County by possibly losing our STR license. We have had zero
complaints and all 5 star ratings by our guests. We employ our neighbors for tasks such as snowplowing
our drive and painting our exterior deck. The clientele that we have stay at our place would not be
happy staying at large hotels or timeshares. They specifically are looking for a "cabin feel" with some
privacy.
Didn't work in Breck, what makes you think it will work county wide? Stop placating voters and start
making meaningfull progress on creating affordable housing for the hundreds of people who can't afford
to buy. Can I move to the county and expect to live in your house?
It's a difficult balance in Frisco. There are a lot of empty houses and condos that could be used for
helping local workers find housing.
The bias in this survey is insane. You ask questions leading to answers you want. You changed laws while
people were under contract. Your game messes with people’s livelihoods. We bought our property that
was previously allowed unlimited rentals and you changed the laws. 135 days is a made up meaningless
number. We hope to spend 135 days in our place a year but it’s ridiculous we are limited on how we can
use our property on other nights despite it being built as a resort style property 45 years ago. The value
of our property also goes down when you stop allowing us to sell to someone who could STR in future so
you mess with our livelihoods all to try to fix something you can’t control.
Super loaded survey! Pretty clear the direction you've already decided to go which is very disappointing.
Right now we rent between 120-15 nights a year, and use it probably 60 nights when we come up on
weekends a few times a month. We have the money, we'll simply let it sit empty if we can't rent it. You
should probably do the math on how many owners live in Denver like we do and will just do the same
thing. Spend less time blaming the tax paying homeowners, and more time figuring out how to get
meaningful projects like Lake Hill built.
I reached out to the County regarding the number of nights that the STR neighboring my home has been
rented as I thought the limit was 153 nights. I was told that the home's current license is unlimited
rentals until 2025. The home resides in a traditional non-resort neighborhood. Three more years of
noise, cars, people and traffic impacting a very small neighborhood..yikes. I would suggest better
staffing and response for the STR complaint line.
We have too many tourists on weekends already. Maybe do something like the resorts do, and have
incentives for weekday use and don't let people rent STRs on weekends? I luckily work weekends and
hope to never have a weekend day off, and most issues (traffic, grocery store congestion) happen
almost exclusively on weekends(holidays also, of course)
Stop turning Summit into suburbs
No caps on STRs
I think that measured growth is the key to successful STR program that continues to increase availability
based on growth and demand which increase $$$ spent in the community and taxes raised for
community services. Since the biggest issue is LTR vs STR for housing for the working force, the STR
rules need to focus on the type of housing that would be used for LTR for the working force. ie. Work

force housing would not be living in a $3-6 million single-family home that has a STR licence. Revoking
this license from this type of housing would not change the ability for work force housing to increase.
STRs, especially STRs not rented out by a local who lives on the property, should be treated like
businesses, as that's what they are. They are a form of lodging, like hotels. It's not fair to STR
competitors like hotels that STRs follow a different set of rules than other businesses. It's also not fair to
locals that live next to an STR in a zoning district where a hotel very much would not be allowed.
str's are important for our county's economy but when the majority of homes that families could live in
are vacant b/c they are second homes for str's it is not a good balance in the community. who will work
in the community to provide services to the tourists? there must be a sustainable balance.
There are a number of options for management of the STR matter. I would suggest that the staff, the
appointed, and the elected reach out in other communities to better understand the intricacies of this
emerging industry.
STR’s bring in substantial amounts of money to the county and create jobs. They should not be limited.
With work from home exploding in the past years we have had 2 areas of pressure on housing. You can't
blame people who work from home who want to live here. Businesses should not be ran, unsupervised
out of neighborhood homes.
Short Term Rentals provide a positive impact to the community by boosting the economy. Property
managers and owners who have STR's pay additional taxes, provide STR-adjacent jobs, and help to bring
in tourists which support other tourism-adjacent jobs like restaurants and bike/ski rental shops. Though
the housing issue in the county certainly needs to be addressed, and a balance must be achieved, we
need to take a measured and well-rounded approach to our solution. Look at imposing rental caps for
LTR's, similar to urban areas, where landlords can only increase the rent by 5% annually to make homes
more affordable. Look at buying or funding Multi-Unit Developments and converting those units to lowincome or affordable housing. There are a lot of other solutions that will help to improve/maintain the
character of our community (which was already transient in nature) without negatively impacting our
economy.
Limiting STR are not the solution to the locals/LTR problems. The county/town should change
regulations to make it easy to build LTR/local housing. STR regulations should be COUNTY wide - county
and towns should be on the same page to work towards a solution. Vail resorts should have to
contribute to housing issues and pay employees better.
I understand everyone who moved here before it got busy wants to turn back time, but that is not
possible. We live in a popular tourist area and this trend is being found across the country in similar
places. Hitting property owners with after the fact deed restrictions is unlawful. You are courting class
action lawsuits which will be very expensive for the County. If you really want to reduce the numbers of
people coming here why don’t you tell Vail Resorts to cap the amount of Epic Passes they sell or limit
the amount of people allowed on the mountain (their trade secret)?
Use your eyes. Look around. No matter how much realtors and property managers yell at you in
meetings, don’t lose focus. Anyone telling you, it’s always been tough to find housing or STR’s have
actually only increased real estate values 4% based on the data we collected from our realtor friends,

has their head in the sand, or doesn’t actually have this community’s best interest at heart, they most
likely just care about their investments, not the people who voted for you.
As a home owner and long term rented for over 10 years. Seems that current renters have little respect
for homeowners property. Trying STR to save my property.
I live in a condo complex where everyone is long term renters or part time owners with the exception of
two STRs. Those 2 make life difficult at times for the rest of us to enjoy our places. We are within the
Silverthorne city limits but not in a resort area. Why are there no restrictions?
I believe that this county has a major issue related to housing for local workers but I think that STRs have
taken way more heat for the issue than they deserve. The pandemic drove people out of cities and into
the mountains where houses have been snapped up. Meanwhile, young workers also have been trying
to make the move to the mountains. Housing stock is always slow to catch up but it will. I applaud the
county for also working on initiatives to relieve the housing crunch for local workers. I think that it
would be silly to punish the local tourism economy and the local property owners due to misplaced
anger regarding the local worker housing shortage. The county should leverage the tax revenue brought
in from STRs to build housing for workers and subsidize rentals for local workers. Don't take people's
property rights due to a torch wielding mob screaming a false narrative.
In addition to regulations these properties should be taxed as commercial enterprises.
The biggest mistake here is listening to the realtors and property managers who are benefitting from
commercial enterprise in residential zones. Think people should be able to do whatever they want with
their home? Cool, then tax them like a business. The state is missing out on tax revenue because
commercial lodging properties are being taxed as residential properties.
I am glad that you are reaching out to the community, and not just making time to listen to the people
and businesses that stand to benefit most financially from STRs. I'll remind you that realtors make their
own schedules and can attend the BOCC meetings; most of us work during them, and don't have the
luxury of taking time off to state our case as full-time locals.
The continued approval of new hotels and the current nearly-abandoned state of several hotels in the
County and Towns is highly regrettable. It seems logically backward to me that the County is spending
millions on these rundown properties to provide housing for the local workforce rather than take steps
to limit commercial enterprise in residential communities.
And to those who complain that they can't afford their house without short term renting it - well, here's
the hard truth: you can't afford your house, period, full stop. This is especially true if the property is your
second home. I'd rather let it sit vacant than cause further deterioration of our local communities that
once contained neighbors and coworkers. Thankfully, my HOA does not allow for STRs under 30 days
(which translates to more housing for locals), and us full-time residents there dime out the people who
try to skirt the regulations (which includes not having a permit - if you think that's not actively
happening across the county, then you haven't been paying attention).
Additionally, raise the cost of the permit. Pay to play. That is one way you can limit the amount of STRs.
You are actively devaluing the community by placing a laughably nominal fee on commercial enterprise.

I have been a local for 26 years and It has never been so hard to find housing. I work for summit county
government no and fear that my landlords will eventually demo my housing to build more Multi million
dollar duplexes in Frisco. I will then have no housing and probably cant afford to get into another place
because I don't make enough working for summit county government. People don't want to rent to
workforce because people trash their homes when it come to long term rentals. I understand its hard to
want to rent to workforce but something has to been done. I'm also unclear why everything being built
needs to be so large here. All i want it 600-900 sq feet to call home. Most of my neighbors are never
occupying their 2nd home. I have noticed a lot more STR or more random people in units around me.
Pretty sure one of my neigbors is running a illegal STR
STRs can be a good supplement to existing hotel stock, but to give a similar example, Vail Resorts sold
more season passes last year than they could staff resorts to properly accommodate, and the capacity of
the resort communities to accommodate the increased traffic didn't seem to be considered at all. Most
short-term renters will be arriving in cars - usually not carpooling - so things like parking, public transit
access and capacity, and capacity of local businesses. STR quantity needs to be managed according to
the community's ability to accommodate the increased traffic from said STRs.
They're destroying our community and this survey is about six years too late.
License fees and fines should be higher to pay for the hours our elected officials and staff are spending
on this issue as well as pay for the clean up of the mess left behind by STRs (bears getting into trash cans
etc)
The solution for the local resident housing is not to limit STRs, you will not find long term rentala going
to local residents because of it, long term rental will go towards wealthier people looking for a vacation
home. Limiting STRs will hamper the local economy, keep the population aging in Breckenridge and only
distorts the nature of supply and demand.
If you with consider limiting STRs it should be on 1 and 2 bedroom homes, it makes no sense to limit in
3+ bedroom homes, which are clearly intent and built for vacationing, not long term living (in almost all
cases)
Please put a local lens on this subject, and stop making policies that are based on emotion and press
versus data driven impacts. Why penalize locals looking to supplement their income by renting their
homes when traveling. And check the data, the problem is out of towners and prop managers, not
those of who live and contribute to our community.
STR units are businesses and should be treated as such. Expand rules enforcement and record keeping
to hold owners accountable, as many Neighborhood Zone HOA's do not have the time or resources to
monitor and act on the number of complaints STRs have generated.
See prior notes. You need to build some apartments for work force that is more transient that allows
rentals at 6 month, 9 month, and 1 year.
Seems to me pretty corrupt, letting the legacy STRs get a pass because they have the best property? I
want to live there and walk to the ski lift. I think having interesting locals would make these areas less
zombie infested wastelands and increase character.

If you are having a housing shortage, how would limiting people's ability to use housing solve that? This
is a plan that is counterproductive to the solution being sought. STRs allow vacant properties to be used
by people who want to visit the community, increasing economic activity and improving housing value.
If you are having problems with misbehaving renters, then crack down on misbehavior not the ability of
good people to rent. If you are having trouble with not enough housing stock for local workers, build
more housing for local workers. Solve the problems directly not through these silly regulations that will
not improve anything.
STR regulations can help preserve character of neighborhoods, reduce conflicts/noise/garbage, etc. if
properly implemented and do not impair property rights. They do NOT increase workforce housing. The
county must aggressively seek purchasing housing, partnerships, etc. to solve that problem.
The county needs short terms rentals, but not at the scale of how many there are now. The county
should assure there are enough long term rentals for people who work in the county, not for people
who work remotely. Rent prices should be controlled as well, there are so many places that have bidding
wars for who will pay the most rent since so many people have applied to live there.
I don’t understand how a community can dictate what a person does with their own private property .
There must be rules to follow for noise , trash, parking accessibility etc., but to dictate rentals, or no
rentals is going to far.
The reason there should be NO Limits is because renting out a room in your house when you don't have
family or friends planning on visiting does not affect long term rentals like what we do. There should be
No Limit on this. Maybe? there could be limits on how often the entire home is rented out STR but
again... it's the type of STR property that matters with regard to losing housing for workers. I guess
issues with noise etc. is a different issues but we have never had problems with others STRs and we
have never had a complaint about our STR from anyone so this is less of a concern for us. We do want
to help with the long term rental issue BUT our home would never work out because of how we live full
time and make a priority to have our guests rooms for family and friend. Though we do rent to STR half
the year when family is not using the space.
Stop developing & building condos & complexes in this county for tourists. Severely cap STRs
*Actually* propose a real solution for local housing that is not wildly unaffordable/out of the way or
cramped/stacked together.
Not everything needs to be a money grab, we lost the character of the county a long time ago but we
can still preserve the quality of life for current residents before there is no one left to work here.
This is a difficult issue to reconcile as I understand that folks may want to rent out their places for
additional income. A balance needs to be achieved between accommodating needs and peace of
residents vs allowing folks to rent out their properties.
The county really needs to build more housing and/or allow for increased density zoning. Yes,
restrictions and regulations need to be in place, but restricting property uses will only drive people to
hold their properties not sell them.

Please don't cave in to the loud special interest voices, they will be the most persistent because they are
financially motivated - they do not represent the entire community (the community lacks time and
energy to weigh in consistently!)
STRs are ruining Summit County.
It is imperative that the county provides affordable housing to the working sect. More than $1K/
bedroom is robbery and shame to those that are so greedy as to ask for that. STRs should be restricted
to resort premises only, leave the neighbourhoods to the locals.
I recently listed my condo for sale, I can no longer be surrounded by STR's at my primary residence.
After 16 years of living here, owning a business, the STR's have made me question why I live here. It's
time to leave, its not a home. Some of the STR's in my complex don't have a license, I've reported this to
Summit County, but they are still renting. My HOA board members own all the STR's in my complex, so
their only interest is STR's.
They're extremely disruptive to a community and they should only be allowed in designated tourist
areas. So many people purchase houses here just to STR them and it displaces locals and impacts our
communities. But another part of the housing problem is that developers are building huge houses! This
is not practical or feasible for locals to own and there should also be environmental standards. Nobody
needs an 8,000 square foot house.
This is a tough issue and all parties will not be satisfied regardless of the decision. The long term health
of the communities for full0time and part-time residents as well as visitors needs to be considered. It is
not uncommon for property owners to switch back and forth between categories over the course of
many years. My neighbors, who have lived in their home full-time for 30+ years are now part-time
residents due to health reasons and rent their home on a long-term basis (minimum 21 days). My wife
and I used our home as a STR for 4 years after we purchased the home to help defray costs, but now it is
no longer a STR and we are part-time residents (1/3 of the year). Think long-term.
Easier and quicker solution is to simply raise the STR nightly tax rate by 1% for the next ten years. It will
economically shift the decision into being a long term owner who lives in the house, rather than a shortterm hotelier.
The high number of strs and second homes not rented forces us to develop more of our land. This is
short term thinking like adding highway lanes - it doesn’t solve the problem, and just attracts more
tourists which the county can’t handle.
All STR’s, and owners, regardless of their location, should not be painted with the same brush and
punished equally. There needs to be more nuance. I think increasing the enforcement of noise, parking
ordinances, etc, and rental day limits are better tools than reduction.
In the past years at our company we usually see an increase in applicant flow during the beginning of
summer and ski season. At this time, we have less than 10 applicants a week. we are an establishment
that employees between 150-200. This is alarming and the repeated concern is housing for locals or
temporary workers.
Need the trash companies to help in providing bear resistant containers for all the county
neighborhoods - helping both owners and str’s reduce negative wildlife interactions .

Local managers help - if there needs to be a response to STR issues/complaints.
Provide affordable housing options for local workers!!!!!
I have lived in this county my whole life. In the past five years I haven’t seen the turnover in full time
workforce ever. I understand we depend on visitors to keep our economy running but unless these
issues are addressed and there is a balance found than I fear we won’t have any visitors because they
know they won’t find any businesses open in this county.
This situation is not going away and difficult to control in my opinion. When I bought our unit form my
parents partners and a slice from my parents the condo was used less than 40 nights per year. We need
to update its 1970's interior and don't have the cash to just lay out $50,000.00. In addition, we have not
found a contractor a darn in the area who can commit to the work at a reasonable price. Our unit
mostly rents around the holidays and some limited times in the summer. The Short Term Rental option
seems like the best way for us to raise money to update our unit in addition to all the work that needs to
be done via the HOA.
I think there is no solution that fits all neighborhoods and so it is important to discern the different
neighborhoods by those that are mostly occupied by locals, and those that are in close proximity to a
recreational area, such as Heeney, that might have a lot of local owners but is clearly in a tourist area.
The idea that someone who rents his home as a STR would rent it full-time is a fallacy. Most of those
owners want to access their homes part of the year and that's why they rent it. I think there are several
groups of different home owners that rent for different reasons and in my mind the investor/owners
tend to be the ones that drive prices up as the rental income is what offsets the cost. In standard HOAs
we often find a limit to investor-owned units, versus owner occupied or second home owners and that
might provide a delineator for the STR permit process.
The issue regarding the influx of the STR is being discussed in many communities across the State.
Research, coordination, and a committed group of elected will craft a workable plan to address the
"New Economy". Change is an inevitable constant, and we should NOT object to that change.
I find it unfortunate that it appears county government has already made up its mind to restrict my
property rights without even listening to the public. The biased questions and limited available
responses have led me to this conclusion. I have lived here since the 1980s and people have always
rented out homes in this subdivision as short term vacation properties. Please do not steal my rights as a
property owner. Please examine your own biases and rethink your preconceived notions and how this
survey was created. The word prejudice means to pre-judge.
Allowing those who reside primarily in summit county and rent out their property when they are out of
town or have extra space should be allowed a license. Summit county has numerous wonderful hotels
for tourists to stay at, keep them out of our neighborhoods.
There's nothing wrong with capitalizing on a good idea, service or product to humbly provide for
yourself and family. Its greed that ruins everything. Its rampant in our government, in our society, and
summit county is no different. I am sick and tired of seeing profits put before people and community.
Even without tourism, these towns would still exist and thrive because people like to live in beautiful
places with so many outdoor recreational activities. Visitors to such places belong in resort hotels, bed
and breakfast establishments, motels and hostels. And our neighborhoods should be reserved for

people of the community! An STR license given ONLY to those of primary residence to supplement
income when away is considerable... [A short-term renter pays 14k to stay at the vrbo next door for 4
weeks, which is owned by a California resident. He stocks up on groceries from walmart and is only here
to hike, rock climb and mountain bike. He does not 'go out' or buy stuff or spend money in town. His dog
barks at us and poops in our yard. They complain about the lack of service around, the lack of parking,
the unkept landscape. etc.] Who, besides Walmart and the Californian is benefiting from this situation?
This essentially deed restricts a property. I specifically bought property that had no restrictions so I
could have indecent choose. I have lived in my home for 15 years and have not rented it but as a
property owner I want the voice of how I use my property.
Short term restrictions feed into larger companies and not the small independent individual making a
living.
The county should look at empty properties that are never used, there would be plenty of rentals then.
After 15 years in my neighborhood there are houses that sit empty, I may have met the owners once or
twice and definitely more than 10 years ago.
I doubt short term rental restrictions and the true answer to the housing problem.
Regulation of STR will have little to no impact on affordable housing in summit county. If you desire to
provide homes for local workers the businesses should offer competitive salaries for their employees to
either afford to live in summit county or do as we have historically done and commute in. Government
regulations have never altered the free market in a positive way. Too much regulation will force out
people who can afford million dollar homes and move that money and taxable income to another
county.
Don't make this too complex and don't bow to the will of millionaire and billionaire owners. Limit STRs
to county residents and ensure they can only be the primary residence. Other folks can rent their houses
out monthly. They can get over it.
Thanks so much for addressing the issue and working on possible solutions to this problem. Great job on
Lease to Locals program. We do live off of tourism but please prioritize locals. Without strong workforce,
the tourism will collapse. We need some healthy balance in our society and strong middle class, not just
10% getting richer at the expense of 90%. Or let's free some land and allow for more buildup of housing,
infrastructure, etc.
Glad to hear this is getting a good look. I will say there is a huge swing in seasonal demand that could
perhaps be considered in any new policy. December through March
Owners that converted from str to long term rentals the community gave them up to $13k to switch.
What about incentives for owners that would like to str but decided to long-term rent to a local? Why
do owners doing the right thing from the start get shafted? As a local, I bought an investment condo and
always planned to long-term rent it to a local. I moved out of it to another home last year, didn’t apply
for a permit, and then the incentive to switch permit holders to long term rent came out. It was a slap in
my face. Why should long time locals that purchased an investment condo to help other locals not be
included in this incentive? Why does the county now all of a sudden want to restrict my property that I
worked hard to obtain and share with other locals decide what I can do with my property? When I

moved out to summit in 2014, housing struggles were tough back then too and I understand they have
gotten worse. Why didn’t the community back in 2014 start building developments to lease to locals
only? Where are those apartment buildings in Denver run my pm companies that lease to locals and not
allow Airbnb’s? Expand the employee housing and affordable housing developments, incentivize owners
that are doing the right thing to continue to do so, don’t regulate owners due to this community’s and
vail resorts poor planning.
Build and incentivize the voluntary creation of LT housing. Tax STR and non-primary residences at higher
rates and offer tax breaks in exchange for converting to LTR or providing a space dedicated as a LTR
option (e.g. a lock-off, in-law suite, or small home on that property rented to local residents meeting 30
hour/week work requirements). Earmark taxes earned from increased fees on STR to subsidizing local
workforce housing: e.g. offer programs for rent deposits, monthly rent assistance, down-payment
assistance, and build dedicated housing using those funds.
A balance should be sought between STRs, homes inhabited by local people, and affordable worker
housing. The higher end STRs add greatly to the viability of a community and may not be suitable for
local or worker housing. I've watched our formerly well-kept older Denver neighborhood deteriorate
because the owner inhabitants either don't have the money and time, or they don't care, to properly
maintain the property. The yards are unkept, trashy and the homes are not maintained. If they were
income properties, I believe the owners would more likely maintain them in order to realize a better
income. That said, there have to be homes for local residents and workers. What communities can we
look at that have found a balance?
The issue of STR has little or nothing to do with local affordable housing. Perhaps there should be more
focus on building deed restrictive Multi-family housing options.
The limit of 135 nights a year does not help locals rent or own houses. It’s just more time a year a house
sits empty while there are hard working locals scrambling to find places to live.
I believe we need STRs to promote more tourism which supports the local economy
I speak for my situation only, but I think it is likely true of many others like me. I own a three bedroom
townhome at the base of the resort. To my knowledge none of the 20 units have full time occupants,
about half are used some of the time as STRs. If I were to stop using mine as an STR, the main difference
to Breckenridge would be that except for the 45 days that we use it each year, there would be an extra
two empty parking spaces in a restricted lot, and 3 empty bedrooms instead of families renting our place
and skiing, dining and shopping.
This is our second home but we can enjoy it and contribute to the economy because we are able to rent
it out. We keep it very clean, noise mitigated, lawn taken care of, and are conscientious of our
neighbors at all time. Please don't penalize those that take care of their property.
Individual HOAs should be better equipped to follow changes in their own neighborhoods and decide on
STR rules for their own communities than the town . Any neighborhood designations and/or STRs
affecting neighborhoods should be reviewed and amended every 3 years minimum. If there is going to
be a limit on #â€™s of STRs in neighborhoods, there has to be a mechanism for those licenses to change
hands (time limits, limits to subsequent renewals, lotteries per neighborhood, etc.) Summit
County/town councils shouldn’t be able to selectively decide which properties fall into zones therby

impacting the asset value of those individual homes. How will the town(s) compensate long term
owners for placing limits on what they can do with their homes with after-the-fact STR limits?
Please stop this STR cancer in my community. The tunnel trash hotlines are not working, I mean who has
time to call these call centers in lord only knows what country they are in to lodge a complaint and then
no one calls me back with an answer. I mean this is horrible. These people are destroying our quality of
life just to make money. This is so wrong on every single level. Please make it stop, I am begging you.
The world is burning down and we are looking for ways to make the climate worse?
Problems with STR’s are with guests uneducated about our high altitude environment. Tired of helping
stupid people.
There need to be more penalties for STR owners who own properties where there are constant repeat
violations. Right now, when a rowdy group is reported, not much happens. If one house or unit is
constantly ruining the lives of the neighbors in that neighborhood, there should be ramifications.
Residents shouldn’t have to deal with intoxicated people, loud parties, trash, illegal parking, or a total
lack of parking all due to the same repeat offenders in the neighborhood. Neighborhoods are for
residents, resort areas are for people on vacation. If it’s a business entity that owns and runs the short
term rentals, they need to be in an area that is zoned for business, not zoned for residential
neighborhoods.
My STR neighbors suck. Get this trash out of here. Thanks!!
The complaint system should actually be monitored with consequences. All residents here have seen far
too many problematic properties continue for too long.
Occupancy limits should be lower. My neighbors who have a problematic STR somehow have an
occupancy of 14 despite it being a 3 bedroom because they're somehow allowed to cram bunks into
spaces that are technically attics and loft/bridgeways. There's only 2 parking spaces for this unit. 14
people don't come in 2 spaces. They constantly steal other people's designated spots and have loud
parties...how on earth is 14 people in 3 bedrooms considered okay???
Owners/Property managers need to be fined for incidents when the police are called. Property
management companies are abysmal with their response times and efficacy with problems.
The county needs better outreach for STR guests. They're constantly setting off fireworks and smoking
during fire bans, not abiding by LNT principles in the area, and generally treating the area with
disrespect.
Respectful and engaged tourists and guests are one thing. But Summit has done nothing to mitigate the
negative impacts they've had on our small mountain towns.
this fucking sucks. this cimmunity is not what it used to be and i dont know if i even want to live here
anymore.
I shared them in the first comment section
I think real feed back needs to happen between neighbors and STR. My homeowners association meets
yearly and we talk about it. I also love it when someone calls me. Thats what neighbors do regardless if
its a STR or not. If true feed back was happening most of your complaints would stop. If not then pull

the license on the STR. We have to respect each other above all else. The housing shortage is real but
its everywhere. The simple truth is the 2008 housing crisis stopped builders from getting financing for
large projects. The over all effect has been 1 mil homes not being built per year since. So what you see
is rising home prices everywhere because there is less of them. Simple supply vs demand. The number
of Americans owing homes keeps going down because the prices are two high. Only way to solve it is
build more homes. With immigration flooding over our boarders the problem is only going to get worse.
Solution Build more homes and prices come down. Build low income homes and you have places for
your workers.
I support summit county STRs because they are important for tourists to come visit the county. I think it
is important to loosen the regulations in resort areas to keep the tourists in the right zones, and tighten
the regulations for locals housing zones in order to allow for workforce housing. Both locals and tourists
are critical to keep the county running so we need to have rules that take both into account. I live in
Denver, part time rent my condo, and part time is it myself. It is on 4 O'Clock road. Having me or
another visitor in the unit and walking to main street is critical to the locals working in town since many
or most work in tourism
When does an STR become a business v. a source of income to pay for upkeep?
Is there anything inherently wrong with an STR competing with resort housing?
How many STR owners would convert housing to single family workforce housing?
We need more affordable LTRs to create stability for young working professionals who are struggling to
stabilize in the county.
They are killing our community by driving long term locals move to different areas. This is causing a
lower level of guest service across the area as one season employees do not have the passion, skills, or
care to provide excellent service.
We should have addressed this decades ago. You are punishing the people who are keeping us alive.
You also, with some
of these ridiculous building codes, make buying impossible for locals because you make it too expensive
to build.
STR Take away quality of life from people that have been here for years in years in my particular
neighborhood all the homes around me or short term rentals I have to call the police on a regular basis I
can’t sit outside and enjoy the peace and quiet I have to make sure they’re not trespassing on my land
and I think that is absolutely destroys our quality of life
I think limiting the STR will have dire consequences on the real estate market and tourism in the county.
Property held only for investment should not be allowed to be a STR.
Short term rentals are a part of Summit County's economy- NOBODY is denying that. But we have
obviously reached a breaking point where running a hotel in a residential neighborhood IS NOT
ACCEPTABLE: STRS should only be allowed in resort areas or areas where high density building /renting
short term was the goal. Why should someone in a million+ dollar house have to deal with a short term
rental next to them, speeding on streets their children walk on to get to school, leaving trash out for

animals to tear apart, holding massive events and parties, and causing noise disturbances? SHORT TERM
RENTALS DO NOT BELONG IN OUR LOCAL NEIGHBORHOODS!
I feel very strongly that any existing STRs should be grandfathered. I also feel that any restrictions
should apply to all equally across neighborhoods. It should also be recognized that there may be strong
opponents to
STRs that are "residents and voters" that can have an outsized influence in neighborhoods which include
a majority of second home owners who may want to STR.
I feel that if the number of STR licenses are limited, the County should establish a priority schema
(example):
1. In-state owners that purchased prior to STR regulations.
2. Out-of-state owners that purchased prior to STR regulations.
3. In-state owner that purchased after STR regulations.
4. Out-of-state owners that purchased after to STR regulations.
5. Any owners that purchase after a new policy is established (if applicable)
Breckenridge is a tourist town in all seasons. The people who live in the community and surrounding
areas rely on tourism for their livelihood. Don't kill the goose that laid the golden egg. Try to promote
more affordable housing in surrounding areas for those who need it.
Thank you for seeking public input.
Stop the madness!!!!!
I think anyone who STRs a room in their primary residence should be able to easily be able to, as this
was an original intent of Airbnb. It’s the single family homes in neighborhoods that are the problem.
Zoning is residential, not commercial and I am grateful for my HOA to not allow it.
My mothers neighborhood in Frisco has gone downhill with STRs. People drive to fast, strange dogs run
everywhere, and there is noise.
If you are running a hotel, be taxed like a hotel.
Summit county has mass appeal because it's beautiful with many recreational activities. Many that live
in summit county feel they have more right to the county than visitors. However, that mindset is quite
the opposite of how the summit county's economy survives. In fact, I would challenge how many people
that complain about the tourists are actually native to the area. As a owner in the county, and currently
an owner of a str, this investment allows me to teach my children to live and respect nature. Many view
strs and a bad thing, but for me it allows small investors to have a good investment option while a place
to recreate. I understand housing is an issue, but this issue is not limited to the county. If the county
charged more for str licenses they could use the funds for buyer programs, rent supplements, etc.
Decreasing the allowed rentals isn't a linear calculation to more affordable housing. In the real estate
industry prices have skyrocketed across the US since 2020. Covid redefined working remotely, where
people want to live and where they want to enjoy recreational time. This is NOT unique to summit

county. It would be a mistake to use data from the past 2 years in terms of housing prices and and lack
of employees to determine what is best for the county in the future.
In last question, there could be a min number of nights rented like 30 days.
Please don't mess with the economy. It's too complex and interconnected to not have a knock on effect.
There should be MUCH tougher monitoring, reaction to and penalty for violations. If rules e.g quiet
hours, parking and occupancy are violated, the owner should be warned then lose str license.
The time to regulate STR’s has come and gone. This questionnaire is reactive and late when Summit
County’s housing market has already been saturated with STR’s. The regulation of individual STR’s is an
impossibility when considering the number of residential units owned by those outside Summit County.
This questionnaire is reflective of the Town of Avon, who sought to regulate STR’s through permitting
and then business licenses, after the rental inventory was already depleted. The governing body then
found that contacting/regulating owners was unfeasible which in turn has lead to the current STR
market being unregulated and municipal ordinances having zero weight. In short, too little, too late.
Strong supporter and believer in fairness to what homeowners brought to Breck when we buy condos.
Out STRs bring a ateady stream of tourists to town along with revenue to stores restaurants and taxes to
the town. Our condo is in Main Street, across from peak 9. We love it and are thrilled to be able to
rent to others who want to enjoy all that Breck has to offer. Thank you.
Does anyone listen to all of the complaints?
Thank you for addressing this problem.
Leave it alone and let natural market take its own course. Deeming wether something is "more
appropriate or less appropriate" has already been decided by tourists, owners, deed restrictions, and
HOA bylaws. There is no place for more government in this situation, unless of course your true goal
isn't to solve any housing situation. In that case the true goal is just to figure out how to fleece the
industry and grow yourself a massive beauracracy. They never work. Look at Los Angeles, Detriot, and
Chicago. Nothing has happened to Summit County that isn't happening everywhere. Covid caused the
housing market to inflate and make it less affordable. These things subside on their own. Leave it
alone.
STR in tourist zones should be allowed as they contribute to the community and add jobs and increase
positively to the community
I think I have Stated my opinion that the real issue should be constructing multi unit workforce buildings
and zones that are affordable for the summit county workforce. I really really hope that summit county
government doesn’t restrict any of us who are already doing STR’s. Many of us who are locals only have
one STR anyway, it’s not like we are out of state investors with multiple properties. This is my home and
I love to have the option to short term rental it as much as I want or to live in the home myself as much
as I want depending on my wife and my needs for the year. I would be s scared to rent my home to
locals and wonder if they could afford a $3600 a month rent? If summit county government really thinks
that neighborhood homes that are short term rentals are displacing locals I think there needs to be way
more incentives than there already are for us to consider renting to locals. The cost of permits for lock
off units and sewer, etc. should all be waived and provide us with more incentives. How can you judge

us for offering short term rentals when we can make almost 4 times as much as renting to a local.
Especially when I’ve seen from many many of my friends and colleagues that locals are more rough and
damaging on the home then short term renters.
You should restrict neighborhoods str to a minimum night rental of 30 nights for a rental. They can rent
it all year but it must be a minimum of 30 nights per rental agreement
I would love more information on the progress of STR regulation in the future.
Owners should post respectful notes pertaining to:- noise, trash, dogs, parking.
They should be taxed as a business
When we applied for a STR License, our minimum water bill was increased. We are two people living in
a four bedroom house for six months a year. We rent out, to a maximum of two people, less than 135
days per year. What are we lumped in with houses that accommodate 12 people? Why did the County
tell the Water District that we had an STR when we have never ever used enough water to reach our
minimum payment?
Str regulations may be a little reactionary and do little to address the housing crisis. The typical local
wouldn't be able to afford renting many of the str units anyway, so they are not nessesarily taking away
housing choices from locals. Concentrating on varied affordable housing options and support is more
important than regulating strs. If a locals who are just trying to afford their mortgage/rent and want to
str a room for extra income to get by, that may make all the difference in the world to them and
financially allow them to stay in the County. Some of these regulations may actually prevent locals from
being able to live here.
Consideration should be also focused on the type of unit (not just where it is) being suited for the local
work force vs. someone in town for a few days a studio apartment with just a hot plate in Blue River on
the bus route could be great for a tourist while a two bedroom off of Main Street in Breckenridge would
be ideal for a local couple.
Summit County will artificially negativity impact property values of all home owners and is only
benefitting big hotels and resorts by limiting STR. Local business will also be negatively impacted by
reduced foot traffic customers.
Redirect your energy to 2nd homes that sit vacant. They are a far worse problem.
Stop requiring owner occupant residents from requiring permits to rent a portion of their owner
occupied homes. Us hard working bona fide members of the community need this income without the
government’s over reach.
Provide taxpayers actual evidence that these regulations actually improve the affordability issue. From
my experience, this mess only makes those who can afford to purchase a place and let it sit vacant with
zero rental income do the buying. It doesn’t help open stock to real people.
The county should avoid categorizing or overlays. It only serves to create a tiered segregation and erode
those communities further by qualifying them as resort.

Back way off of the STR regulation. It doesn’t work. A home that is prohibited from doing STR is
substantially more likely to be a vacant 27th home than a local home. That’s not better.
STRs are needed to support the local economy unless additional hotels are approved. They have limited
long term rentals and increased housing prices. A fair solution seems to be allowing rentals in downtown
areas or close to the resort, and limited nights elsewhere. Most single family homes rent for $1,000+ per
night so anything more than 45 nights allows outside investors to purchase properties and pay the
mortgage, without much risk. I did this before moving here full time.
I have resided in the county over ten years. Before the advent of airBnB, we had a robust economy,
plenty of residents that created a true sense of community. It was a wonderful place to live. Since the
takeoff of AirBNB, more and more residents have departed and their residences turned into rentals. The
snese of community of nonexistent and finding employee base that can afford -or even find a place - is
challenging. This takes away from the overall experience of our beautiful county - both for locals and
visitors.
The previous question is ridiculous - the second and third options are the same. There is no option to
select that the number of rentable nights should be higher than 135, but not unlimited. This survey is
clearly written to gather only one type of opinion, one unfavorable to short term rentals.
For the love of god, do something and quick. This community is crumbling
Need to broaden the understanding of the problem. It’s not just STRs that are the problem. It’s rich
people who beat out locals. Locals can’t compete with big money from Texas & elsewhere.
The market should take care of which properties are desirable for potential renters. The properties that
are well cared for and the units updated in a desirable location should probably see their units rented
more frequently. The property owners who choose not to rent at this time, and their heirs, should not
be faced with the inability of obtaining a STR license in the future. All properties should have access to
STR licenses.
Let the free market work. If employers need employees, they will find a way to get them housing.
Workforce housing does not need to be managed or supplemented by the government.
STR are destroying the character of our community. They are tearing apart our neighborhoods. They
should be taxed as a business, as owners from out of state are running hotels next to our locals houses.
The property managers don't have enough staff to enforce rules and we, the locals, pay the price for it.
Please put people before money.
Enforce your current rules
If yu have complaints, the owner must have a hearing before his next renewal
I own a holiday property in Wilderness. I use it myself, so would not consider long term rental. However,
STR would allow it to be used when I am not there, and assist the tourism economy. STR is this not
impacting the availability of my condo for housing
You need to address the real issues facing Summit County residents rather than focusing on STRs. If
affordable housing is an issue, then the businesses that need cheep labour should start building cheep
apartment blocks, that's what the Soviets did. Enforce the noise ordinances. Come up with a plan that

allows more on street parking. I can't even have visitors because they can't legally park on the street in
front of my house. Address the lead and PFA levels in the drinking water. Trying to restrict STRs isn't
going to address any of these issues. I also believe that there is a conflict of interest on where STRs are
going to be allowed. People making the decisions are going to allow STRs where they own property and
not allow them in other areas so they can make more profit on theirs. Governments need to start
providing numbers that show the trends and if there is even really a problem with STRs. STRs are here to
stay, Governments need to accept this and start incorporating it into their development plans rather
than just trying to make them illegal.
I understand he the complexity of this situation for the local homeowner, the investor and the worker. I
don’t have all the data on what is driving the STR’s being an issue but I would encourage you not to
believe that if you reduce STR’s it will dramatically fix the workforce housing issue. I believe it may only
create greater exclusivity of property owners and renters. Also, for homeowners that are unhappy with
STR’s their value has increased dramatically. Of which they benefit more than anyone. $100,000â€™s to
millions of dollars of increased value.
STR create jobs, increase tax revenues, and increase eco tourism in summit county. Many people would
not be able to enjoy summit county if they had to stay in resort areas because the cost is so expensive.
When visiting a major city, some people choose to stay downtown and others choose to stay right
outside - summit county is no different. STR licenses should be revoked if XX number of substantiated
complaints are filed against that particular property not limited in the first place.
I've lived in Summit County for 18 years. I strive to be a good steward of the land, positive contributor to
my community, and a good neighbor. I've lived through just about every kind of issue Summit County
has to offer. What I've learned is that there are very few issues that STRs aren't part of. I do believe STRs
are an important part of our community. However, the situation has gotten so out of control and I don't
think we can undo the damage done. I wish that as a community we would focus on balancing many
competing interests and making everybody pay their share.
If STRs must be reduced then it should be through attrition. Too much planning and money for those of
us who bought to live there as well as rent when not there.
Please find a way to better enforce rules with STRs that already exist.
STRs are commercial enterprises. They should be taxed commmercially and held to code standards just
like hotels and hostels are, unless someone uses their primary residence as an STR.
A better approach might be limiting the number of STR properties a single owner can have. There is a
big difference between an individual who rents out their home when they are out of town and a
company that owns 20 rental units in the same neighborhood
tourists come in and use airbnbs crowding too many people for too many nights who don’t respect our
town
I don’t think my neighbors fallow the limits on nights that they lease the condo? I hate the noise the
trash the lack of consideration with parking our HOA has tried to address these and many other issues. I
believe neighborhoods for full time local residents should be just that.

In general, I don't like taking away rights. I think incentivising LTRs is a better approach. I think the price
of hotels is cost prohibitive for a lot of people. STRs help make Summit County more inclusive. I think
large employee housing needs to be built. Perhaps the old La Quinta building in Silverthorne could be
looked at as well as others.
Please consider giving locals a boost with our homes. We have worked very hard to live here, and to
finally purchase a home. There are many companies and second home owners who have excess income
that should feel the hit with STRs, not locals.
This is a very tough decision and i thank you for tackling it. I believe it is an even tougher problem in the
county than in Breckenridge as it is more cut and dry there
STR's caused real estate prices to go crazy for any affordable 2bd 2ba unit that locals could previously
dream of owning one day. Locals can no longer afford to live here, hence the workforce shortage and
huge number of locals leaving as their rent goes up every year.
I really like the Austin, TX short term rental model of only being able to rent out your primary residence
short term. I'm not an expert in the matter, but something needs to happen to make the housing market
less appealing to real estate investors who want to purchase homes for the sole purpose of renting
them out for tourism. These people have SO much money and it prevents locals from purchasing homes.
It also increases rent prices as the long-term rental market dwindles away. Summit is a beautiful place to
live, but the insane increase in STRs has ruined the ability for normal people to live and work here. It's so
hard to imagine staying and raising my family here when year after year my community members move
away because of affordability issues. I know tourism is important to our local economy, but there has to
be a way to bring the housing prices back down so that normal people can keep the community thriving
and strong.
My concern is primarily with large rowdy groups. We have had many in our neighborhood, which is all
single family homes. There are too many vehicles and too much noise. Rules don’t seem to be followed
or enforced.
Neighborhood zone no STRs, can rent for 3+ months.
Limit stars to 60 nights per year
This issue has taken on life of its own and it’s always clear that elected officials have little interest in
actually listening to community feedback. The meetings are well attended, the sentiment is strong that
Summit County is resort community and STR are an element of that community that provide economic
and job benefit at the cost of some disruption. Yet there is a clear bias that something must be done
about STR. As a someone who owns a second home but has never used it as a STR, identifies as a
member of County, supports local business, and spends quite a bit of time in the county, I can say that
local businesses make me feel welcome, my neighbors (permanent residents and 2nd home owners
alike) make me feel welcome, but I’ve never felt welcomed by the elected officials, in large because
Iâ€™m perceived to be part of a problem. It’s sad.
SC has collected millions of dollars from STR’s set up a program to halo locals add a deed restrictive
apartment to there home say $30,000

The purchase of the land on the dam road was a total stew up someone should have been fired but they
are gone or will be. Provide assistance to local companies to build employee housing. Build more
apartment studio style for seasonal workers. Work with the Federal campground to allow RV living
during the winter
Thanks for providing a survey. I hope those whom completed this were honest in their residency.
I would like to see the max occupancy (number of people to stay at an STR overnight) be set to more
closely match the occupancy of the homes in the neighborhood.
I have yet to hear what the issues are in the single-family housing areas where there are supposed
complaints about noise, garbage, parking that is excessive pay. Why isn’t that being policed instead of
penalizing every other short term rental license holder in the town. I have been a STR holder since 1991.
It would cost me financial hardship to sell this property without being able to transfer the license. I’m a
single person this is my investment property for my life and for my retirement. It would be painful for
me to consider selling this property at this time. The economy is challenged with inflation, potential war,
climate control issues. This is not the major issue everybody is making it out to be
To my wife and I the biggest issue is their is no enforcement for renters bad behavior, lying about
number of occupants, unruly dogs, lack of respect for neighbors and wildlife. Just come and have a great
time, drink, play loud music, let my dog run wild. With more STRs just gets worse and worse. Summit
County STR owners need to take responsibility for controlling this, PERIOD. Their profits need to be
taxed for worker affordable housing and enforcement.
The final question doesn’t make any sense. I feel that the limit should be lower, as in 40 per year.
Limit number of nights in residential to 90. This provides sufficient allowance to rent during peak
periods along with a few additional nights. Limit can be raised to 120 if the property is placed with a
locally operated management company.
Fewer nights should be allowed.
I truly do not believe that placing limitations on STRs will achieve the goal of more housing available for
locals
For those who are thinking of selling STR limitations may negatively affect them and I doubt would bring
down the cost of real estate
The short term rental complaint hotline needs to be more efficient to address things like noise
complaints in a timely fashion
While I sympathize with people trying to find affordable housing in Summit county I don’t know if
limiting STRs is the answer to that problem. My suggestion is that the county subsidize building
affordable housing with the condition that the units can never be used for short term rentals. The
county could use the money from STR license fees for this purpose.
Resort housing should not be impacted by STR in any way. (And I live full time in resort housing. I'm
annoyed as hell by the STR next door. But I knew that when I moved here, and impacting STR in the
resort would cripple some homeowners' finances.) Other neighborhoods can/should have caps, taxes, or
other deterents, including fines for STR owners that have properties generating noise complaints.

Real people want to live in the community. Not just the wealthy for two weeks a year. Build a
community so people can live here.
Stop the time shares! It has brought in white trash with money and a Disney vibe. SO tacky for what
was once a cute town. Takes away potential employees from other small business in town who can not
compete with time share GREED. and typically the time share owners are horrible to deal with. Who is
Dudick in bed with? The entire town council? Is it because he donates money to great things, so the
town lets him do what he wants? Time Shares are the worst STRs Breckenridge has ever opened it's
doors too.
I feel they are destroying our neighborhoods.
I live in an area of Denver where STR’s are not allowed, and I’m very thankful.
Thank you for running this survey.
I am glad you are taking on this vital measure to regulate our neighborhoods. Our quality of life is at
stake. We should not be a commercial neighborhood that puts making money over the quality of life for
all who live here. Tourism has already stressed us enough. Some control is need. Thank you.
I love the Breckenridge area and love my home here. I plan to spend time each year, but can not afford
to maintain the property without STR income.
Summit county and the communities in this area are adopting policies focused on isolationism and
elitism. Just because you choose to live in Summit County doesn’t mean that you should be given
housing. I understand that people want to live there, but should they be given precedent over others
just because they chose that? I currently have to commute 40 min to work to afford to live somewhere
in Denver that lets me have a good life, stable cash flow, and access to work. But it seems the goal of the
Summit Government is to ensure an employee making minimum wage can life in some of the most
valuable real estate in the country and that this real estate not be exposed to true capitalist markets.
Alternatively, there has been no effort to increase wages, hold companies accountable for appropriately
paying their workers, or addressing the fact that ski resorts are publicly traded companies and make
significant versions of profits to shareholders all over the United States of America. It is understandable
that the government is afraid of attacking the largest revenue generator in the county and would rather
attack small individual business owners trying to make it within this economy. The government seems to
be supporting big business and attacking small businesses.
0. There should be an easy way for people to report issues with STRs.
1. The STR should also be required to post on the outside of the build/house how many people are
allowed at the STR.
2. A website/app should have easy access to the restrictions for the STR, contact information of the
manager for the STR, easy click to report issues/violations for the STR.
3. STRs put an undue strain on infrastructure of the county from water to police, STRs should contribute
more through a higher Tax on the rentals.
4. STR Tax should pay for all of the above.

STRs licenses can also be regulated in neighborhoods by number/type of complaints. If owner has a
management company or is involved in managing the property so renters do not cause problems, they
should be permitted to rent as many nights as the property is requested. If they are not involved and
not enforcing neighborhood rules on renters, their license can be reduced in nights and revoked. This is
tricky as it requires complaints to be validated to assure neighbors aren’t creating complaints to
eliminate renters. Certain neighborhoods should be reserved for locals in Breck, and rental options
should be clear to all buyers. Migrating to that scenario may need to be unique to neighborhoods.
I thought this was America
Take a look at what the Lake Tahoe area is doing to mitigate the impact of STRs as well to see if we can
learn from their experience.
STRs ruin the American Dream.
STR helps us to live in summit. It is our primary residence. We don’t own multiple properties. You say
you want people to be able to live affordability in summit, yet you are not helping homeowners be
creative. The county has been well aware of housing issues for many many years. We should be
partnering with our neighbor towns (Leadville, FairPlay, kremmling, ect) to build workforce housing.
Some think there are just too many people these days, maybe more traffic, or perhaps more people
standing in lines and then question why anyone needs to make more revenue in their shops and
businesses. Amazing since the Breckenridge Golf Course is actually the only business that is making a
reasonable profit.
Some think there just aren’t enough affordable rooms or housing for workers, and have come to believe
that people owning luxury homes are quite willing to lose a fortune switching over to long term renting
and exposing their expensive investments to relentless damage by resentful workers who can only
afford it if they invite 14 others to share that house.
Some think the culture of the town of Breck isn’t what it used to be, without realizing it's been changing
every year since 1968. Pretty sure new homeowners and visitors come from pretty good stock and
culture themselves, and given its a free country they would like to politely share the experience with
their children while leaving their money.
Some think they are living in Cuba where the political leadership can take away individual property
rights with one vote after people were led to believe that their investments were safe and would make
their lives and those in the town better by accommodating visitors with a lot of cash. Towns like Breck,
Blue River, etc. enjoy the significant revenue coming from visitors and especially STRs. Losing it just
might increase property taxes, sales tax, water usage fees, etc.
So now that some people in Breck, those who have nothing to lose, and just want the world to stop
growing, or frustrated and resentful that others have more income, we want to start thinking about our
little quiet neighborhood and how we can impose this same thought process onto our next door
neighbors. I have to wonder why. Blue River, and especially TCE, has not one of those issues, do we?

Are we getting more people crowding us than we want these days? It seems to me that the number of
lots originally planned to be sold and built on was decided a long time ago, and no one ever dared the
thought of restricting homeownership to only full timers. I wonder why.
Maybe it's the number of people living in any one house at any given time. It seems that Full Time
Owners and Owners With Renters are both quite capable of filling their bedrooms every day of the year
if they wish. Imposing restrictions or capping the number of short term rentaIs is targeting a select
group which is against our HOA covenants. Someday we might consider restricting full-time owners to
using only half their bedrooms for the same reasons.
Maybe it's the increased water usage by STRs. By scientific calculations we found out that whether one
is a full time owner or STR owner the water usage is about the same, about 6000 gallons per month.
Logical as that might be, we find out, without any notice or extended courtesy to comment, that the TCE
water district can easily take care of some of that full time owners resentment of STRs by simply and
arbitrarily doubling the water fee per quarter on a select group called short term rental owners in an
unfair and possible illegal mandate, again contrary to HOA covenants, and which still could be
challenged in court.
Maybe it's to reduce the number of HOA violations and non-compliances received or acted upon each
year. It turns out that most, if not all, violations have been by full time homeowners, not STRs, with
exposed trailers, obnoxious lighting or noisy parties, but with one or two one time exceptions by an STR
at the top of the hairpin turn. So, let’s blame STRs for what full-time owners non-compliance.
Maybe it’s to reduce the speeding, a controversial subject for several years causing some frustration,
being committed by full time, STRs and contractors, and which the ToBR does not agree its even worthy
of calming remedies after several years of data collection and police observations.
So, I’m still wondering why. We have an increasingly friendly and fun loving neighborhood which has
developed over the past 3-4 years. Why do we want to create division between full time owners from
the short term rental owners? I expect this kind of intolerance or resentment will drive away all the
good homeowners, and turn our neighborhood into a Potter's Field instead of a Bailey Park.
I used to be for STR until I now live full time next to one. Most the vacationers are intrusive, loud, rude,
don’t seem to care about full time neighbors, and seem to have the attitude that their vacation trumps
one’s privacy. They are awful to live next to, and we have some distance between houses. STR should
only be allowed near resorts where one expects tourists. Where one expects a heavy traffic of people.
If limits are used, put a low limit of 60 or 90 days and allow more STRs licenses to be obtained. Give
everyone a chance to have some portion of a STR to offset yearly expenses. The impact to the
community is the same just spread across more houses/owners.
Also, in this discussion--every new law/regulations has a winner and a loser. Remember that property
owners risked our savings to be part of Summit County. The focus seems to be on the worker at the
expense of the property owner. Not every property owner is rich--these new laws can force some of us
to make hard decisions that cause us to leave also. My contribution to the economy to keep my
property maintained is every much as great as the resort or tourism focusedworker in the county. If
we can't afford to pay as many workers a liveable wage maybe we should pay less workers more and

reduce the amount of tourists that workers serve. That would reduce STRs and stop building new
resort buildings.
A football game without rules would just be a brawl, regulations need to be enforced , and put in place
so that a vibrant community of locals can continue to live here and perhaps attain a home of their own
in the community they work in, spend taxes on etc. If the current trend continues there will be no
workforce in the county. Workforce should not have to make 6 figures to live in a deed restricted
neighborhood.
STR should be drastically reduced if you want employees to continue to be able to serve Summit.
STR should not be permitted in residential neighborhoods
Breckenridge and Summit county need to either commit to being a resort area as they have at tracking
visitors from all over the world or decide that they do not want the growth and market itself as an
exclusive town. The truth of housing prices is they are extremely high for most and businesses have not
kept pace with wages. Taking this out on STR as a business is not the solution and residents of the
county who rent homes will have to live further away which is not uncommon for resort towns or major
metro areas.
A townhome that butts up to other properties is no place for an str, and it appears to be that residents
are the ones left to be watchdogs over strs. Not exceptable for so many reasons.
I live in a residential area--we bought here 35+ years ago to live in a residential area--not a resort area. I
expect the county to protect the value of MY home over the profits of often absentee owners prepared
to rake in the cash with no concern for the character of the neighborhood. We have a now unpermitted
STR in proximity to our home, and it continues to be nothing but a headache. I have had enough!
I have 4 units in my complex that are officially STRs where 1 advertises room for 12 people. This 12
person place has the mass majority of the complaints: trash (throwing beer cans/bottles, trash &
cigarette butts off the deck), parking (taking up all the limited parking with cars, trailers, etc., , parking in
No Parking areas, etc.), wild parties, yelling & being aggressive to other residences, etc.
Outside STRs taking up available units from locals (NOTE: a big part of this problem), a major problem
with STRs is from the actual STR visitors (NOTE: Not all visitors). STR owners can do all they can to
mitigate this problem but most of these visitors are here for 1 or 2 nights & gone = They don't care
about the community, other residents, the complex they are staying at, all they care about is having a
good time for the 1 or 2 nights they are there (here & then gone - They aren't really held accountable for
what they have done, 1 person might be reprimanded on the renting site but they get easily around this
by having someone else rent the next time). And then it all starts all over again with another group of
STR visitors the next day/couple of days/weekend and repeat and repeat and ....
I understand STRs owners want to make $$ but they shouldn't be making $$ from something that causes
problems/issues for people who are just trying to live & work there. Locals make Summit County a place
people want to visit - They should be treated like insignificant peasants in their own community.
Consider a long term re-zoning plan for STRs, where STRs aren't allowed outside those future zones. This
has worked in areas like Branson, MO - but they caught the issue early enough they were able to rezone
before the STR regulations became impactful to the local tourism economy. Summit seems to have a

long established STR community, one that brings a lot of revenue and tourism into the county. Making
that overly restrictive may provide more long term rentals but at a worse detriment to revenue for local
businesses and tax revenue for the county - balance must be struck here to truly do 'what is best for the
county'
I don't think the number of nights someone can rent matters. If anything, Quick turnover is worse as
there are a higher number of people coming in and out and making the community transient
STR’s are ruining this community and I’m not sure , based on your lack of action to this point, that
anything can save Breckenridge except cleaning house and attaining some real leaders who are willing
to take real action.
Government- stay out of it!!! It is unconstitutional to control someone’ s property ( unless you bought in
a property that HOA rules prohibit something)
STRs should be limited to a certain number of permits per owner/owning entity. Reduce overall
"investors" who are buying up stock for year round STRs. At the same time don't limit local homeowners
at all who rent less than their full house (a single room STR should be allowed any number of nights if
the owner occupies the residence as their primary home), and then finally allow second homeowners a
set number of nights each year to rent out their property (such as the 135 night limit now), its likely
most of these second homeowners wouldn't turn their properties into long term rentals anyways, it
would just decrease tourism dollars into the county.
After a certain number of nights, a STR property should be classified and taxed as commercial. You
should also consider zoning. A single family home should be just that. If a single family home is to be
used for STR, the owner should have to get permission from the HOA and county. STRs also have
impacts on sewer, water, and fire department use. Those should all be taken into account when
determining regulations and permits for STRs. And thank you for the moratorium on these while you
study these impacts!!!! It is appreciated.
When no one is around to work in stores, bump chairs, clean these places, take out trash, teach in
schools, first responders, public transit drivers, cook food, wash dishes, cashier in stores, run tours, sell
tickets, open new businesses, etc. Then and only then will the importance of workforce housing will be
noticed.
Stop trying to trample on people's property rights. STR is a scapegoat for the core issue: this is a very
desirable area and it has become more expensive as people can live here or spend more time here while
working remotely. The right approach is to have higher lodging taxes so that people are getting positives
out of it. Imagine the kind of good you could do with an extra $1-2M+/year: childcare support, better
transit, etc.
Towns should be investing in local work force housing. Towns should not be leaving it up to the home
owners who pay taxes to rent out their properties to locals. When you own property and pay taxes you
should be able to do whatever you want with your property.
If a person is a full time summit county resident and also has an STR they should be grandfathered into
the STR program.
A full time resident should also be allowed to rent a room in their house for STR.

Str our basement saved our family. It allowed us to continue to work and participate in our community.
Not having the extra income has created the conversation of packing up and moving on. Summit county
is no longer a family friendly community. Employers are far behind in paying fair wages. Str is not
creating the problem, start addressing the real issues, the ones that affect the current locals.
STRs are destroying the soul and character of Summit County, and making it impossible for local
workforce to live here.
They are awful. People that visit do not care about the full time residents. Just this week I was trying to
open my front door and barely could because short term renters had placed rental mountain bikes in
front of it as though no one lived here. They are loud, and what is worse is the cleaning people are also
super loud and don’t care what time of day they’re doing their job(late at night or early in the AM) &
how loud they are. Voicing this concern to the owners really does very little & I’m not a Karen so am not
going to call the hotline every time to get people into trouble.
It's a resort community and these have and will always exist. However, it has gotten out of hand and the
sense of a neighborhood community has been lost in many cases. It's one thing to have neighbors who
are second homeowners and another to have a new neighbor every weekend. The lack of respect for an
area from the renters is a detriment to our way of life here.
We need long term rentals and full time residents. Strs do not help achieve this
Just don’t pass laws that are meaningless and that you can not administer and enforce.
See my many previous comments. We are on a "glide path" to neighborhood oblivion. It will become a
county of transients served by other transients. I had to go to Gypsum for an electrician and Denver for
a roofer. Nuff said.
The housing market is an economics issue. Limiting STRs will have little to no affect if locals can buy a
home or not because you can afford to purchase or you can not. Regarding neighborhoods, they change
over time, that is natural and has occurred throughout history. People are resistant to change; that is
natural. Summit county needs to adapt to the ever evolving situation; we are lucky to live here but
people need to understand things will change. Summit county’s best option is to continue to review the
STR and adapt to the times. Stronger enforcement on STR who are issues is a better solution coupled
with increase in taxes/ license fees which in turn would fund the enforcement efforts.
The night limit should be a much smaller number. 135 is too many nights allowed. Everyone has either
left or is leaving. It’s really sad to see what has happened to this county.
I think holding mgmt companies to a strict standard with fines (for excessive noise, not respecting
property boundaries, trash) might help. They need to do more than just hand over the keys and get the
unit cleaned
Feels like the horse has already left the barn, so closing the gate now may be too late. Plus, the clout of
the local realtors / brokers will slow or stall any meaningful progress from being made. All one has to do
is read the Summit Daily to see this.

No one who owns a multi million dollar home will rent it long term to 20 year olds which comprise most
of the work force. If it a second home that the owner wants to use how are they to use it when it is
rented long term?
STRs in unincorporated Summit is not an issue. There should be no limits. The workforce housing issue
should be addressed by the resort and/or employers.
Tourism is the backbone of summit county, but if staff can’t work close enough affordably, there is no
tourism. Find a mix that keeps some STR, but make incentives for primary homeowners to lean towards
LTR
STR's are a commercial business. In 2020-21 five out of twenty homes in Loma Verde were sold by longtime full or part-time residents. Three of the five are now STR's. The new owners do not make use of the
properties at any time. The other two are owned by part-time residents who, thank God, so far do not
short-term rent. I miss the quiet.
STRs benefit the local economy. They bring in tourists and people who spend money in the community.
This provides employment for small business owners. Corporations and businesses should shoulder the
responsibility to provide low-income housing options such as stipends, subsidies, etc. The government
should provide land options to create such housing.
This is not a communist state. Mao and Stalin would be proud of your tactics to take away vested
property rights. Good luck winning future elections. Real locals know where you're coming from and
know who you're representing. Money talks. Do your job and improve the quality of life for all not just
your overlay few.
How do you know how many nights go over the limit ? Airb&b should be at the resort areas , no one in
our neighborhood was asked if we would like to have 20 plus people show up at our backyard every
week , have I mentioned 12 snowboards Xc skies 6 ft level and neighbors downhill skies all in one night ,
nor saying they we’re staying next door but ! Most people are great!!! Airb&b owners don’t care about
the neighborhood! Just making BANK ! Now With the 2 Nd house now we deal with 3 to 5 more cars
every week ! !!!
We invested in Breckenridge and Summit County 13 years ago because we believed it was a wonderful
place to vacation with our family and spend money supporting all of the local businesses. When we built
our home we purchased everything through our local builder, Brian Wray, that we could purchase from
Summit County to support the area. We are not retired and cannot yet have our primary residence in
Breckenridge so we rent our home so others can enjoy Breckenridge and bring their families for
memorable vacations. Our ability to rent our home keeps it sustainable for us as a vacation home and
investment property.
We are very concerned that our home would be considered as part of the STR’s which would have a
negative impact on us. We think these proposed STR regulations are discriminatory against homeowners
like us and very unfair for our future in Breckenridge.
I'd love to see data on STRs owned by corporations who own more than 3 STRs vs those owned &
operated by individuals who have worked hard, made strategic decisions, abided by all County rules.

What you will see if a lot of individuals sell their units/homes and large corporations will come in & take
over. That will truly kill the County. Stop probing in the business of private home owners.
Please fix this. I don't want to get pushed out of my beloved county like so many already have. Please
keep residential areas residential and outlaw ALL STRs in neighborhoods outside of resort limits (ec.
Wilderness, Summit Cove, Blue River, Boreas Pass, All of Frisco, ect.). Thank you for your time.
Good luck! This is such a tough topic with so many passionate people with strong opinions. I trust you
will do the right thing.
Your getting responses from people who hate tourist even though they would not have a job. An owner
with property here is NOT going to give up use time to kids who will not respect their property. They
will just be vacant until they use. Quit listening to the cry babies with no skin in the game.
They take away the neighborhood feeling and I think there’s plenty in the resort zones.
As stated in previous comments, there are two classes of STR owners - corporate or multi unit owners
and owners who own their property for personal use and rent out to supplement their income. Purse
the corporate/multi unit owners if help increase long term properties.
I agree with the thought that you can't build your way out of this (as a means of providing housing for
locals). Incentivizing both conversion of ADUs (and other units) from STR to LTR and the creation of new
ADUs (maybe even by working around zoning requirements to enable the use of ADUs that are existing
but outside of code) is a more effective use of funds and time.
There is a real problem with the amount of rentals and the amount of nights rented in Ten Mile Vista.
There are hot tub parties seems like every night and 20 guests doing twice the speed limit down our dirt
roads every day. Increased trash trucks, hot tub and cleaning companies only multiply the impact of
each rental.
If they are treating their house like a hotel, it should be taxed as such and not taxed at the same tax rate
as a full time resident or second homeowner.
If the STR is part of a local resident's primary home then there should be no limit. If it's an investment
property the limit on nights rented should be cost prohibitive.
They're destroying our community. However, they have great lobbying and organized representation
which gives elected officials the false sense that there's more support for them than there really is.
They've destroyed the county, forcing our EMS providers, police officers, firefighters, public works
officials, teachers, and service-industry workers out of the county. They have destroyed the ability for
local blue-collar workers to have any hope at owning property in the community they serve faithfully
every single day.
In addition to the noted issues with STRs in neighborhoods, the environmental impact is significant. Just
for example, if an STR does not have time between renters to properly clean a hot tub, they drain and
refill between each guest. That is 450 gallons of chemically treated water being drained on an
exponentially more frequent basis than an owner occupied residence.

I believe that markets regulate themselves. I think putting regulations on people home ownership is
manipulation. Yes, we may lose some workers short-term, but this is an expensive area. Businesses will
have to modify on their own to either secure housing for employees or purchase their own places for
subsidizing their employees housing. I know many that do this or intend to. Alternatively they/we raise
pay until it makes sense.
I’m disappointed personally that as the owner of a second home here, that I have CHOSEN to rent long
term to locals because I want to give back, that those of us in a similar situation aren’t acknowledged at
all for supplying long term rentals, only STR conversions.
The short term rental issue has been made a scapegoat for our issues with enough long term rentals or
housing inventory. The types of properties and the way the owners of STRs use their properties drive
them to STRs versus LTRs. In most cases, an owner who is short term renting their home would not
convert it into a long term rental if the ability to short term rent was eliminated. They would either leave
it vacant when they were not using it or they would sell the property.
In my case, I live in Summit County (Silverthorne) all year and do not short term rent my home.
However, I do want to preserve the right to rent in the future if my situation required it.
We need to stop the discussion about short term rentals and focus on how to incentivize the building or
conversion of more long term rental properties. There is very little being done in this area because
popular opinion is that short term rentals are the problem. They are not.
As a real estate investor who has invested in Summit County for over 15 years and been an important
part of the local community, such overreach by local government to restrict the rights or property
owners is concerning. This will have a long-term impact as investors move capital to other areas where
local government is more aligned with a growing local economy. Am disappointed at the myopic
decision making our county leaders are considering.
The limit on number of nights obviously didn’t work to mitigate impacts. We need to limit the location of
STRs to the resort zone only. It is INSANE that we are shoving workers into commercial lodging facilities
while rich real estate investors are packing our residential neighborhoods with tourists! (I appreciate the
hotel strategy as a necessary stopgap, but how have local leaders allowed us to get to this point?)
I also favor eliminating STRs in the resort zones. If you run a lodging business inside property that is
zoned residential, that should be a zoning violation. All the condotels and timeshares in the resort zone
should be rezoned as commercial so that developers stop exploiting this crazy loophole that allows them
to keep millions in their pockets. If STRs were prohibited in the resorts, maybe property owners would
apply for rezoning so that these properties are appropriately taxed. If looks like a hotel, and it quacks
like a hotel, it’s probably a hotel.
Keep the moratorium in place indefinitely. No new STRs in Summit County neighborhoods, and cut the
number of renewals to eventually get them all out. The moratorium alone will just keep us at the status
quo, and the status quo is a crisis. Low-wage workers shouldn’t have to risk their lives driving through
snowstorms over Hoosier Pass, Loveland Pass, Fremont Pass, and from Kremmling, just to serve rich
people. Couples and would-be future leaders shouldn’t have to leave Summit County just to have a
small family. Restaurant owners shouldn’t be elbow-deep in a dish pit every night because a dishwasher
has become an untenable existence here. Local residents shouldn’t be surrounded by strangers who

don’t care about the neighborhood or the people in it. Developers, tech giants and hedge funds
shouldn’t be able to make billions at the expense of our local economy and quality of life.
Less gov. is the answer, be postive with incentives, do not take things away from people, I have very
little faith you will do anything but copy other towns. America did not become great with this negative
attitude. I would move today but my wife will not leave our grandkids and kids. I am so sad at what has
happened to this great State
I believe this has two parts. Trying to make employee housing available via long term rentals and
restrictions on STRs. This survey is clearly more concerned about the latter. You are simply not going to
make people convert their residences to long term by messing with their STR licenses. It’s going to hurt
the town and push people away from buying here. Trust me I’ve lived here for 10 years and it’s really
hard being a local getting treated everywhere like I’m a tourist instead of a member of the community,
but that said I love knowing the other locals I’ve met and we look out for each other. In Austin when I
lived there we used to have a locals appreciation card and certain businesses gave you a discount if you
presented it. You didn’t have to embarrass yourself or risk getting chastised like I did in the spice store
the other day asking if there’s any local love. It creates goodwill. Do something for the community and
help businesses. I only go where I’m known and appreciated so the majority of businesses miss out on
my business. The employee housing issue is a hard nut to crack, because with a lot of businesses not
paying a living wage so there’s never going to be a good option for them. Whose going to want to rent
their lovely home to 10 workers piled in there because that’s the only way they can afford the rent? This
STR issue is going to harm us in the long run and we need to tread very carefully because it’s not the
magic solution.
If we keep packing in more and more people the entire point of the resort community is ruined. You
come skiing to get out and enjoy the outdoors and mountains, not to stand in line for hours and then
stand in line for hours to get a beer and some food, and then wait in traffic for hours. How long will
people keep wanting to come here? Most people I know are considering leaving. Why do we need to
keep pushing growth, it’s not sustainable.
Growing up in this county, I fully understood 'tourist season' and everything that came with it. After
moving back home, because I thought there would be no better place to raise my new child, I was
heartbroken at what I came back to. This is no longer a healthy community, it is Disney Land. Catering to
drunk tourist who disrespect the locals and everything this place is about. This does not apply to all of
our visitors, of course. There are so many great people that come here to enjoy such a beautiful place,
but cant we figure out to how to leave the only homes for people to establsih themselves here, raise a
family, start a business, help grow and nourish the community to those people? What is going to
happen when no one is actually going to be able to live here? Who is going to do all the work, provide
the services, cater to the tourists and 2nd home owners? I know they're not going to cook their own
food or clean up after themselves
I understand that there are two basic issues with str's. One is the impact they have on neighbors. And
the other is whether they can help the employee housing problem. Addressing the second, I think that
the government, in concert with large and small businesses, should concentrate efforts to continue
building affordable housing rather than hoping that they can convince str owners into becoming owners.
And there is a population addressed by the Unsheltered Summit program, can stay in the county and

continue to be valuable employees if allowed safe parking so they can focus on life plans and save up
$5,000 for first last and security deposit.
Please do the right thing & make some big moves here. This housing crisis is insane. Our community is
lacking for what it could be, and that means that as the people in it, we are too. Our lives could be so
much better, richer, happier. And less expensive.
I think there should be limited STR's more than 2 miles away from a chairlift. There should be more long
term rentals available for workers...I oppose building too many more affordable units, as we are
crowded enough and infrastructure will be stressed too far
Hotels were not built in Summit County in the numbers required to host the lodging because the
economics of hotels require a minimum of 60% + occupancy in order to make them financially
successful. If people cannot stay here, they will still drive through the town and stay outside and
commute, is that better or worse? If we want more neighborhoods for locals, then the county needs to
buy more land and build them, but the local housing we need to run our business is housing for line level
employees, so building $500,000 town homes wont help this crowd and they don't fill out your surveys.
Parking for new developments, looking at some of the condo complexes that are STR's and are
2+bedrooms that only have 1 parking spot is silly, seems like 2 spots per condo min would work better,
or 1 per bedroom for new builds at least.
I know that people have property rights and companies have a right to do business. It would be better if
Airbnb and Vrbo and every other outlet like them were banned from summit county. All these 2nd
homeowners do is exploit our area for their gain. In general they are rude and show no regard for our
community. The same people who own private rentals,are people who used to be abusive vacationers.
It’s not a residence to them it is a party spot. Reduce the number of STRs by removing licenses from
properties with repeated complaints and eliminate them completely from neighborhood zones unless
they are owned by a full time year round resident.
Commercial operations should not be allowed in residential neighborhoods.
STRs are businesses and should be treated as such. They should meet zoning requirements, be taxed,
and be designed to commercial standards for safety such as fire suppression. The impact on the local
housing due to lack of regulation has created the workforce housing crunch which puts the burden of
paying on other non-STR owners as well. Why should the community of taxpayers who are not involved
in using residential properties as businesses pay to build subsidized housing because of a shortage
caused by the misappropriation of housing?
My street in Mesa Cortina has the most str in the neighborhood. One house is only a str this has
changed the vibe of our street/neighborhood. People drive so fast down the dirt road it’s unsafe for my
kids. People party they are on vacation so they have no regard for people who call this their home. Keep
STRs out of neighborhoods. I support primary rental STRs and limited days way below the current set
limit of days. Do better for our local community
Stay strong. Anyone who bought a property with the intentions of short term renting it out, can sell it
and move on in life. Do not let the short term renters overcome protection for locals

Rentals are not the problem. Housing availability for workforce is the issue. Rentals are only a portion of
the problem so to attack only one of the issues causing the overall problem is a little short sighted. Plus
it's the one housing issue that also is one of the largest money making industries in the county. It feels
like we're shooting ourselves in the foot? Perhaps we should also consider the problem of unused
homes... 2nd, 3rd and 4th home owners are also problematic with driving real estate up without
purpose.
Compliance for regulations on STRs should not fall to the burden of neighbors complaining to dispatch
for every violation. This is an unnecessary stressor on locals who are not being paid for their role as code
enforcers. If the county wants to insist on having locals call the "24 hour non-emergency STR complaint
line" (dispatch), in order to have compliance with local regulations, then the help of locals should be
incentivized with a 10% "finders fee" per fine assessed per infraction with a minimum fine starting at
$200.
I truly don’t understand what the goal is here. Capping STR licenses will do nothing to actually help the
workforce housing situation. We live in a SKI RESORT COMMUNITY! There will be tourists, just like there
always has been!
A managed economy of any type fails. It distorts incentives and creates winners (those with political
power, money for lawyers, unprincipled players, etc.) and losers (honest people who play by the rules-you know... the ones you want as neighbors). The best AND ONLY approach should be an intellectually
honest attempt to address the external costs imposed by STRs on the community. If you don't know
what external costs are, buy a freshman level economics text book. Then internalize the costs on STRs
by increasing property taxes on STR owners, AND decreasing taxes on owner occupied and LTR units.
This must be revenue neutral. It CANNOT be a revenue grab by the county. Then let free thinking
people acting in their own enlightened best interest carry on. More units will migrate to LTR from STR
because of the cost structure (property taxes). Finally, thank you for conducing this survey. This
concept MUST be understood and embraced. No one is owed an opportunity to live in Summit County
and some arbitrary affordable level. Personally, I would like to live in Aspen, but I can't afford it. I
would to live in Jackson, WY, but I can't afford it. I would like to live in Bozeman, MT, but I can't afford
it. There are many places I would rather be, but I can't afford them and no one owes me the
opportunity to live there for some affordable price. I choose Summit County because I can afford it. If I
lose my job and my income suffers, I will have to move some place that I can afford. There was a time
when I could not afford Summit County, but I worked hard and sacrificed to make enough money that I
can afford it. It's called a free society in a capitalist economy. This notion that anyone is owed an
opportunity to live in a "affordable housing" dictated by their own resources is absurd. Incidentally, we
can't afford to build the house we desire in Summit County, so we bought a lot in Grand County and we
will move. The free economy is working--we will increase the supply of available housing in Summit
when we sell our condo. If Summit County has imposed the tax structure I suggested, an investor
inclined to rent long term would have an economic advantage over an investor inclined to rent short
term. Economic incentives work. Use them, and stop trying to orchestrate an outcome, or pander to
misguided plea that "I can't afford to live here." The answer is simple: Move to a jurisdiction you can
afford.
I realize this is an incredibly complicated topic and there are many factors to consider. My main
concerns are:

-I am a year round local who STRs extra bedrooms so I can continue to live here. I worry that a cap
would take that away and hope it’s considered in the new policy.
-I’ve lost 12 friends in the last year and a half because they couldn’t afford to buy/raise a family here. I
feel like my community is disappearing yet more crowded than it’s ever been. Ability to purchase a
single family home as a first time buyer would create local retention.
-How can you tax full time STRs or otherwise generate more revenue from them (to go back into local
housing programs)? I know I’m gonna have to live with them, but would feel better knowing that they’re
being forced to give back.
-Thank you for asking for feedback and considering voices of the community!
I believe licensing and taxing of any rental unit is appropriate.
No additional comments.
There seems to be a huge gap between our county entities STR permit grantors, inter-agency
information sharing and our community law enforcement and fire departments. This is very dangerous
and needs to be addressed now.
We have a new STR rental behind us and the renters had a huge fire within about 5 feet of the
Rainbow park open space and 2 neighbor’s fences this last weekend. We spoke with the guests and
explained the fire had to be covered and the guests did keep the fire smaller for the next nights. We
have also had their guests shoot off pop bottle rockets, again at Rainbow Park.
After a lot of research, we found that the property is a licensed rental, but does not have a fire permit.
This information was not easy to come by and it took too long!
The town seems to have no knowledge of which residence can have a fire and whether STR types are
allowed to have fire at all considering our usual high fire danger.
The Fire Marshall's office seemed very concerned about the apparent gap in information between the
town, vacation home monitoring and fire regulations. So am I. They were able to tell me the property
did not have a fire permit, and I let the town know. Why am I having to do this?
The people visiting our county did not care about the fire rising above our six foot fence or the sparks
flying into the grass in the open space. The owner of the STR is a realtor from Denver and does not have
a fire permit but advertises a fire pit. He does not care about the fire regulations or what level fire
danger the county is currently experiencing.
We do have a town complaint line we can use, but it is really difficult for any of us to know which
property is incorporated and which isn’t. Which town is the permit grantor or is it the county. It is a
maze. I live on Palmer’s Drive which changes from town to county somewhere above me. I feel the
county should be more involved when it is such a serious concern.
There needs to be a meeting of the minds of all of our county agencies as to what should be allowed at
STRs especially in regards to fires, fireworks, and days of occupancy etc.
There needs to be a call center for reporting concerns for the whole county.

The fire department should have to license and approve all STRs and very visible fire regulations
postings should be required.
Short-term rentals are a fact. But we have to make them follow the law and protect our home, as
well as the place that is so profitable for them.
Fire danger is always a concern for all of us. Please address these major communication gaps and
regulation enforcement holes before allowing more STRs in residential areas.
Balance
Again, stop restricting the rights of property owners to the detriment of business owners and the
prosperity of the community.
THIS IS A RESORT TOWN! Where is the money going to come from to support the Town's current
infrastructure when sales taxes decrease?? Exactly, you'll increase property taxes! Please try to think
about the big picture and everyone this will impact.
As a long time STR owner I can say that 135 is too high. We are walk to the slopes and that is about how
many nights we end up rented. That's effectively no change.
For a model take a look at Madison Wisconsin. We happen to look there because we were visiting. They
limit to 30 days, so it allows for when you are on vacation, special events when you might want to make
some extra money.
Thank you so much for this. It's pretty well thought out. I would love it if you shared it with the Town of
Breckenridge.
I live in a condo that has open staircases and the walls are thin. It used to be if we had owners or
longterm renters you could ask them to please keep the noise level down and it would usually be
resolved , now you ask most STRs and they give you attitude and in alot of cases they go out of their way
to be inconsiderate .
STRs are great for towns like Breckenridge and Keystone, as well as downtown Frisco and Dillon, as they
add accessibility to the many businesses in those areas and bring tourists to the areas in comfort. They
are likely a challenge in areas outside of the small radius around the city centers, as they are purchased
by out of town investors for the purpose of profit, which makes it harder for local service industry
professionals to live comfortably and within a reasonable distance, which then hurts the local businesses
as they’re unable to staff well, which lowers the quality of service, which hurts tourism, which hurts the
entire county. The areas with prime location are never going to be affordable to most service industry
professionals, and don’t need to be, but the neighborhoods outside of the small tourist-centric areas
would be better off if they were protected a bit for local use. It’d even drive UP the prices near the
tourist centers, which would bring wealthier clientele, which would help the tourism industry as a whole
in the area.
The county should focus on overall revenue and make business decisions, not emotional decisions.
Factually, service people need to be able to live in the county for tourism to succeed, but tourists need
to be able to conveniently access the amenities to be willing to pay top dollar.

The county could raise taxes and fees on STRs, as well as sales tax in the tourist centers, and use the
revenue to subsidize housing for local workers, or at least more public transit options from the more
remote and less costly areas of the county. Make revenue and use it to increase the potential of the
county as a whole. Stop pitting the two groups - tourists and locals - against each other. Neither exists
without the other.
Homes in residential neighbors shouldn't be used as hotels. People can't afford to live in a hotel every
night. Next to resort, go nuts. Everything else should have zoning and land use in place to restrict use to
a private residence. Would drop tax base, yes. However, make up for it with a massive tourist tax on
hotels and ski pass sales. Stop subsidized support for Vail
Our business will close if my landlord turns our property into a STR. We will lose one of the best new
businesses in town to greedy owners and for what? People that don’t respect our mountain or attribute
to the community at all? Not fair. Ban all STRs in wildernest
We need to stop blaming STR for every issue we have in Summit and learn to work with them. They
bring in money and tourism we need. We do not have a hotel structure that’s large enough for our town
to thrive. As far back as I remember as a kid we rented houses up here for family vacations. That lead to
making the decision to buy a house and live her in retirement.
Limitations feel inherently unamerican but the simple fact is we need regulation for a limited resource.
I work my ass off to live here. I know others work their ass off to vacation here.
STRs get blamed for a lot of things that are not really STR problems. I do believe that they reduce rentals
available to locals. But I don’t believe that there is increased noise or other things that neighbors like to
complain about. We have used our property for both short and long-term rentals and have had more
problems with the long-term rentals than any of our short term renters. Short term rentals allow second
homeowners to utilize their property for more night. This probably results and more people in the
county more consistently and certainly a better use of time and space and allows people to supplement
their income. It is a double edge sword
STRs are part of the fabric of the community and have been for decades. Their recent success is a
symptom of a far greater issue that won’t be solved by covering it up. Address the underlying issues
associated with housing and STRs won’t be a boogie man.
STRs are ruining our community. There are no houses for employees to live in and businesses are going
under. If we want to keep tourism healthy, we need to lower the amount of STRs and build more hotels.
Tourists belong in hotels!
Incentives for adding legal apartments please!
I live in an older local complex w an str above me. Noisy floors, old pipes, constant cleaning noise about
every three days, up and down the stairs all night, illegal pets, disrupts parking lot, don’t care about the
community.
In my neighborhood it feels like
Anytime a house sells not it becomes an STR. I find it very frustrating as just a few years ago this was
more of a full time neighborhood . People don’t follow the rules and then there are issues, such as

bears. One house across from us actually wrote a review saying they didn’t have the energy to strap the
trash cans so bears came every night.
STRs are difficult, but the community should lean into the positives that come with it. Whether that be
charging additional fees, offering subsidies for losses if one elects not to pursue an STR, etc. all avenues
should be explored. Broad mandates are an ineffective approach to a nuanced and evolving issue.
Stop the out of control high density building in Silverthorne without the infrastructure to support more
people. This includes more big grocery stores and streets with more lanes as well as major
improvements to highway 9 to handle more traffic. Please stop the craziness there. Thank you.
I’ve worked in property management for 10 years. Most short term rental owners view their property as
an investment but refuse to reinvest in that property. Ultimately they want to make as much profit as
they can while spending the least, understandable right? But, not when they aren’t even doing the
minimum to keep up with industry standards. Any ask to improve or repair is usually met with excuses
or complaints about why the owner shouldn’t bear the cost of wear and tear. The reality is these short
term rentals are a business, another form of income. Any short term rental that is not a primary
residence should be taxed as a business.
Many owners truly can’t afford the operating costs and reinvestment necessary for a STR. They are
providing a poor experience to their guests and ultimately injecting angry tourists into the county. Those
owners would not be able to operate if they were taxed as a business. Tax them as a business and
eliminate them from operating. It will incentivize long term rental and create a new tax revenue source
that could be used to built housing for locals.
This community is not the same as it was 10 years ago. Summit used to be livable for those willing to
make it work so they could chase their dream. Now it’s not even livable. People can’t afford to live here
and they can’t afford to commute. There isn’t a local labor force to staff the basic necessities like auto
parts stores, hardware stores, or grocery stores. There is a 3 week wait to get in for most mechanics.
Economically this isn’t feasible and the few locals still around are bitter and getting tired of a tourism
first attitude.
When I moved to Summit 23 years ago there were short term rentals but we still had traditional
neighbors and a great community. That was the case until about four years ago. Now we see nothing but
tourists. We try to discourage them and keep them away but it’s become a major problem.
share
Breckenridge is a ski town, We have to accept tourists and STR. There should be more neighborhoods
built like Lincoln Park or blue on Airport Road designated for locals only, but the rest of town always
allowed short term rental units and that shouldn’t change.
I really don't understand why this is so contentious. This is a simple planning and zoning conversation.
Peak 7 and similar neighborhood were never intended to be hotels. There simply is no infrastructure,
STRs are fine in commercial and mixed zones. It is a joke that they were ever allowed in nieghborhoods.
Why are we limiting a free market? Why does the government get to decide what I do with my house?
Capitalism will work this out naturally.

Let supply and demand take its course
I wound in invite a conversation if there is someone willing to listen. It seems like this train has already
left the station and it is being driven by those wanting to control others for their own benefit. Not sure
how beneficial my thoughts and those who have STR’s are being considered. Less control is better. It
will self regulate by growth or attrition. Less govt interference please. Some is healthy but too much
will smother.
Our community has changed for many reasons, but I do feel STRs are a huge part of the change.
STR have ruined Summit County.
My spouse and I have worked really hard to try and make it here and have contributed a combined 25
years in service and taxes to this community. We love living here and being a part of this community but
STRs are push us and everyone out around us. Housing is difficult and the SHA is not a great solution if
you can afford the property they find reason to not sell it to you. How is a $700,000 house affordable
and on the salaries that meet those income caps. We have also witnessed people who don’t even live
here get approved. Not sure how that system is far. If you want the people who stay in the STRs to have
available goods and services something needs to change soon.
Based on the â€œ135 nights per year rule, there’s obviously some loophole here as there are short term
renters in the units above and next to me for at least 3/4 of the year. This is based on having direct
conversation with these individuals as we have patio space to interact.
Designate areas for apartments. Luxury condos don't serve the working class.
STRs in Ruby Ranch are detrimental to the residential character. STRs in all of summit county are
decreasing LTR inventories and causing a housing shortage crisis.
Local housing should be a priority over investment owners.
They obviously bring a LOT of people to town. It overcrowds a small mountain town. The local
community has also been gutted. I don't except anything to really change, money talks.
See above.
This is the single worst issue impacting all of summit county, most buisnesses cannot find workers
because of the lack of housing for locals. Second and third homeowners are destroying the very culture
that made our towns so vibrant and attractive. Limit STRs before the consequences of your lack of
action becomes irreversible.
Greedy bastards own STR and do nothing to help the community. Enjoy bumping your own chairs at the
resort
Get STRs out of local neighborhoods like summit cove and Wildernest which will allow for more locals to
buy housing.
I am against the STR limits for all the realms listed in the comments before. The lack of housing for locals
was not caused by STR’s. They are a positive for the community, not a negative.
How do you regulate the number of nights? seems our neighbor's is rented much more than that

I am whistleblowing
We are squatting in all the renatls every property management company. Fortunado to start.
Cant rent Fairplay yellow beach townhone past april it sits empty mallory cant name owner
Meanwhile i happen to see all units empty and one squatter and the company can only show its
multimillion dollar properties now.
The ones the workers sleep in at night.
Does anyone pay attention?
Please limit the STR licenses in neighborhoods so locals have a chance to live somewhere
Thank you for soliciting input from the community.
It is inappropriate to run a business in a residential neighborhood.
I have expressed my thoughts in the previous boxes. As president of the owners' association in Mesa
Cortina I hear many complaints from residents about STRs. Here is one: A woman wakes up at 11:30 to
find an unknown person in her downstairs room watching TV. He was apparently an inebriated
STRenter who forgot which house he was in. Ok, this is anecdotal. And she did call the sheriff. But it was
certainly an incident of note. Lights, parking, noise, no maintenance of yards, excessive trash and bottles
and so on that remain in the yard in front of the STR house: these are typical of what I hear from
residents up here.
STRs have ruined Summit County. I wonder how many properties are being STR by the people making
these decisions!
we should work towards regulating what kinds of STRs are allowed. (No business/corporate owned,
primary residence is ok, limits on others)
STRs are a violation of most residential zones. There are very few zones that allow for commercial
businesses to operate within neighborhoods.
When the county’s economy is failing; look into the amount of homes for the workforce.
Strs are the future allowing everyone a chance to see and experience breck. But it comes at a cost to the
local community
We spend a little over 60 nights a year at our place. The remaining days are up for grabs. Providing jobs
and income for our managers and cleaning staff. For grocery and restaurant workers from our guests.
Why would you rather have our place sit empty? Which it will. If you have a housing problem, build
more housing. It's like going after Uber for the current shortage in new cars. Even before str's there
wasn't enough housing. This is on you. For decades you have dropped the ball. Cracking down on the
very people that HAVE invested in your community is going to backfire spectacularly on you.
The growing demand by non-residents to spend time in a beautiful area - natural and constructed (ski
resorts, public rec paths, pavilions and entertainment facilities) - is obvious. It should be a role of
governments, which should represent the interests of the citizens who live here, and not just the tourist-

oriented businesses, to prevent the communities and unincorporated Summit County from being overrun with tourists whose sole interests are their own short-term pleasures.
Figure out a bias on str's to be shifted into local primary residence owners and not let the money go to
out of state investmen pools/ once a year visitors with an investment property. Tax non residents at an
even higher rate
Purchased a house here to get away from a rental area. I am now in a rental area. Sucks
As I stated Park Forest Estate’s located off Ski Hill Rd was built as a neighborhood, STR have taken that
away. I understand people bought with the intention to run a STR business and they have property
rights. I suggestion there should be a limit the amount of time that can rent (6 weeks a year), of course
that is hard to control. I would be ok with the 10 to 15 percent for Zone 3.
Should not be allowed in try local neighborhoods like Summit Cove.
Limiting the nights, once again, does nothing to solve the housing problem, as there would be no mix of
STRs and LTRs at the same property. Why limit tax dollars and viability for those owners who are not
super-wealthy and must run the property as a business.
Stop allowing companies to profit off our neighborhoods.
Over regulating will be a detriment to the local economy. Summit county is generally a tourist
destination and I think limiting it would not be beneficial.
We inherited our home from my in-laws . We can afford to own and live there 4 months a year only with
STR. We support and are involved in the community. You are making it very difficult to continue our
home in our family .
Tax str as a business! I have lived in Summit for 30 plus years and would like the option to str my home
if I should move or travel for an extended amount of time. Locals should be exempt or go through a
different process as investors.
If you don’t do something about the situation in wildernest we will begin pursuing the tourists and
owners. We will do everything we can to ensure that they have a terrible time and do not return.
There shlod be no limits for larger, single family homes to STR. There is no way a multi-million dollar
home is going to be accessible to typical LTR clients.
I don’t think you can change the number of allowed overnights to someone that already has a liscense. I
do think it can be changed when a new one is approved - if it’s in a neighborhood I would have the
allowed overnights lowered but if In str zone I feel it should be unlimited.
60 - 90 days should be the STR limit PER YEAR
This questionnaire has no data basis. We are largely a tourist/ resort town, it drives much of our
economy and properity and in my opinion should be allowed to continue.

If some restrictions are enacted, I'd like to see a limit to 1 or 2 STRs owned per person max in some
manner vs allowing a investment company or trust to own many STRs.
The government should not be dictating what homeowners do with their property.
If they want to cap str’s, they should keep the status quo.
Trying to change the character of neighborhoods will invite lawsuits.
Get rid of some of these strs and let's get some actual affordable housing for employees.
Limiting the number of nights an STR can be rented can create a situation where houses that are
exclusively STRs just sit empty the rest of the year, which helps no one. Full home/apartment STRs
should be capped at around 60 nights so that it isn’t financially sustainable to let the property sit empty
the rest of the year. But if you have a spare bedroom at your house, or maybe an accessory dwelling
unit, you should be able to rent it as often as you want. The square footage of the accessory dwelling
unit should have to be less than that of the primary living space
Summit County’s economy is highly supported by Tourism. Limiting STR’s will have a negative impact on
the overall prosperity of businesses and the local real estate market.
Save our local community. We are the beating heart of Summit County.
Str without business license should be for full time residents who need the supplement to afford to live
here. All non resident lived in property should be considered a business, and treated as such. Resident
ownership should be defined as STR no more than 60 days a year.
135 nights in a tourist economy is a big issue. Many of these places only rent for the winter, and stay
completely empty in the summer.
In Woodstock NY, they required all STRs to abide by the same safety regulations as hotels. This meant
that STRs had to invest hugely to be compliant. This helped local hotels to stay afloat while reducing the
number of STRs
The last question about limiting the number of days - I think the limit should include length of stay.
Renting a house for 1 or 2 nights has a negative impact on a neighborhood. Increased traffic and lack of
awareness of surroundings bring in people that don’t care. These people should get a hotel room.
Affordable long term rentals/purchases need to come first. By limiting STRs, many owners will need to
choose between occupying the unit or renting it long term
We really need something like a homestead. STRs can exist but if it is purely to make money or the
owner is here only a few weeks a year then it really is, in effect, a hotel. Long-term locals that have
been here 10+ years should have flexibility to rent their property up to a certain number a days no
matter what. There should be NO limit on this in any zone - resort or neighborhood. Removing that
would be crazy and you are punishing long-term residents. Look at it through that lens because the
Denver or Texas resident (or corporation) that comes in a buys a unit and then puts it on AirBNB for 45
weeks a year is a LOT different than a local resident that rents their home for 8-10 weeks a year.
Certainly "snowbirds" could fit in that category too and they should be ok'ed to rent their home up to

180 days a year. It is their part-time residence but there is a definite line between being in Summit
County 6 months a year compared to some STR owners that may be here a week or two.
If you want to encourage long-term sales. Encourage rules that benefit long-term owners when they
use their properties in a long-term manner.
Stop trying to get residents to solve this problem by punishing them (taking their property rights away).
Existing local covenants maintained and supported by the county. E.g. I believe there is a
distance/density requirement in Dillon Valley for accessory apartments that has not always been
supported by Summit County's approval process.
Keep government out of the rights of homeowners! It is a home owners decision what to do with their
home. Find ways to get more workforce housing- limiting STRs is not going to help workers gain
housing!!
government intrusion on property rights is outright communism
Homeowners here worked hard to buy their property, and that's what it is is THEIR property. If they
want to rent it on airbnb, they should be allowed and only a reasonable tax should be imposed on the
money they make. If they want to rent to locals, that's cool too but the government doesn't exist to fix
all these issues, if there is an unbalance in affordable housing and local wages then business owners will
adjust their pay to keep their employees or make a commute more worth it. This is a vacation
destination. It's ridiculous to baby everyone through and think it's the towns responsibility to find them
housing. Let those who were able to buy property choose what they do with it, its only fair. The town
shouldn't have all this power.
Full time, year around locals want summit county to be a place where we can actually live. Please keep
this in mind when voting for these changes. I know you have to get the input of the second
homeowners, but they don't actually have to live here and pay the prices of rent or deal with a bad
rental guest right next to them. Tourists will come to summit county no matter how many short term.
Rentals there are. We have tons of hotels. Go ahead, let there be tons of short term rentals at the bases
of the mountains. Just let us locals have the surrounding towns!
As a local resident I earn my income from an STR and local business. The income from my STR allows me
to rent an additional space long term at a discounted rate to local employees who work in the
community. Without the income from the STR we would not be able to do that. And by the way, we
were not given the incentive money to do that.
I understand the argument against STRs but really - if people who would otherwise leave a house vacant
most of the year would like to STR and bring in more people, more money and boost the economy I
don’t see a problem. These people are not going to rent long term to a local because if they do, they
won’t be able to use the house a few weeks a year.
Have you found by cutting back on licenses that more locals are living on these properties? Are locals
the ones buying them when they sell? Don’t take away a license from people like me who are doing all
we can to keep employees here and tourism going. This is a resort town and we need the tourism to
keep businesses running. If you were to take away my license I would be forced to sell, and it likely
wouldn’t be a local buying the property.

Better enforcement of renter behavior and penalties for owners that violate or repeat complaints
Tough dilemma. If not for the detrimental effects e.g. noise, parking, trash, turnover, etc. on many
neighborhoods, might be easier to cope with. License and treat them as businesses and let some natural
market forces take over.
A real problem that I see in my Frisco neighborhood is that the day a property is bought, a STR permit is
sought after immediately after the property closes. Maybe the owners should have to own the property
for a certain amount of time before they can apply for the STR permit.
Quiet hours should be strictly enforced, properties should be maintained(fire mitigation protocols,
invasive weed control)
management companies should be held more responsible for consistent complaints regarding the
properties they manage.
All STR's should be adequately signed showing who managages the property and contact information
I am mainly concerned about this from an employee housing perspective. I don’t love telling people they
have restrictions on property they own. But it’s also starting to feel like there’s no other options to
encourage people to house local employees. I also think we need other supporting things like more
affordable condo options that are built with intent to be local occupancy only.
they need to stop. What happens when locals can no longer find housing, therefore less businesses have
employees. Business will give poor/no service. Ultimately tourists won’t want to come anymore because
the town will be garbage service. HOUSE THE LOCALS AFFORDABLY
Tax them, and add those funds to programs that allow locals to vacation and retire - give us a future
here.
As we implement more recycling, fire mitigation, and other community-wide efforts to preserve and
improve our communities, STRs and absentee homeowners should be required to fully comply with
these efforts.
Get back to capitalism and let market forces play out
In the neighborhood zone, STR residents are not neighbors. Neither are the owners of these properties.
These are commercial enterprises in single family residential zones. And, municipalities should not base
their impact assessments on residential complaints. No one asked me to become a code enforcer for
neighboring STRs. And, who wants to be that guy anyway? the playground snitch running to teacher.
When did the quiet enjoyment of my home come to include a demand that I complain? If governments
allow STRs in single family residential zones, they need to determine the impact without residents being
required to complain.
I have lived in Summit County for 42 years. There’s always been house’s issues. Limiting STR is not the
answer. Maybe Summit County needs to buy some more land and build some more housing for our
workforce. I don’t think the government has any right to tell people what they can do with the property
that they own. You guys are going to have a huge lawsuit on your hands. Homeowners are going to sue
you for this. And I hope they all win.

If a resident wants to str a room or basement to off set the high cost of living I see no issue with that.
Long term tenants trash peoples places and don’t pay the rent all the time. Much more issues with long
term renting.
The reason most full-time residents are in Summit County is because of the nature of the short term
rentals due to the ski area's, etc.
It fuels jobs, the economy and diversity. Take away or limit Short term rentals, and it will have
detrimental effects for all in this area.
We have entirely to many STR which is pushing out the workforce. We need to preserve long term
housing to accommodate the tourist population.
Housing is an economic issue, by limiting supply the county will simply drive prices higher.
Limiting a person's ability to gain income from a rental property should not be limited outside of normal
zoning. Not when you allow Vail resorts to have unlimited rentals. It makes resale problematic for the
individual. Limits should apply on individual bases based on problems with tenants/complaints.
More deed restricted housing and long term housing for local workforce
I strongly feel that if you are a second home owner that uses the home, you should be able to
supplement expenses by using it as an STR. Our family uses the home more than renting it out.
As I person who invested a substantial portion of my life savings into an investment property I find it
very unfair that STR are targeted as what appears to be the primary solution to the housing issue for
workforce housing for the tourism industry here. It seems to me that the major corporations who
require these employees should bear substantial responsibility to provide affordable accommodations
for their employees. As they continue to build more and more resort capacity there should be a
requirement to add employee accommodations.
As older homeowners sell their homes in my mostly local neighborhood I dread my street becoming
STRs because locals cannot afford to buy in my neighborhood. Honestly, I think all this is too little too
late. Housing prices have already increased beyond most locals unless they have wealthy families and
can help them with a down payment. I don't want to live in a place that's only for rich people but I feel
this is the way things are going all over Summit County.
Even if there is a limited number of night for an STR, who's monitoring it? A neighbor sold a house to
someone who purchased it just to rent. That was the entire purpose: an investment property. We have
rules & regulations/suggestions in our community, but the new owner is only interested in making $$.
I'm told a house will sell for up to $250K more if it can be rented. Owners may make a profit but at
others' expense.
The resort companies are the problem. You cut down on short term rentals because they can’t/won’t
house their people- so the rest of us can’t rent our places because they won’t handle it. And then you
make their properties more valuable by making themThe only ones who can rent. Hold them
accountable!
I really oppose the 135 night cap. It'll force everyone to rent during the Winter and Summer probably
not resolving ANY of the issues that some neighborhoods are experiencing. And I will be forced to no

longer keep my cleaners, hot tub maintenance, handyman etc employed year long. Thus, forcing even
more need for seasonal help. It'll also start reducing the affordability for certain guests to come. I love
renting to guests who this is a once and a life-time vacation but they can't afford $1500/night which I'd
be require to rent at if I need to make up for the rest of the time. I also like having gaps between my
stays and that no longer will be beneficial too.
I have owned property in Breck for the past 12 years and have not ever been effected by our neighbors
who choose to rent their homes on a short term basis.
I don't see the benefit in enacting this STR license limit for either the homeowner or town.
Put more effort into building affordable housing for local works.
The last question is confusing. I indicated a lower limit because I feel it should be a 30 night per year
limit.
Y'all have ruined Breckenridge! We don't need this many tourist to survive and they should be
restricted to hotels.
No additional nights! Especially in a neighborhood. Must have minimum parking spaces. Community
service folks in each town, a more effective call center when problems arise. I live on a dirt road that is a
cul de sac. I am thinking we have to put up a no parking sign- it’s ridiculous. And requiring signs in STR’s
if they are in a neighborhood- specify quiet hours, etiquette etc. it is worth a try.
Please stop this nonsense of chasing away visitors unless you plan on hundreds of oil rigs drilling for
some other revenue source in Summit County. We NEED visitors to dump money into the economy.
Limiting visitors WILL result in a depressed economy within a decade and there is no way to get out of
this if the laws are passed. This is a bad pathway!
I sit and watch Breck build hundreds of rental properties on McCain property. They promised in 2000
when they bought property that it would largely be open space. Breckenridge didn’t want to develop all
the valley floor to Frisco. Twenty three years later let’s stuff as much ugly employee rentals. Where did
the open space dark skies and animal migration coriander go? Now I have to lock my doors because
Breck will give you cheap rent. If you work in their coal mines and buy from their or Vail Resort stores.
The workers come for quick pay and claim of a mountain lifestyle only to move away when they want a
family and place to live. They have no investment in the betterment of they community. I’ve had to work
multiple jobs and rent out bedrooms to survive. What a sad situation government has put long time
locals in. Stay and watch Summit county become Denver West or sale and hope to find next funky
mountain ski town. Searching Montana and Idaho
Do ‘t bite the hand that feeds you and all others in the county
STRs should not be allowed in residential areas. Making current residents pay for what an investor can't
afford, without using it as an STR, destroys the nature of a NEIGHBORHOOD.
There needs to be better regulations around HOAs where there are STRs and full time residents. The
STRs completely disrupt the balance and almost need their own HOA. At the very least, HOA presidents
should probably be full time residents and at least half of all board members should be full time
residents without contestation.

Please save the county before it is too late. We need housing for people who actually work in the county
and keep the real businesses operating. Housing is not meant for corporate profits
Depending on where you live, you should not have to deal with short term rentals and the noise. We
are members of the community, we live, we work here and we shouldn't have to tolerate the noise
As a small business owner in the County, the lack of long-term rentals and/or affordable housing
negatively impacts my business and ability to have enough staff to do business properly. Although not
100% responsible for the problems, short-term rentals are definitely a major contributor to the lack of
long-term rentals and affordable housing issues in Summit County.
STR’s inherently are a disruptor industry meaning we have never had something like them in the past.
Sometimes it’s good. But usually like Amazon- they come with a MASSIVE economic and environmental
cost. If anyone thinks STR’s are a benefit to the community- it’s because they are reaping $$$ monetary
benefits- whilst wearing blinders to the negative impacts they have. If you ask a Oil Exec about Climate
Change, what do you think their answer will be? If you ask a STR investor, owner, management
company, or real estate broker about the impacts of STR’s- what do you think their answer will be?
Ask me- a local- the answer is they ruined Summit County
I included most of my comments in the feedback boxes. Your efforts to protect locals' housing has
crippled our real estate economy. You are not creating more housing for locals, you are creating a
community where houses are sitting vacant. Focus your efforts on getting hotels converted to rentals,
building Lake Hill, partnering with Park and Lake counties, and getting more partnerships to create
housing. You are picking who are winners and losers and you are making out of town second home
owners pay the price without a vote and without representation. Support our community by supporting
tourism and by welcoming guests and property owners. You are only listening to one segment of the
population and have turned a blind eye to any other ideas that don't correspond with your narrative.
This survey is a disgrace. It is written so one sided. You will get exactly the answers you seek to do
exactly what you are planning on doing without listening to anyone who disagrees.
Limiting the amount of STR will help the employee/housing shortage, make a better neighborhood for
neighbors, and improve the quality of those vacationing here.
I think your survey is biased in favor of limiting and controlling STR's.
Many people resent STR's simply because others are making money and they are not. They, too, could
navigate through the system, but it takes determination and work to maintain a STR.
Overall, I don't mind being regulated to some extent but I do feel full-time residents of the county (more
specifically those whose STR and primary full-time residence are the same property) should be
separated out from those who rent out their house as a second home or the STR home is owned by a
corporation. It is not easy to afford to live in Summit County for the working class so allowing those that
do live here the option to rent out their property to help with their mortgage seems appropriate vs
those who don't. We do more than supporting the community through only paying taxes on our
property - we are the community and it feels like the regulations don't take locals into account. We will
be pushed out of the county if this isn't addressed through the regulations.

In your last question, options 2 & 3 are the same. I believe the limit should be higher to match your 6
month STR definition.
I fear the same haste shown in drafting this survey could result in terrible unexpected consequences
that will impact the livelihood of locals.
A lot of locals utilize STR’s to make additional income for themselves. Putting restrictions on STR’s will
negatively impact locals who already have a hard time making ends meet. The government should NOT
have the power to restrict how you use your own home.
Breckenridge: What the hell happened?
People buy house’s to use, having a place to stay in ski in when I come to summit county is great. I
worked hard to make the money to buy it. The fact that I can rent it out to cover some cost an not have
it sit empty is great. Plus it brings more tax revenue to the county
I live In a condo that has illegal STRS. We need enforcement and fines
Who is keeping track of rented nights? I hear all the time that STR at Treehouse are fully booked we
have 259 units and 130 are STR. That’s OVER 50%.
If I owned a retail store, restaurant/bar, any business that was dependent on tourism and Frisco
limited/killed the STR market, I would close and move my business away.
We have an STR next door. It is loud with constant activity and infringes on our privacy. It has seriously
impacted our quality of life.
Please let people make decisions with their own property. This is a fundamental basis for civil society to
flourish.
Limiting strs on higher priced or single family homes will probably just cause rich people from out of
state to buy them to only use a couple times a year not turn them into local housing.
I think the limit of 135 nights is a good balance. Those homeowners that would like to use their home,
but also have a bit of income to offset costs are able to.
STR are a cancer that is devouring our community. if you dont live here primarily and work here you
should have no say in the matter.
It is not the fault of STR units that there is an affordable housing crisis. It is the failure of leadership to
see this issue coming and solve the issue 30 years ago. Now government is dividing the community by
blaming the STR's for causing the problem.
The hysteria with cappping strs should be tempered with common sense and revisiting zoning
restrictions and limitations that hinder development of housing stock. Affordable housing can be built
with other tools, in addition to dorms for resort employees (e.g., tiny houses, camping, deed restricted
row homes).
Why the heck wasn't this taken care of YEARS ago???

The sudden hold on STR licenses should be lifted until it is officially decided which direction to go in.
People that purchased properties with the plan to apply for an STR license but had not yet done so are
unfairly being punished. Please reconsider applicants who have recently purchased in the county. If they
had know it couldn’t be rented, they may have decided not to purchase the home!
Million dollar houses have never been rented to seasonal work forces.
The local governments should work with Vail Resorts on work force housing.
The government working on maintaining the character of Summit County is ill defined and appears to be
an excuse to take away property owner rights.
Property owners who don't reside in Summit County pay significant taxes but don't have the right to
vote in local elections. If they were, the vocal minority's opinions would not be driving all this regulation.
Appreciate the county’s efforts on this issue. There should be concessions to full time residents who do
STRs in their primary residence. That is an instance of where capping number of nights makes sense to
limit abuse of such an allowance.
Thank you for considering my input, and for your efforts to create balance between STR owners and the
local community. The two most important factors to me are 1) the ability to keep our STR license and 2)
elimination of the 135 night/year rental cap
Too many, too loud, too little housing for locals.
STRs are not the only problem causing the housing crisis, but they are a really big one and acting sooner
rather than later would be amazing.
Incentivize STR owners to long term rent instead. Free hotel nights,..free ski pass discounted something.
STRs are ruining our community. Often when getting a loan rental income is counted as part of the
purchasers income- thus giving them an ability to purchase more than their own income can afford.
And then charging a higher rate for those units and taking inventory from a local market.
Stop short term rentals applications and reduce what is already in the county.
Thank you! - from a long time local & lover of Summit County!
By lower limit I hope you mean a lower number of nights allowed.
to much government to many people who what the government to take care of their problems talk to
the people who own next door, people in the building
Share ideas a block at a time get to know one another just as we have for the 47 years I have been here
STRs are encroaching on the unique atmosphere of Keystone Ranch. Keystone Ranch is designated as
part of the resort overlay although it is a residential neighborhood, 4 miles from any resort
transportation and 5 from the resort. There should be regulations pertaining to single family homes
versus multifamily units whether they are in the resort overlay or the neighborhood overlay. Renters
bring in dollars to the county but their disregard for our wonderful community is unsettling. The STR

hotline has not properly logged complaints and usually nothing gets done. The owners aren't here so
they don't care what goes on as long as they make an income.
The limit should be 30-40 nights per year and the new rules should be as restrictive as possible.
Keystone should incorporate so we can make our own decisions. Summit county is far too large to make
blanket decisions. Each area is unique and specific. Address traffic and safety issues, parking, mountain
accessibility between villages, foot traffic, HWY 6 pedestrian (no shoulder) issues. Allow zoom calls for
the meetings.
Our communities are tourism driven and we need to embrace change. Colorado is growing, same with
our county, we can use str visitors to help grow our local economy. Individual property rights are just
that, rights to which an owner can decide, not someone who can't embrace change
New regulations will negatively impact property owners rights to use their property as they see fit. I
have lived here 40 plus years and owned my house 20 plus years. It is unlikely that I would long term
rent my home as there are to many negatives associated with that. It would sit vacant or be sold.
135 nights per year at $100/night incentivizes someone to rent to the limit, making up to $135,000 per
year. That person will generally not live here, spend his/her money here, provide any public service
available to Summit County residents and is for all intents and purposes a parasite when considering the
extent to which that all negatively impacts our community. These are outside investors who have no
stake in the community. You should allow more nights for full time Summit County residents and greatly
limit those available to those who would buy a place, stay in it for 2 prime weeks per year and otherwise
use it as a STR and take that profitability away from those who live in the county. I have no plans to ever
own and rent short term, but for those who are local and put their sweat into the local economy, they
do not even have a tiny chance at this. Just my thoughts, take it all how you will.
Please allow vacation rental properties. Reduce or ban airbnbs. Allowing anonymous guests to rent a
property should never be allowed. Rent a vacation property the profession way with a contract, list of
guests, ID verification and credit card information with pre-authorization. This would solve the issues
you see in the county with regards to complaints.
It is not the STRs property owners responsibility to solve the affordable housing problem and scarcity of
long term rentals. Vail resorts and BGV must offer and subsidize seasonal housing for their employees,
build dorm style lodging instead of expecting private owners to subsidize their workers.
Once this happens, many property offered as a seasonal rental would become available for longer
terms.
Why is it my problem the resorts employees can’t find housing, let them build housing for their
employees.
I currently own a condo that I use as an STR and also for personal use. If I lose the ability to STR, I will
not rent it out, just use it for personal vacations and for friends and family. If this happens, people who
currently use my short term rental will either vacation somewhere else and Summit county will lose out
on the tourist revenue, or they will stay at a designated STR location at a higher price (limited supply will
drive up prices) and will probably spend less while on vacation. The only thing I see Summit County
achieving by reducing STRs is reducing revenues for local businesses and losing out on local taxes. If the

resorts need places to house their workers, then the resorts can invest in dormitories or worker housing
instead of continuing to build multi-million dollar condos. If businesses outside of the resorts need
worker housing then a portion of taxes collected from those businesses should go to building designated
worker housing. The real problem seems to be a lack of planning on Summit County’s part until there
was a housing crisis, but Summit County will gain absolutely nothing if they limit or remove my ability to
STR.
STRs have already destroyed our community. It will take a generation to grow it back, if we stop now.
They should be taxed as any other business, and only granted in extreme cases. The county needs to
prioritize affordable housing for locals, immediately. All building permits must be suspended,
immediately. All hiring for luxury and/ or optional housing must be outlawed, immediately. All materials
must be made unavailable. We are experiencing a housing crisis. During a crisis, you don't get to do
whatever you want: you need to solve the crisis, first.
We serve your meals, we take care of your kids, we watch you while you sleep. Take care of your locals.
Summit County has the option to do so, but is choosing not to. Do the right thing, Summit County! Build
for US!
I am glad this conversation is happening and I value the county prioritizing affordable housing. Thank
you for going about this in a thoughtful manner.
Full time residents should be able to rent their properties as STR when they’re on vacation themselves.
That helps make home ownership here a bit more affordable! If I want to rent my home out for a week
or two each year, I shouldn’t have to pay the same price for a license that a full time STR is paying.
You're probably too late.
I don’t believe the limits being placed on STRs will have the desired effects. I believe you will reduce
revenue and jobs while not increasing housing. You will end up with more vacant homes.
I have STRs to thank for allowing me find affordable housing in Summit County. Many owners are
greedy, but some individual STR owners care deeply about the community and providing access to the
county to people like me. I stayed in a small "Hostel" in Dillon Valley, and if it were not for this place I
would have been homeless sleeping in the streets or worse.
There are many factors contributing to the wellness crisis in Summit County. But we MUST remember
the human element. This is just not sustainable. Something has to give. STR property owners can throw
a temper tantrum all they want. Do they see what’s happening where the rubber meets the road?
People are suffering and STRs are a large part of the cycle of misery I see in community members.
I’ve owned my property for over ten years. Everyone should get an STR if purchased before a certain
date and new purchases should be limited
They shouldn't exist while they're is a significant amount of working class homeless homeless in our
community
STRs and affordable employee housing are two different things. Affordable housing is broken, you will
not fix affordable housing by breaking STRs. Find land and contract a company to build actual affordable

house that has HOA restricted residency requirement with a designated number of LTR units with rent
pegged to the CPI to give owners an opportunity to grow their rental income based on early investment.
The previous question on limits is biased. Too high or should be lowered and should be not considered
in review because there were no options if we think the rental dates should be higher
Our guests always comment on how nice it is to spend time in a home away from the main tourist area
but close enough to enjoy it's amenities. Sitting on a quiet deck and enjoying the view while the kids
play among the aspen.
I know this is a tough one for the county however if you were to get rid of short term rentals all together
people are still going to come! An association I work with just changed from allowing short term rentals
to a 14 day minimum stay legally through a lawyer and guess what units are still renting out for those
owner less damage occurs to common areas due to the people that can afford a vacation of a 14 day
stay. During the winter months guests rent the unit and again because your not getting the college party
the community is quieter and treated as an owner would take care of their unit. It’s just changes
because places would have 15 college kids in them turns into a bash where a family occupies the unit
turn into respect for the owners hard work to live and own up here. I personally am not a fan of str but
again I see how tourism boosts our economy but again also doing more damage which I’m paying for as
a local and nothing being fixed. Who is the county trying to support the locals that work hard to spend
their money up here. The guests that come often or the one time visitor that brings a party with them
for a short time. I guess the feeling would be I would rather see long term licenses than short term.
Short term guest should be utilizing our hotels and motels in which our restaurants which are already
busy would benefit from however these groups with big groups stay in to cook dinners turn up the
music party hot tub and create issues for those around them which at that point the STR program the
police get called out. Anyway tough one for the county but again if there were no STRs people would
still come
I feel it is a money grab by people who don't even live here & the working population of Summit County
suffers as a result.
Thank you for asking!!!:-)
Don’t think you’re going to get our newest buyers to rent their places long term instead of short term.
The whole reason many of them bought the place is so they can enjoy using it occasionally. However,
you can tell these people they can’t STR their place and it can just sit empty. Perhaps after a few years
they will realize that the crazy hikes in Summit County real estate these past 2 years won’t continue
forever, and they will sell to look for other investment opportunities. Then perhaps some of our locals
can get back into the market. But this idea that you can force or entice a lot of second home owners into
long-term renting their places is just stupid. And taking my tax money to supplement any out-of-county
second homeowners who do long -term rent is infuriating. Either offer the deal to our locals who rent
long term, or don’t do it at all. It’s disgusting that some of my taxes are going to pay off these people
who don’t even live here, when they’re already making a killing on their long-term rentals. Enough
already.
Do not grant STR license's to properties that rent for less than $150 a night or $4,500 a month since
those should be available for rent long-term to local workers. Removing properties from STR license's

that rent for $2,000 a night on holidays doesn't add to worker housing, it only reduces property values
long-run versus ski areas that do not restrict STRs. Middle class working families who use the property
several weeks a year won't buy in Summit County if they can't STR when the property is vacant.
Without those families who may eventually retire permanently to Summit County, the result is a nondiverce group of rich people who do not need to rent ever. Why not tackle the problem directly by
using taxes to build more deed restricted homes for local families and dormitories for seasonal workers.
The whole STR restrictions are ass-backward.
Ed Means, 17 Columbia Drive, Breckenridge
I realize we’ve been through an unprecedented real estate value increase and rental increase but it’s
happening in places like Colorado Springs and Pueblo. I talk to people in various cities across the nation
and it’s happened there too. But Denver is now in the top 10 for cooling real estate markets. Many cities
now are seeing
Increased long term rental supply and I believe we are on the edge of a significant economic down turn.
I think
Concentrating on strs and making them the cause for what the real estate market was doing is short
sighted
Limiting STRs is not going to improve your housing crisis here for locals and town workers. If you need
more housing build it. There are plenty of full time residents who have set up their income based off of
STRs and/or the businesses that are supported by tourists. If you take away STRs you are going to be
hurting the economy for a town that thrives based on tourism. Majority of people that vacation here
don’t want to stay in a hotel.
Restrict the str in neighborhoods so the people who live in here full time do not have to deal with the
idea of living in an area filled with motel like atmosphere. Increase enforcement to reduce violations
from str (noise/traffic/ occupancy) and tax/profit share the income generated from str so the locals who
live full time get compensated for having to deal w/ the drama of having all these tourists ruin the
neighborhood and quality of life
Please be mindful of the homeowners using the property for themselves/their family in addition to STR.
Our daughters participate in both Team Summit and Team Breck. We spend a lot of time in Summit and
put a lot of our money back into the community throughout the year. We love to encourage everyone to
support local. It is nice to have the option to open our home to guests when we are not staying and
would not be able to accommodate a local for any substantial period of time. I understand all STR’s are
not like this but perhaps there is a way to determine the properties exclusively STR and convert those to
LTR.
I don't think that limiting STR's on certain price points helps with the long term housing at all. Most of
my clients buying more expensive properties aren't buying houses where they want to put 10 locals.
They are buying nice homes, they want to use personally and then STR to help with carrying costs.
I don't think anyone that currently has a license should have it expire or be taken away in anyway. This
income was likely accounted for when they purchased and this could cause them to loose the property.
Similar to a deed restriction, not being able to STR will decrease the value of a property. Does the county

plan on reimbursing owners who have owned the home for a few years, rented it, but have lost value
when they go to sell it since it can no longer be rented? Thinking something similar to the "housing
helps" program. This government overreach is greatly effecting a lot more people than just the locals
who are struggling to find housing. Locals housing has been an issue for years and now it seems STR are
getting all of the blame.
Over the years, every local I talk to only has negative things to say about STRs. We have to put up with
revolving groups of new renters every few days. The first thing they do is go out the the deck/hot tub
and start yelling. I have to go over and tell them to be quiet. I am tired of having to police the neighbors
business. We live in a residential neighborhood where business's are not permitted. I do not
understand how a business like STR is allowed. Advertising, collecting fees, having to get a licence,
paying taxes is a business no matter waht anyone says. No STR should be allowed in any residential
neighborhood.
unincorporated Summit county should not be in the business of managing neighborhoods that won’t
LTR at prices workforce can afford anyway. Leave community preservation of neighborhoods up to the
cities. Summit County then focus on helping businesses fund and build housing for their workforce.
Perfect example, the owner of Summit County Mountain Retreats property management wanted to
build housing for his cleaning and maintenance employees however the county said that to do a survey
it would cost him $30,000. That cost alone made it unaffordable for him to continue with the project.
Focus on solving the real problem which is workforce housing. Community preservation is a city problem
if STR become such an issue for community preservation in an unincorporated Summit county
neighborhood then that neighborhood should be considered to be annexed to the city.
Limiting STRs won’t increase the stock of affordable housing. Summit County will simply have made
itself more unattainable to all except the very wealthy who can afford to own a second home without
renting it. LTRs with more than two adults are an eyesore to neighborhoods. If Summit County needs
more affordable housing then get creative and build it.
Homes are not businesses. And if STR homes are allowed in neighborhood zones then anyone should be
allowed to run what ever business they wish out of their home. The biggest argument STR owners have
is that they can do what they wish with their property. However, I can't turn my property into a junk
yard and sell scrape metal, I can't run an auto body shop on my property, nor can I turn my property
into a dental office or chiropractic office. These just a few examples of how by allowing STR owners to
run a business with their property it is contradictory to other business ideas that are not allowed. We
have zoning laws for a reason and a lot of businesses are not allowed in residential neighborhoods. This
should include STRs.
It pains me that you folks didn't see this coming years ago. Other communities across the world saw this
coming (See Europe) and did something about it long before it became an issue. Did you have your
head in the sand? Or were you part of the group of business owners that benefits from having so many
STR's in the county.
Your last question is difficult to answer with the current situation, I believe the number of nights should
be limited further for STR; however, if we can get zoning adjusted appropriately, no need for a cap.

One thing you also need to carefully consider is the discrepancy in owner needs at places like Treehouse
and other large condo units and communities. Anything that increases STR or number nights allowed for
STR will surely have an adverse impact.
STRs have very negative impacts on our community. We don’t have a community any longer. I feel like
it’s too late to put the horse back in the barn, but let’s try. Limiting the number allowed except at the
base of our ski areas is one way to do this. Real estate prices have skyrocketed - who will be around to
serve all of these people coming and staying in STRs? Restaurants we used to enjoy going to have really
bad service so we don’t go. I know it doesn’t matter because visitors will go there anyway - good or bad.
But, will they visit our community another time or find another place to visit that isn’t overcrowded and
has bad customer service? Our workforce is tired, overworked and stressed out about housing. The
noise, trash, parking issues with STRs are not ok. I don’t like different people in my neighborhood every
week who are just here to have a good time. They don’t care about our community. I do and so do many
locals who are still here.
The County, towns, ski resorts and businesses in Summit County need to take more responsibility in
increasing long term rental and affordable housing.
Rather than making rules that affect the small property owners, have regulations that force new condo
complexes, hotels, businesses, commercial developments to include long term rental or deed restricted
units with their projects.
The county and towns also need to use more of their tax revenue to build rental and deed restricted
units. As do the ski areas.
None of the basic rules of the town are followed by STR owners and/or the renters. A clear code of
conduct should be included with any rental agreement. Also, a minimum age should be required for
renters to avoid frat-house behavior. (Ask for a copy of their drivers license. )
It allows me to use the property more myself than I was able with monthly renters. I would NEVER rent
longer term (more than a month) no matter what because then I can't use it myself.
More outside money flowing in provides more and better jobs.
STRs operating as commercial businesses should be paying commercial property tax rates for
percentage of time the property is rented. Further limits to occupancy should be considered. The issues
in the rentals near us are more significant when occupied by STR guests. Residences occupied by owners
don't seem to create the same impacts, I believe this is primarily due to the difference in the number of
occupants
HOAs should be assess STRs an incremental fee for the wear and tear STRs put on older shared buildings
and amenities.
Not enough compliance with current regulations - such as maximum occupancy; or local laws - parking,
respecting fire bans, trash. There is not much accountability to owners of short term rentals. Many are
just a business, not merely second home being rented out occasionally. If a home is being used as a
business, it should pay the proper taxes as a business.

Air b&b and VRBO have certainly changed the amount of properties available for short term rental in
Summit County. More is not always better.
If all renters were respectful of neighbors this might not be an insurmountable problem. But that is not
the case. The amount of strs and amount of idiots that use them has changed Summit County and not in
a good way.
This is a really tricky question for everyone in summit county, and although I believe in the rights of
property owners I also think in a tourist-heavy economy there must be some provision made to protect
neighborhoods and encourage/enable locals to live where they work.
No one cares about a community that puts the rights of out of state STR owners before those of locals
who want to build a better home with their friends and neighbors. And who would want to visit a
community that isn’t cared for? It’s a source of animosity toward tourists and visitors who unknowingly
occupy properties better suited to long-term rental. There has to be a balance to keep tourists happy
and nourish a better existence for those who have chosen to make Summit county their full-time home.
Tax it and fund housing as needed. If there is demand for rentals, prices work themselves out. Listen to
the market.
My home is not an str but I would like my heirs to have the ability to use it for str so they can keep the
property
STRs allow individuals that work in the community an extra stream of income. As a nurse at Summit
Medical I could not have been able to work here without that second stream. Summit would be
unaffordable. Maybe prioritize working residents in summit county to get an STR permit with proof of
employment. I don’t believe large companies should be equal to the residents that live and work here.
Again, the horse has been let out of the barn so I don't know the answer to putting it back in. Some
people/real estate agencies are making significant money with STRs and they're going to want to have
as many as possible with the least restrictions. I just know what can happen - I grew up in Aspen during
the '70s and there weren't STRs except for the kind where a family would go on vacation for a month
and let friends stay at their house while they were gone. That was when Aspen was affordable. No more
by a long shot. I don't think you can reverse time, but you can put restrictions on acivities that are no
longer working. Another case: the massive crowds coming to town to ski and tangling I-70 and
everythign else. Like river running, I think we're coming close to the days of permitting lift served skiing
to thin out the crowds that don't make for a pleasant experience for anyone except for the ski
companies and the STR owners making a buck. Sometimes money isn't the be-all end-all. Lifestyle. A
calm, satisfying outdoor experience. A balanced affordable town where the smallest condo is selling for
far less that $450k (our going rate). A friendly town....these are the qualities that have value, at least to
me. STR mania has so many effects. Silverthorne's river trail is so crowded now I no longer walk or ride
on it. You know what I mean.
Research tourist areas in other places around the nation and adopt more permanent solution to STR.
There is obvious no long term approach to this issue. I don’t believe the approach of placing this
responsibility on home owners is a good one. By running a cleaning business in the county we have seen
first hand that Short term renters are more responsible in our property as well as countless others we
have cleaned. The noise violations are mostly from resort employees who come up here to party for 6

months and leave the county entirely. Short term renters are rated and reviewed through AirBNB etc.
County needs to approach long term solutions now and obtain permanent employee housing.
Less Government, Lower Taxes, More Freedom. Government needs to get out of social engineering.
I dont care about the mansions on peak 8 or the condos in Main Street station being rented out short
term. These aren't livable locations. I would like to see a restructuring based on square footage and
number of rooms and every day livability. It's frustrating to not be able to afford a modest two bedroom
house to have kids and raise a family with a dog and have any everyday normal life because someone
decided the house is better served as STR.
Please impose drastic measures to improve this situation. Our beloved community is being destroyed.
STRs coupled by the remote worker population brought on by the pandemic has amplified our local
economic issues. Transitioning to resorts with public transportation rather than STRs will maintain
tourism, while maintaining our local workforce and driving rental and housing costs down. We’ll still
have the remote workers issue to consider, but it will be far less of an impact with the STR issue at bay.
The abolishment of STR permits will peak the interest of developers to capitalize on the opportunity.
Our businesses can remain open and staffed to serve the influx of tourists visiting the area. I know no
one wants more resorts, however the opportunity cost is enormous. I hope something is done, because
it has been devastating to watch our communities be destroyed, friends struggle to keep their
businesses afloat and close friends and loved ones leave in droves for a better quality of life.
The county staff and officials are being much too controlling when it comes to STRs. How about we focus
on construction and building more affordable housing with a growing population limiting how the
buildings we do have are being used is making the problem worse not better let’s put our energy
towards projecting for the growing population and find ways to help subsidize construction costs so
more homes can help accommodate and provide for employees and find ways to provide lower price
point homes. Increasing the energy requirements on homes increases construction costs which
increases cost of homes, when new homes come on the market and sell for more to cover those
increased construction costs all of a sudden there are comps for higher price point homes and that
increases the cost of the real estate market. It seems there are some noisy neighbors who are trying to
blame STRs for all of the problems and really they are a small percentage of what is happening within
the county. My neighborhood is 11% . My street is probably 33% of the homes have licenses and they
are the quietest homes out of everyone. Just because some people are complaining doesn’t mean it’s a
problem for everyone, stop taking away options for homeowners.
The Breck ordinance has been in effect for over 6 months - how many, IF ANY, additional workforce
housing units have become available as a result? My guess is somewhere between zero and at most
ten. We need more than ten additional workforce housing units. STR regulations are extremely unlikely
to have any material impact on the workforce housing shortage. On the other hand, building only a few
well-placed, multi-family projects with a material number of units could completely end the shortage in
as much time as it takes to build them.
I feel very grateful to have had the opportunity to remove myself from neighborhoods where this is
allowed. Not everyone is so lucky. Thank you so much for getting answers from the community. Tourists
belong in hotels and resorts, not our neighborhoods. Thanks again!

Most owners of short term rentals also use their rentals themselves. Limiting the number of STR nights
will not increase the number of long term rentals because most STR owners want to continue to use
their second home/condo.
You have good goals in place! Just be sure to consider ALL owners, not just locals. This decision impacts
everyone! Thank you.
This survey is difficult to make intelligent decisions about since no background is provided on current
STR numbers and housing needs. The overlay info is also confusing. I don’t even understand WHERE my
own neighborhood lies.
The government should stay out of it and let the free market economy work. Capping or limiting short
term rentals is not going to solve the rental problem for local year-round residence. If the government
does want to get involved they should fund more subsidized housing for year-round residents and focus
their energy on that.
STR’s are an excellent way for
Summit County to be open and flexible for tourist needs. Hotels don’t meet everyone’s needs. Capping
STR’s penalizes both tourist and your taxpayers who currently own in the county. So now, you’re making
two parties upset, instead of being inclusive to the needs of everyone.
STRs bring tourism dollars, jobs, money for improvements to infrastructure and demand for recreation,
retail, dining, entertainment which in turn increases the quality of life for all residents. Why is it fair to
say only the large corporate-owned ski resorts should be able to have STRs? Why give them all the
tourist revenue? Owners of STRs should have the right to receive the income from their investment in
our county, and their resale value should not be destroyed by a government regulation that removes
that income. If you want to get rid of the problem of not enough long term rentals, make the ski resorts
provide long term rentals. They are the source of the problem, make them provide the solution. Don't
give them all the competitive advantages over the individual investor and then not require them to
provide adequate housing for the workers in their resorts. Yes, they do provide some housing, but not
enough for all the housekeeping, restaurant, and ancillary jobs that the resort creates.
I previously said that you probably don’t know a STR is in your neighborhood unless it is next to you. It’s
all about having neighborhoods and STRs don’t improve neighborhoods. Anything that restrict where
STRs can be while developing stronger neighborhoods is good
Look for ways to solve real issues that does not arbitrarily choose winners or losers and frustrate tax
payers without meaningful outcomes.
Please save our communities. STRs are impacting tourist experience negatively. I hold three jobs within
Summit County and the number one complaint is reduced access to goods, businesses, and services due
to our labor shortage.
Thank you for your work and consideration.
People who own STRS in summit should create different revenue streams to pay their 7 mortgages.
Make them find different ways to make profit. PLEASE.

It is my belief that residents should not have to bear the burden of a next door business in the
residential neighborhood. Seems very unfair. Business establishments who have the experience, a
commercial license, and who operate in a zoned business area should be responsible for STRs, not
residential neighborhoods.
Overreach by summit county may destroy livelihoods that people worked so hard for.
There should be a 2 year pause. Commissioners need to see longer term impact of significant new
regulation before considering more
STR bring prosperity to summit county residents. Vail Resorts and Copper Mtn should be charged taxes
to build affordable units
All of what Summit County is doing violates property rights in the name of providing housing for Vail Inc
and other businesses. If those entities need employees, they can either pay a MUCH higher wage, or do
whatever necessary to provide those employees housing. This is NOT a proper use of tax-payer $$$.
Imposed restrictions on an owner's choices of what they do with their hard-earned properties, is
criminal.
They are a bane to creating an environment where normal, middle class human beings can thrive, live,
work, play and grow old in. Unappreciative out of town fat cats just get fatter, and they make NO
contribution to the local environment which is taxed to higher degrees to try to maintain its beauty and
natural simplicity, peace and serenity.
STRs are market success only because they fulfill a need for vacation housing.
Summit County is infringing on my rights as a property owner to use my property as i see fit. i have a STR
license but I don't use it. I have it though, just in case.
Should regulate 2 people to a bedroom limit.
2 people to studio unit.
2 people to 1 bedroom.
4 people to 2 bedroom.
6 people to 3 bedroom.
So on. . .
Limits on nights makes zero sense. I rent one week, then 8 of my family comes up the next week. How
does anyone know or differentiate whether this is a renter or my family or friends. The US Constitution
is a very limiting on Government, if BoCC is going to start saying I cannot have friends/family stay at my
house with me not there? Going to knock on my door and demand to know if this is a renter or
family/friends? If you think the VRBO and Air B and B are the only way people rent their homes you are
very mistaken.
I think you have to look at the neighborhoods on an individual basis. If you look at our neighborhood off
S Fuller Placer, the homes next door and above us have been STRs for a long time. We bought 6 years
ago, and they were already STRs. We also have townhomes that are owned by locals or second

homeowners and are not STRs. I feel like we coexist nicely. If you look at the next ring around us though,
the homes being built are multimillion dollar homes; no matter what you do to regulate STRs they will
never be housing for locals. So while you may want to regulate STRs in neighborhoods a certain distance
from the ski slopes so they can theoretically revert to properties for locals to either long-term rent or
buy, that's probably a mistake. I think you need to analyze who already owns the homes in an area or
even an individual complex. In places where there is no longterm economic reality for ownership by the
local workforce, there is no need to limit STRs. In fact, limiting them there might negatively impact the
health of the county economy. The thornier issue to solve is how to build more affordable housing units
instead of $4million homes. Limiting or eliminating STRs won't change the type of homes being built on
Baldy and will not solve the affordability issue. Maybe it works in other parts of the county, but in our
neighborhood I don't really see a benefit. I'm truly supportive of efforts to preserve Summit County as a
vibrant community. It' one of the main reasons we chose it as opposed to other communities in
Colorado for our second home. We are active participants in the community and spend as much time
there as our schedules allow, but we also depend on offsetting our expenses by being able to use the
home as a STR when we are unable to be there.
I agree that there is a housing shortage for locals however I don’t think limiting or eliminating STRs will
ever solve this problem or even help it substantially. Higher density affordable housing is paramount to
beginning to solve this housing shortage. I understand that higher density housing (i.e. multi story
apartments or condos) can change the character or some neighborhoods however it appears there is
potential to build at a higher density and require certain amounts of green space and zoning restrictions
to maintain the County’s character that we all love. Blue River, Silverthorne, Mt. Baldy, Airport Rd,
Frisco, and Dillon all have areas where a higher density development could work if done correctly.
Tax breaks should be given to homeowners who rent out property to local workforce.
The STR tax should match if not be more than the hotel tax rate.
In areas where a ski run is adjoining the property I don't think there should be a limit on STR nights.
These areas were always meant to be for lodging of town/county guests. This would concentrate
impacts.
This seems to have turned into a project with the only objective to reduce STRs rather than one focused
on the problem, which I think was a lack of housing for a local workforce. The goal should not be to
reduce STRs but rather to improve something. Any rules put in place need to identify the goal (again,
increase LTR rather than reduce STR) and have a means to measure it. These metrics should be tracked
and reported transparently to the community. If the goals are not met in the timeframe identified, the
new rules need to be removed and reevaluated. There should also be a multi prong attack on the
housing problem, not just addressing supply, but also demand. More hotels, restaurants, businesses,
construction projects, etc all cause an increase in demand for housing. The demand should be put in
check or reduced as well as looking to increase supply of housing. Lastly, the locals who own property
should not be the only ones to "pay" the cost of this problem (through reduced real estate values), the
resort properties and large hotels which seem to be exempt from STR reductions in most proposals
should pay a greater cost of the solution to increase LTRs - Either through increased or additional "STR"
fees, requirements to add employee housing, limits to their growth of business.

The amenities of Summit County will continue to encourage growth and development. Unless Summit
County will is willing to limit the number of visitors who stay overnight, more housing in the county
(including lower socioeconomic housing and STR units) need to be developed. Therefore, the emphasis
on solving the housing issues should concentrate of raising funds to provide employee housing as
opposed to limiting STRs. Those providing STR housing should partner with the county by paying an
increased amount for their STR license.
If you really want to solve for local and work force housing, attacking STRs is the wrong approach. Most
STRs are owned by second home owners who use the place frequently and are just trying to cover some
of the mortgage cost. These owners are not going to rent to long-term renters and the costs have gone
up too far for the average local to purchase them anyway. Add more deed restricted units, have the
resorts help cover the cost for their employees or build housing themselves and most of all protect the
private property rights of us, the owners!! I think their could be a legal case brought forth that deems
any restrictions on STRs illegal as this is private property.
This regulation will effectively pick winners and losers within resort areas and or neighborhoods. This
mean that if a house is in an Str Zone it could potentially appreciate faster or slower depending on
where it lands within the arbitrarily chosen lines. This means that my neighbor's house could appreciate
much faster than mine because it landed on the wrong side of the line which I believe is unfair. The
impact to the local economy and local services could significantly suffer from some of this regulations
and limitations there is a considerable amount of infrastructure and working crews that depend on
short-term rentals. All short-term rentals already payung for a license, property taxes, occupancy taxes.
All the previous benefits of local economy not to mention that they use of schools and some of the
other resources from short-term rentals is less than the typical local family and therefore short-term
rentals are sponsoring some of the amenities and services we get to enjoy for the entire year.
Just stop it.
STRs are a vital part of the economy of Breckenridge. Limiting the flexibility of owners who choose to
rent out a home is ineffective. Longer term, full-time residents that want to have the benefits of STR
and at the same time limit them is going to impact them when the area doesn't thrive the way it is now.
Breckenridge's largest industry is tourism and reducing that will only shift all that economy elsewhere to
a town that is willing to capitalize on it.
While I understand the issue regarding STR and having local housing, STR should not be the only way
access to housing is being monitored. If STR regulations become tighter, many people will still not use
their property for long term renters. From my experience, the long term renters have been more of a
headache than STR. Happy to engage in more conversation around this.
Loss of choice equals loss of freedom.
I've given some of my experiences with STRs in my used to be locals only neighborhood. Other real
world examples:
A 15 year employee ($85k+ yearly salary) left the area. He divorced years ago and had been renting
since then. In the past 5 years he tried dozens of times to buy a home and was outbid (by big $$$) by
investment groups. He finally tried for two years to get into "workforce" housing projects (Smith Ranch,

etc.) and never won the lottery. He finally left in disgust to start over somewhere where he didn't have
to be a roommate at 60 years old.
A 5 year employee left the area after being forced to move 4 times in 2 years - each time because the
landlord sold for stupid money to someone turning the home into an STR.
I understand the economy, especially as it pertains to home prices, is insane right now. I understand we
live in an area with a higher cost of living. I understand we have a certain segment of the population
that is transient and doesn't stay long and is willing to live with 5 roommates to make it work (if they can
find a room). However, a shortsighted approach to keeping folks around to provide services to both
locals and our tourist is a recipe for disaster. If the local big box store has to change their hours due to
lack of staff you might argue that they aren't providing a decent enough compensation package. When
healthcare facilities can't provide services on a given day or week or a month because they don't have a
doctor - that's a different story. I run into this more often than is comfortable as an employer with
worker's comp injuries to be treated.
STR restrictions alone aren't going to solve our housing crisis. The housing market here and elsewhere is
out of control for many reasons. STR restrictions should be considered a starting point to a larger plan
for the future. This plan should include consideration of "crazy" ideas such as subsidized housing
developments - apartments, tiny homes, high density duplex and townhome neighborhoods, you name
it. The "not in my backyard" mentality usually encountered has to be overcome if we are to continue to
provide goods and services to everyone who lives here and recreates here.
Two things I think we should be aware of:
- I believe moratoriums are driving increases in applications.
- The application process should be more thorough.
- We should focus on the main issues directly caused by STR's (Noise, over crowding, violations of regs)
- We can't fix home prices by capping STR's unless we are also going to ban out of state buyers.
I am concerned that a lot of the potential future regulations are based on an assumption that STRs
negatively affect Submit County despite the fact that no study/report has been published to show that
this assertion is true. Before ANY action is taken, a rigorous study on the impact of STRs on the
economy, housing market, and lifestyle in Summit County. should be conducted and made available to
the public.
Summit county is losing our local workers at record levels! Most businesses are under staffed and are
providing poor services to visitors and locals alike. At some point after to right amount of people have
had enough of these POOR services they will go spend their money somewhere else! We need people to
be able to live within a reasonable distance from work at an affordable rate. With out these happy locals
summit county will not be the summit county that we moved here for!!! Do better everyone just do
better!!
keep the cheaper houses and small condos for the workers of summit county...
You may think that Vail resorts is a ski area. I can see why you think that and you’d be partially right but
The truth is that Vail resort is a real estate holding company that is making money hand over fist by

attracting visitors to the real estate with the ski area. Tourism is the life blood of the county and it’s also
the counties biggest problem. You run short on workers to make subway sandwiches because it doesn’t
pay enough for them to live here. How we go from that problem caused by ski areas to looking for a
solution with hard-working homeowners who have scratch to survive in this county and now manage to
own property I don’t know. This problem was not created by people that live and work in this
community and choose to STR a property or like myself have gotten an STR license to remain
grandfathered in so I can retire and STR my property. Limiting STR’s is not going to solve your problem
and local homeowners owning STR’s is not the cause of your problem. You need to break your fix station
on STR’s being some kind of solution and cause of this problem. If the county wants to fix this with tax
dollars then stop programs that subsidize rent for long-term rentals and actually spend your money
buying apartment buildings and renting them out or should I say building apartment buildings. These
programs that make up rent for homeowners to go long-term instead of STR are just throwing money
away on rent. Buy a piece of property and create a county run apartment building. No condos affordable
rental apartment buildings that require you to be income qualified to rent.
I’ve lived here 5 years worked locally and this is how we get treated? 60% of the county is STR and we
are trying to put bandaids on it with a zoning approach. Cut the total allowed number by 20%. Simple.
Make them reapply first come first serve that’s it. It’s fair to them it’s fair to us. This county needs to
make really changes fast or lose the people that make this place run.
Suggesting STR regulations will improve housing for local low and middle income individuals is
misplaced. It won't help. Eliminate tourism and you will solve the problem; however, cure would be
worse than the disease.
Your survey is obviously slanted towards limiting STR's rather than encouraging other forms of providing
residential housing.
Buy an older hotel and let the county or towns provide housing and hopefully make a profit on it or
encourage local develolpers to do that. Help underwrite the cost of this and provide incentives for locals
to develop employee housing. Residential housing does not need to be owned but properly priced
rentals could go a long way towards remediating the so called problem. Most of the people who really
need housing would prefer to rent except those who are already compensated enough to purchase
whom we are now subsidizing.
A coordinated effort to be certain codes are being followed. Coordination between enforcement
organizations ie fire, sherriff,town law enforcement. Any short term rental should not be allowed to
have a fire outside ever!!!
Do NOT strip property rights.
I do not feel that the county government should act as an HOA. I built a home in an unincorporated
area without any HOA and limited deed restrictions. Now the county is going to deed restrict my
property, to control whom I rent to, without my consent.
While I know the need for local housing. As long as people make more $$ short term renting vs renting
to locals there will be a problem.

We are considering a long term rental again as rent rates have risen substantially and are competitive
with str.
Residents definitely have been adversely affected by increased ST guests. Yet it seems that investment
owners & local economy are assigned more weight. Those of us who have experienced & witnessed
first-hand the negative effects of the huge influx of ST guests should be granted the biggest voice
because the nightmare is unending. We increasingly have struggled to survive day after day/night after
night for several years, primarily due to extreme sleep deprivation. Enforcement is a big part of the
issue, too. We also believe we should be able to report violators anonymously, rather than having our
privacy invaded, with the potential to create animosity among neighbor owners & residents when
offenders are reported. Another aspect that no one else seems to have considered is that ST guests are
contributing to the despoiling of the natural world surrounding us, which drew residents & draws so
many visitors to this area. ST guests are: Approaching, feeding, & otherwise imperiling wildlife;
contributing to the spread of noxious weeds, including into adjacent National Forest System land &
designated wilderness; disregarding signs that prohibit bikes on nearly every trail around us; building
unnecesary cairns everywhere; increasing litter (including dog poop, water bottles, & cigarette butts);
increasing wildfire danger; destroying the serenity of the wilderness with their loud voices & yells;
creating shortcuts & braiding along trails, plus damaging the trailbed by insisting on hiking when trails
are too wet. We have tried very hard to view ST guests in a positive light; but unfortuately the negatives
far outweigh the positives. We're all human; nobody likes regulations & limits on anything. But if STRs
are not controlled wisely & sooner rather than later, everything of intrinsic value we all cherish most in
the whole county will be destroyed.
After 10 years in the county I was finally able to buy a house in 2020. After a face lift to the property I
had planned to rent a room out short term during the winter months. That option that would help me
continue to afford my house was taken away. As a full time resident I think it is unjust to take that
option away. As every homeowner before me had that option of extra income. I don’t want to share my
house long term, just short term on holidays and parts of the winter, and have my house to myself all
other times.
I also own a laundry business that does linens for short term rentals. Despite the economy in general
slowing. I think there are harder time ahead with limiting of str licenses and caps on number of nights
they can be booked. This will result in having to lay worker off and less money for workers I can keep.
I know I’m not the only person that has been effected by the counties regulations. I hope you can
consider people like me that make their living off short term rentals and own a house that can’t not be
used in the same fashion that so many before be were able to. Please don’t continue these bans. They
don’t have the desired outcome for anyone
The limit in our neighborhoods should be 10 per year.
it's a sticky situation, but we really need to look at the impact it has had on all the businesses and lack of
housing for employees
Bad for the community. Turning us into vail.
That final question seemed to have two choices that were functionally the same, an not a choice for
"that limit is too low."

STRs in Neighborhood zones should be more aligned with seasonal bed base needs. 180 days a year
perhaps?
Limiting STRs does not solve the problem. Community development needs to take into account housing
needs and build for that need. Market forces (supply and demand) will drive the desire for property in
Summit County.
I understand the value and goal of STR's, but for the long term/year round home owners, it is
challenging seeing the vast difference in how visitors treat a rental home and surrounding areas, as
opposed to home owners that live inside the homes. If the number of total STR's is reduced across the
towns and county, it would be a more manageable situation within neighborhoods.
STR a good for the users. They're good for the economy and they're good for the town
I realize that many people have bought up here planning on renting their places to pay for them. I feel
people should take into account the neighborhood and their neighbors before planning on renting. And
if someone really wants to buy a place in a neighborhood, then they should do part ownership so they
can afford it without renting.
The cost of living and properties in Summit County is reflective of the value of the area. While STR's may
or may not effect local workforce housing, STR's absolutely provide jobs for property management
companies, real estate agents and local builders and renovation companies (and all of their employees
including countless plumbers, electricians, framers, housekeepers, project managers, etc.). I realize that
there is not a one size fits all option however, local's jobs and our visitors who contribute to our
economy should always be considered.
Would like to see a picture of the overlays on this survey.
Who monitors number of nights a STR is used.
Lack of oversight and enforcement of any rules or regulations
The county should be putting more pressure on vail resorts to develop employee housing and pay a
living wage. STR owners are themselves small business owners and should not be punished for the lack
of planning by a large resort corporation. I believe the county has vilified the wrong group and should
realize the housing problem began when they welcomed vail resorts into the community decades ago.
STR's should be more strictly regulated utilizing a variety of tools. Increased Zoning restrictions, License
caps, Fees and Taxes applied to Short Term rentals.
Exceptions should be granted to Primary Residence who are renting out a room or renting their place for
short periods of time.
All too often, the debate over workforce housing vilifies second home owners and STRs, and misses the
fact that without tourists, this community would have no industry, jobs, or real reason to exist.
Workforce housing is only needed to support the jobs created by tourism. We need to take a regional
approach to the workforce housing problem by increasing public transportation to surrounding towns
(Leadville, Fairplay, etc) where housing might be more readily available and affordable.

Short Term Rentals have eroded the character of neighborhoods in an area that already struggles to
provide a feeling of home to people for amny reasons. A lack of wilingness and ability to enfore STR
regulations means restrictions must be clear and very strict so voilations can be undisputed and obvious.
For instance, and max # of allowable guests per property must be low regardless of property size so
there is no ability to sneak in 20-25 people per structure. A low cap will prevent huge structures from
being built for the reason of STR. People will lie, cheat, and manipulate if they can so the county must
make regulations strict if ti doesnt have the ability to enforce regualtions on disingenuous property
owners.
STR’s do not benefit full-time Summit County residents who make the county and its amenities function.
Units in the STR pool are unavailable for full-time rental by residents committed to living and working in
the County. Unlike tourists who stay in hotel/motel/resort properties, STR residents have no
responsibilities to the homes surrounding the units they stay in and treat our neighborhoods as
disposable recreational experiences.
In neighborhoods, you can add minimum nights meaning, if a family needs a larger property such as a
home, they can be rented with a minimum of 5 nights. This is a more serious renter vs young people
renting large homes in neighborhoods for parties with 1-2 night rentals. Additionally, STR definition has
to be modified to include the timeshares and properties with an on-site check in desk. That gives them
current waiver as if they are hotels and not STR’s, which is unfair and adds too many people to the
community which is becoming overcrowded and without ability for staff to find local housing. We spend
50-75 nights per year in Breck in our condo and increasing, the locals all complain, justly, that the
overcrowding is an issue. Yet, Breck council is approving the building of new timeshares and they get to
avoid STR rules. This is where Summit county must intercede to avoid overbuilding of this beautiful area
for only the gain of developers.
There is no community in Summit County any more. Friends and their families are leaving in droves
because Summit County is just a visitor's community. Even the planners that come into to work for the
County or Towns don't have a sense of what a community needs or should be. They have no idea about
Summit County's temperature of dislike for STRs or what it is like to make friends and have them move
only after a few years of struggling. I would have never raised my kids here if I had known what it would
turn out to be.
Please help us full time employees that want to stay and live in the community
Whatever the initial solution is, the county should be treating this as an ever-evolving and dynamic
issue. While something needs to be done for various reasons (workforce housing, neighborhood
preservation, community culture, etc.) there is not a one size fits all solution. Refinements and
modifications will need to be made on an ongoing basis. While there are certainly other aspects to our
county, we are primarily a tourist destination, and as such STRs are a part of our lifeblood. That having
been said, so are our locals, and striking that balance in such a diverse community is difficult.
This is a resort community, the idea of trying to artificially lower home values is ridiculous.
Me and many like me will not build here if these limits exist, and the unintended consequences of that
will reverberate for decades.

STRs should have a minimum of 7 night rentals. Thus, you're not getting the folks who want to come up
and party for a night or two and create more havoc to neighbors. Usually 7 night rentals are families
who are there to ski and not party like rock starts for the most part.
Obviously this is a complicated issue, but the county government has been kicking around ideas for
years and in the meantime the county is dying NOW. Businesses are closing and people are being
pushed out of the county NOW. If bold actions aren’t taken to meet this moment, soon there will be
nothing left to save.
An idea to prevent investment companies from buying up properties and turning them into STRs would
be to only allow any individual to obtain one STR license in the county.
I feel like it has changed communities all over the country in a negative way. The common good of the
communities is impacted and good solutions are lacking.
Thanks to everyone working on these problems. I know it's not easy!
Unless you plan to offer tax abatements for negatively impacting property values then stay out of the
business of personal property owners.
I don't believe STRs are going away but regulation and accountability and zoning has to be put into
place.
STRs allow for people like our family to afford to stay and ski each winter by short terms renters paying
our mortgage. It also allows for people who love the area to own and visit and contribute to the
community vs. a Vail or a big company owning all the resort/hotels and brings in tourists who are
helping local businesses thrive again post covid.
Please consider those of us who take pride in our STR and follow the rules and love this community as
we can't afford our place if we can offset costs witt renters. Thank you.
Affordable housing for locals is the issue, but looking to limit STR's is not the answer. Visitors to Summit
County need a place to stay. It's either hotels or STRs. Pitting homeowners against hotels is not right.
Giving advantages to large corporations is not right. Affordable housing needs to be built to address the
need. Killing the goose that lays the golden egg (STRs) is not the answer.
I hate them it’s killing the locals so we can’t get anywhere to live and is pushing us away. This is one
huge contributing factor to our staffing issues as well. We can’t get people to stay and work if they don’t
have anywhere to live
It’s sad that people who truly want to live here and work her and be a part of our community are forced
to live somewhere else because STR’s have exacerbated the current housing crisis.
Again, thank you for doing your best to address this issue. I understand it is complex and I don’t envy
you! It feels a little like the Wild West with STRs here. If there is any way to regulate them that gives
precedence to people who are going to have a positive impact on the community rather than people
who are exploiting it, I’m all for it. Is there anyway to put the burden on businesses like Airbnb and
VRBO since they created the issue? Or on the people who are doing it purely as an investment? We had
one in our neighborhood that was awful, issues with it all the time, owned by a person in Denver for one
year, drove the price up by at least $100,000 then it was bought by a local family. The family Airbnb’s

one room to afford the mortgage and I feel like there shouldn’t be restrictions on them but the first
owner put an undue burden on our neighborhood for profit. They should have been taxed heavily but
maybe TABOR prevents that.
Housing in general in Summit County is a problem. I am not sure that reducing STRs is the answer, and
some people are depending on this for the income. In Dillon Valley specifically I see more issues with LT
rentals. I walk my dog everyday up and down all the streets and there are an amazing number of homes
that have 10 to 12 cars parked in the front back and side yards. Lots of trash. These people are doing
the best they can. They need to live here and we can't regulate their lives. At least STRs have
regulations which I fully support.
When I purchased my home there were no limits on how I could use it. If I rent 30 days no one cares. If I
rent a few days a month now the whole county cares. Makes no sense at all. I use my home more than I
rent and when I rent the county is paid. Nothing wrong with that.
Be careful of creating a situation that disadvantages local owners. Some polices in place regarding local
and workforce housing seem to disadvantage those groups relative to non-local property owners when
it comes to use of the property for STR. Their is a careful balance to strike. Also consider the positives
of long term remote workers relative to typical STR guests. They are typically a high earning group likely
to put more into the economy and are frequently less disruptive than weekly STR guests. Remote
workers, both locally based and stopping over, must be considered rather than villanized.
Thank you for listening to the locals.
You can tell that whoever made these questions more importantly the answers is extremely biased and
partial to STR problems. What is the point of asking the public if you already have your mind made up?
Raise taxes. Raise the cost of having a STR permit and that will fix it.
Taking away someone’s ability to own property in the way they desire, or taking away the ability to use
your property in your own rights is truly taking away human rights.
If neighborhoods have an issue, tell the neighborhoods to enforce their own rules and let it go to HOA
decisions. And then people can choose to live in the neighborhood that aligns with their beliefs and way
of using their property.
I am a local. And I rent. Have been since 2017. Have a joint household income of $160k (so right in the
middle of not qualifying for deed restricted housing and not affording the local market, etc.). Our
monthly rent is $3200, very easily could be a mortgage. My husband and I passionately want to own our
first home as a young couple to be able to really invest in ourselves. But rather than complaining about
what STR’s have done, we continue to work harder and save money the best we can to be able to afford
living here. That is what it takes. And if we can’t afford to live here, or to own here, we will go
somewhere else where it makes more sense for our needs. We’re not going to ruin something for
someone else just because we can’t afford it. Do we want the market to be more affordable? Sure. Who
doesn’t want to pay less for nice things

Also, there just has to be a better way than what you are doing now.. punishing those who can afford
investment properties and who are smart enough to make money on their investments. And allowing
others to enjoy the majestic Summit County Mountains!
There is a better way. And this is not it.
Certain areas of Summit County are 100% appropriate for STRs while others simply are not. I don’t
believe operating your home as a hotel is a given right of ownership just as one can’t raise horses or
have an auto body shop on any property. Secondly, taxes and fees need to be raised on STR licenses to
be more inline with the commercial hotel operators in the county.
Thank you for all of your hard work on this! Who would have thought this county would be so popular
and successful years ago when we were all trying to drum up more year round business and make this
place more attractive?
An STR should not be allowed to be owned by a corporation / large real estate firms shouldn’t be able to
just buy up properties for business purposes when the local community can’t even find housing.
STR's are here to stay and do provide additional lodging to reduce the need for more hotels. The
experience of staying in an STR is more comfortable than a hotel and gives a local feel to your vacation. I
have a very small unit that I lived in full time until I got married. Since it is small, I believe that
contributes to the fact that I have never had a complaint from neighbors. The worst stories are from
large houses where visitors disregard the house rules and impact their neighbors. I believe more focus
should be directed at make the experience tolerable for all participants, rather than being so aggressive
with the whole industry of STR's. A few bad apples doesn't ruin the whole bunch.
My family's primary residence has our STR attached to the property. We spent the money on our home
5 years ago knowing that the only way we could afford it would be with the STR income. We may have
to sell the house if our STR is taken away, and in our neighborhood, it would likely be a second
homeowner that would purchase it.
Look at all options. Breck is already reducing 50%. There need to be options for other areas outside of
Breck. Over time that is less rooms for rent which will negatively impact the local economy.
I think Summit County should designate, acquire and build housing in certain areas as low pricing
housing where the price on resell can not increase or only increase at a designated percentage per
Summit County. The buyer would have to be a resident. Green Valley housing out by DIA is an example.
Yes, there has been issues but you can learn from those lessons they have experience in low income
housing.
The last question did not have an option for the limit should be higher and had two options for the limit
should be lower?
There should not be a limit anyway. All that will happen is that the STRs will max out their dates and
charge more for visitors to stay. Supply and demand.
The county should not expect the individual homeowners to provide workforce housing. This should be
done with partnerships between the county and business owners as well as the resorts! Your lack of
planning should not be the problem of a few owners but spread to all. Increase property tax or add a

transfer tax and build some workforce housing. Not just income qualified for purchase. This is a resort
county. There should be some rentals for the many workers who come for the season and leave. This is
not an STR issue. It’s a planning issue. It needs to be resolved but the burden shouldn’t be borne by the
few. Everyone should pitch in. I’d like to see that data where fewer STRs doesn’t drive up prices and
creates more LTRs.
How about incentives for to people who own property in SC that live in other states and don’t want to
use their home at all to rent long term? How about creating a mobile home community with income
qualified rents? The hotel housing was brilliant and a win/win! How about trying to create solutions not
penalize a few. It’s just so wrong.
Bottom line SC is a tourist destination and it is the basis of our economy. It is ridiculous to consider
restricting access of the tourists that come here (and spend time and money here) to maintain our
economy. There are ways to enforce the peaceful enjoyment of our lovely corner of the world without
imposing unfair and in my opinion "unlawful" restrictions on property rights to maintain our lifestyle.
On that last question, does Summit County regulate the length of stays at resort-owned properties,
hotels, shared vacation or timeshares?!? This is so obviously playing into Vail resorts and big chain
hotels that can’t compete in price or experience to well run Airbnbs and VRBO’s.
As an STR owner, I enjoy seeing pictures of moose, or rainbows, or snow angels that my guests send to
me. They get a chance to experience mountain life like we do, and I love sharing that experience with
them. By hosting a neighborhood STR, I’m able to provide the opportunity for a family to visit outside
the resort areas, providing incredible financial opportunities to the whole community, from the crepe
shop to the little breweries outside of town. The current attempts by the County to control what is
essentially the normal activities of a RESORT COMMUNITY (in the form of STRs), whether in the
immediate vicinity of the resorts, or in the beautiful outlying zones (neighborhood overlays), represent a
financial taking by the county of the property values that were in place at the time of purchase. Further,
these property values should be preserved by allowing the transfer of a STR license to any future owner
of the property, as long as those owners comply with the terms of the license. The past STR permit
process was a good faith effort to create guidelines for the safe operation of STRs (smoke detectors,
parking limits, and occupancy limits), but the license terms have simply gone too far, limiting the
number of nights (to 135), and throwing up unnecessary barriers to transactions that are normal for this
type of community. Additionally, the current license fees are far in excess the cost of reviewing and
granting those licenses. Properties, like mine, carefully purchased in the past or even those handed
down from the previous generations, are those that live in our hearts, and are the basis for family
memories and experiences. Being able to enjoy those carefully purchased and maintained properties
through the cost off-setting provided by STRs strengthens the communal aspect of being a 2nd
homeowner. We love sharing our home and providing the opportunity for those new guests to fall in
love with the real Breckenridge and Summit County. They come back over and over, and are a benefit to
the overall community both in what they bring emotionally, but financially to the county. Please don’t
pursue further restrictions, as ultimately you could be restricting the ability of the community to
diversify and grow.
There are basically (3) issues we are having to deal with as one of the most popular destination summer
and winter resorts in the United States. Availability of Long-Term housing, Overcrowding from cars on
our roads and people walking up and down our main streets and managing abuses caused by short-term

rental use. I don't believe that limiting the number of STR's effectively addresses any of these issues. All
three issues are unique and they need to be addressed but they need to be addressed individually.
Please stop the destruction of the county by greedy str's. Use zoning laws, residential zoning does not
mean hotels and lodging. Ban outdoor hot tubs. Ban fire pits. Limit occupancy to five unrelated people.
Charge greater fees , use funds to pay for affordable housing and STR rule enforcement.
Noise is the most pervasive problem. Don't manage an owners right to do business in the USA. Manage
the problems associated with that owners clientele, noise, parking, trash, noise time of day and other
inconsiderate actions that paying guest think is acceptable but is not. Bottom Line: Rules and
Consequences. As a resident and owner with a long term ADU I must comply to ALL Rules and
Consequences, why don't those owners? I have existing STR's in front of my home and another behind
my home. BOTH present the same two problems to my family, noisy at all times, especially at night and
lighting is not dark sky compliant.
42 Years at Home in Summit
We have lived here in our quiet, private place on Baldy for over 20 years. Over 30 years ago we bought
this property because we thought it would remain "above the fray". Now, however, we are an island in
a sea of STR's that, often, have no regard for the privacy (coming up our private roads) and the
environment (trash, building fires, fireworks). STR's have turned our little piece of paradise into just
another Disneyland destination.
This is a really tough topic. Please continue to incentivize and encourage deed restricted workforce
housing. Our 30 unit condo complex at Copper has four workforce units, which works very well.
I don't view STRs as inherently bad.
I think limits within certain neighborhoods should be implemented, but what I would like to see is high
tax rates on people/companies who own and short-term-rent multiple properties in the county.
Specific neighborhoods should be designated as no STR's -- for example the Giberson Preserve
Please consider for locals who need to be able to rent some each month or a collective of a few months
if there is an emergency and we have to leave to take care of an elderly parent who lives out of state.
This is not a black and white issue and just because one person doesn’t like someone who has to str
doesn’t mean that they should have power over their lives that could destroy them.
I understand the difference of trying to stop them or slow them as investment properties only but what
is being proposed screws the people like me who live here and had to turn down a chance at a life long
dream of a part time job for two months due to I would lose my house if I left. Not to mention people
suffering from extreme depression due to being stuck in the county afraid to lose their home or
someone who needs to leave to take care of someone else for some time due to medical reasons.
Think outside the box. Please don’t just be what most of us think the government typically is. Just some
soulless entity that can’t see past their nose.
Thank you.

Though I strongly dislike STR, there is a need for them. I think they should be kept in resorts, limited STR
in town propers (ie Frisco, Breck, Dillon and Silverthorne) unincorporated neighborhoods should have
STR’s removed and efforts focused on housing for local workforce.
I hope you will support true homeowners in both using and sharing their homes with visitors to the
county. My second home in Dillon for 29 years has allowed my family to enjoy the recreation and
support businesses in the county while renting it approximately 10 times a year has allowed me to
maintain my property . We hope to spend our retirement years full time at our property. Please consider
people like us when creating more rules.
This is a popular resort area and second home area. Most things should favor STRs. If there are certain
neighborhoods where there are almost all full time residents, STRs can me minimized a little but also
that can just be done through the HOA's as opposed to government regulation.
Absolute terrible plans for the whole county. This has done and will do nothing in the future for longterm rentals. Look at all of the other failed attempts across CO.
STRs have ruined the local community in Summit County. As a full time, working, 28 year round resident,
I can't afford to live or buy anyplace in Summit County. STRs have made it impossible to find affordable
long term housing and the "work force" housing is unattainable for someone who has lived here for any
long period of time. People
I do not think STRs should be in effect for Keystone resort areas.
Keep STR in keystone resort area.
I believe we should also have a cap on the number of STR units a single individual can maintain. For
instance, Atlanta's new rules look interesting: https://www.11alive.com/article/news/local/thousandsof-airbnbs-short-term-rentals-could-disappear-from-atlanta/85-4561ec4c-d051-40f1-b7264d8deb46ff09
In about 6 months our town and county, thanks to our elected officials, has been sent into a tailspin of
mistrust, economic upheaval [wait until the 3rd and 4th quarter real estate numbers come out],
depression, and negativity. There have been hours and hours of suggestions made by the great
population and all suggestions have fallen on deaf ears. Breck Council and the Board of Commissioners
are picking winners and losers and frankly I don't think any member is qualified to make STR and other
decisions that affect all of our lives. Our community is not fun to be in anymore...it is a political
mess/disaster. STR, workforce housing, long term rentals, and "downtown corridor" beauty are ALL
SEPARATE, UNRELATED ISSUES. Separate each issue and address. Sorry to be negative but Council and
Commissioners you have brought this ugly situation on yourselves and even worse, our governance is
subpar.
First, please provide a summary of the results from this survey on the website, in the paper and provide
a podcast explaining how you plan to address the results.
Silverthorne is has experienced growth too rapidly and without adequate consideration of the
unintended consequences of earlier decisions. The traffic situation at the off ramp of I-70 is only one
more accident from a tragedy. Please consider outside expert evaluation of how to manage events such

as this last year, train the police to do root cause analysis of events and work toward continually
improvement. Much of this traffic is driven by STRs
I have owned multiple rental properties in various states during the last 20 years, both long and shortterm. I am generally opposed to government telling its citizens what they can or cannot do with their
property. Rent or not rent, rent long or short term, how long to rent...all should be for the
homeowner/taxpayer to decide, especially in Breckenridge and Summit County where house rentals,
and specifically, short-term house rentals, have been an established practice for decades.
I also understand and respect the responsibility of local government to establish and enforce standards
in order to maintain the peace, security and overall well-being of the community. But I have to ask, what
are the problems identified by Breckenridge and other towns in Summit County in the last 5 years that
are directly attributable to STRs, and negatively impacting the community's well-being? Noisy and unruly
houseguests disturbing the peace? A newfound lack in affordable long-term rentals for mountain
workers due to conversion to STR? Surely there are solutions to issues such as these that do not infringe
upon property owner's rights.
I dare say the number of non-permanent-resident homeowners vastly outnumbers the number of
permanent-resident homeowners in Breckenridge and Summit County overall. In my particular
neighborhood of 20 homes, I estimate 2 to be permanent residents, 6 to be short-term rentals and 12 to
be second homes that are not rented. I have to also ask...what is the difference between a homeowner
who uses their own property only occasionally, and the short-term renter? Both are essentially visitors.
If the answer is the homeowners are good neighbors because they are vested in their homes and known
in the neighborhood, while some short-term renters do not behave and are a nuisance to the neighbors,
why can't the solution be to enforce acceptable standards when the need arises rather than restrict
rentals overall?
Just a thought, and I'm guessing it has already been discussed, but if an increase in STRs has, in fact,
resulted in a decrease in available and sorely-needed affordable long-term rentals, why not find a way to
incentivize homeowners to convert their properties to long-term rentals rather than restricting them?
Why not use increased revenue from the additional STR licensing/taxation, or establish a local tax that
will be predominantly paid by visitors, to subsidize new long-term housing projects?
As a final thought, I'll say I truly think having only two rigid overlay zones is insufficient for Summit
County to meet the goals outlined by the BOCC. At the least, the Neighborhood Overlay Zone should
have sub-areas that are treated more in line with the Resort Overlay Zone, with the same lack of
restrictions on STRs.
Do not take away my short term rental!!!!!!!
Goal should be to make more units available to local workforce. Not to have more empty houses while
working families / people sleep in their cars. Remove limits on rental days, houses shouldn’t be empty.
But reduce total number of units dedicated to STR.
STRs should be taxed at a commercial tax rate sin e they are in effect, a business.
We have owned our home for 26 years. We have allowed guests to use it under rules similar to what
are in place with the STRs., i.e., common sense and being a good neighbor. We don't have a hot tub

and in the evenings, our guests use the deck or stay inside so there's no noise which would disrupt our
neighborhood. Many people who own a second home in Summit County do not use it all the time, but
do desire to use it on occasion; thus, with a long term rental, that just would not happen.
Allowing STRs makes home ownership for some people more affordable. We look typically at seasonal
rentals vs. shorter stays, but we have never had a problem with our guests or neighbors. They have
always been respectful of the neighborhood.
Thank you for asking for feedback!
STRs are good for the local business owners and the tax base. Why not build affordable housing and
prohibit those from sub lease? Or build apartments.
Why would you want less visitors to a resort community? I am baffled by how anyone thinks these
restrictions are good for anything. You want less business? You want less tax revenue?
Are restaurant servers and baristas really going to buy $1M+ homes on peak 8 or Blue River?
It is a very complicated subject and there is always an effect from choices that are made. I would
suggest taking it slow and trying different things and seeing if it makes a difference. I know in my
neighborhood there is an owner that has 3 or maybe more ST rental homes this should not be allowed.
One street in my neighborhood is nothing but ST rentals which is should not be this way. I have
neighbors on all sides of me that ST rent and the big parties that start at 10 pm because there are so
many people staying in the home is not good. I think spreading out where the homes are located in
each neighborhood, limiting rental nights, limiting the number of people that can be living there and
taking licenses away for people that are always getting complaints is a good way to start the process. I
think also that accessory apts should be allowed again in peoples homes with some regulations. This is a
really good way of helping locals help locals by having a lock off unit in their home. As I say when the
county took this away from homeowners it really hurt the long term rental market. I hope we can find a
solution and please stop allowing any more Time Share buildings to be built!!!
There’s plenty of condos and hotels for tourist, keep neighborhoods for locals who need housing.
As a healthcare provider who depends on short term rentals for me to help staff hospitals in small towns
I am against limiting the rentals people need it for work for tourism and homeowners need it for income
there should be no limits
STRs are fine in places that are not family neighborhoods with full time residents. Resort condos that
are used to having noises make sense to have STRs, but single family home neighborhoods like Elk Run
and Elk Crossing in the Keystone area, should have more restrictions on STRs. They are ruining the
neighborhood atmosphere and causing friction amongst neighbors how live here full time and people
buying 100% investment properties and never actually live here. Please update your zoning to be more
granular and don't put all Keystone neighborhoods into the Resort Zone.
Regarding the limit on STR durations, anything over 4 days does not matter. The issue is with the 1-4 day
rentals, a VERY small percentage of STR owners are renting for more than 5 days.
Put a moratorium on new construction of STR complexes.

Renting a room in our house has been really helpful in paying our mortgage and other bills but without
the impact of someone living with us. This is not lucrative endeavor in that we can't quit our day jobs. It
is making living and working in Summit County less financially stressful.
Say no to STRs, horrible to live near one
Resort areas should not be limited. These areas were never meant to be long-term residences. Limiting
them will only push the rentals back to the large corporations, which will decrease competition and raise
prices.
more regulation will impact the ability of people to own and the value which will impact property taxes.
I think if the focus was done to establish true neighborhood zones versus areas in town limits that really
depend on STR and tourism to create areas like currently along Airport road on the north side of town
and then all the Placer Flats area West of Hwy 9 on the north side of town to really continue to develop
with smaller neighborhoods around parks and small homes and townhouses (instead of allowing more
multi-million development projects) to have that be a family friendly more local area that's on bus
routes and close walkable to town that would really enhance the blend of the town versus just trying to
force local workforce housing into condo and townhouse units that were specifically built for mainly
rental and secondary living accommodations.
When I purchased my home in 2016 STRs were not allowed in my neighborhood, per our covenant.
Since the county changed the restrictions on STRs my neighborhood is less of a community and we have
to deal with the noise and parking issues, Since STRs are a "business" they should be charged a
corporate tax rate rather then a homeowner. Also since many STRs are owned and run by LLCs I can't
express my concerns directly to them like I would if it was a full time resident who sometimes rented
out their home. I also couldn't find anything in the STR information on the county website that relates
to number of complaints to the hotline before something is done regarding the license.
People are people -whether they own or rent long term or short term they are who they are. We have
long term renters next door to our summit county property and they smoke pot all the time and are
drunk a lot of the time, and bang on our door and it has been crazy getting the landlord to get new
renters - even the hoa is involved - if this were a Short term rental and we had different people
periodically it would be a lot nicer to live next door to this unit - I think it’s a big generalization to say
that a short term renter who has a security deposit and incentive to treat the property nicely is frankly
better than the long term neighbors we have who don’t care about anything , have decided they won’t
get their security deposit back so who cares what they do, and have made the landlord intimidated to
remove them that are the problem - so I don’t think you fix the issue of affordability by saying one type
of renter or owner or pet or color paint or whatever it is is a problem people are people
I think limiting the number of STRs is not going to help achieve the goal of affordable housing. It would
make it very difficult for a number of people to keep their houses as they count on this money to help
offset costs. With gas prices more than doubling it is very expensive to not only purchase but also
maintain a house in Summit County. If you limited the number of days to 90-120 that you can rent out
it removes the investment portion of the home but allows people to bring in revenue and keep their
home.
Please see my comments previously.

existing homeowner property rights should not be curtailed by STR
New construction with str limitations are fair
Areas of restricted STRs need to be more strategic. Our property was placed in restricted area and it is
pretty much ski in/ski out. Sure, nice to have w a restriction, but unrealistic. They will be inherently
expense.
Summit County thrives due to tourism. There are not enough hotels to support the traffic volume. Many
tourists prefer to stay in a STR instead of a hotel anyway. Property owners who purchased several years
ago based on the premise that they could do what they wish with their property, including renting it and
using it as a hybrid model; or renting it exclusively. You are taking away their rights by restricting the
number of STRs you approve each year. I understand that there is a lower income housing shortage, but
as many of these roles are seasonal, perhaps consider building housing for these workers in less
premium locations as where the STRs are located. Build dorm style or small apartments or something,
but restricting the freedoms of one subset of the population to *in theory* assist another subset is
discrimination in housing practices. And restricting STRs will restrict tourism, which will then decrease
the revenue that Summit County receives in sales tax, property tax, STR tax, along with the amount of
money being spent and local restaurants, stores, venues, etc. Are you trying to regress? Because this
"solution" is not solving the problem, it is only creating a new problem. Quit trying to over-regulate and
intermingle one problem with a completely separate process.
Resort areas should have lower fees. I was ok with a $75 fee. I realize there are administrative costs.
One year later it is $265, and there are discussions for further regulations, maybe increased fees. Keep
in mind that I have had a STR long before there was any regulation, and never had a problem.
Government overreach, and money grab?
I understand the importance of the issue. It is important to balance the interests. If the tourist industry
is throttled, there will be less restaurants and other tourist businesses, and less jobs. You will have only
the upper class with homes that don't patron these businesses as the tourists do. Copper struggles to
have businesses continue, especially in the summer when tourism is low.
Summit county has always been a welcoming , beautiful vacation spot. People come up from Denver for
long weekends, enjoy the majesty and go home to work. They do not live here for a variety of reasons.
America was founded on personal freedom and the right to chose. Honestly, I do not know where this
line of thought is coming from. People coming into" your community" with money should be applauded
not harassed with more crazy rules and senseless, selfish regulations. Why would you kill the real
estate, rental market and locals involved in these businesses loose their jobs? I think the "powers to be"
should rethink this initiative.
All owners of property should be able to vote on these matters, not just full time or majority time
residents. If I own the property I should have equal say as someone who is full time resident. No
taxation without representation!!!!!
I struggled to get into the fair market housing game as a single male summit county school teacher,
making a meager 60k, but I did it. I was motivated, worked many side jobs, didnt have any handouts
and busted my ass. I now own 3 properties because I earned it. Sadly the county is playing catch up
with the str game and trying to penalize hard working locals like me. I want locals here, but I have zero

tolerance for freeloaders which is a bulk of the transient community in summit. I’m not interested in
offering my nice property to a bunch of weed smoking out of state seasonal kids so they can trash my
hard work. I have invested soo much in this community, and its time some others pick up the slack. I’m
already taxed out beyond what is acceptable. Tax Vail resorts and place the burden on them, they have
the financing, instead of placing the load on school teachers.
First, STR regulations should be limited to units units that cost less than one million dollars.
Second, I prefer to let the market operate on its own, without government intervention. If workforce
can't afford to live here, then they don't come here. Once a shortage of employees occurs from that,
then the local companies will have to raise their wages and their prices, which will put the economics
where they should be, on the businesses to pay higher wages and the tourists to pay more for their
goods and services, rather than sliding their fun cost on to local owners. See my previous notes on
transferring the costs to those who already make the biggest profits from low wages.
If you have to regulate, think of regulations that put more of the burden for solving employee housing
on Vail Associates and Copper, to provide on site, in close housifavorable. their seasonal employees (not
just some). Such would also be very environmentally favorible...GREEN favorible.
Last, just transfer the economic burden to those big businesses who profit most from it.
When you are done with this survey please be certain to share all of the raw data. Your initial warning
on the front page indicates that you will be editing responses
As I previously said, there should be stronger regulation of STRs to mitigate the impacts on full and part
time residents. The county should adopt an ordinance that if the police are called to a property for a
third time within a two year period, the license is revoked and cannot be renewed for a year. We must
put the onus on the owners and their agents to control the visitors/short term renters. From what I
read in the Summit Daily letters to the editor their are too many instances of the renters disturbing the
quality of life of the full and part time residents. I believe this is where the county should focus its
efforts. Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.
I know that this is a hard problem for the board to try and solve, and I appreciate the effort going into
the process. We own a second home in Summit County and are not able to visit as often as we would
like. Ironically, we're interested in STR for our property because if we can defray some costs then we
would take off work more and visit more often.
When we owned resort condos, we rented our studio for 4 years to local workers, knowing we would
make less money than through STR, but wanting to give back to the community. A tax credit or stipend
would have been appreciated, as we had to repair and replace extensively at a cost beyond the security
deposits.
Now, living in a locals only neighborhood with no STRs, the sense of community is much stronger. The
deed restricted houses go directly to friends of the owners without going on the market because the
demand is so strong for this housing. We need more communities like Wellington/Lincoln Park.
Please do something to protect our local community. It’s too late for us but there are still people here
trying to make it worthwhile. Shit or get off the pot. Get the visitors out of our neighborhoods or we will
get you out of our county.

The final question is confusing. The limit should be a smaller number. The current limit is too high.
Should be around 45-50.
The cost of the license should reflect how many people can stay in the str
Please lower the limit of nightly stays to 30.
Free market and STR interference stifles economic growth and reduces property ownership rights.
Housing shortages should be alleviated through additional housing developments in outlying affordable
areas, not directly in the heart of tourist destinations. Vail Resorts should be mandated to build and
provide employee dormitories in affordable outlying areas of Summit County with bus services to-andfrom the ski lifts. Funding will ultimately come via higher lift prices paid by tourists and skiers.
Property owners who argue that they should be able to do what they want with their property, including
rent out short term, with no regulation or oversight are wrong. But the proposal to directly take away
value from property owners who paid a price for their properties that was, in part, based on the
potential to have a STR is also wrong.
STR are bad for summit county; i am in favor of regulations to help the average summit county resident
find an affordable place to live
We live in Denver and love Summit County. We want to retire here in a few years but we have jobs in
Denver currently, and need the STR revenue to be able to afford our Summit County home. We come
up all the time and feel like part of the community.
Thank you for taking the time to hear all sides and for your efforts in community planning
STRs are a convenient subject to point at but the issue that needs to be addressed is housing
affordability and availability. Significantly more, denser, housing is likely the real long-term solution. It
needs to be easier/more affordable to build housing in Summit.
STR have ruined our home and destroyed our quality of life
Thank you very much Summit County for addresses this huge problem. This should have been done 10
years ago but we are here now. Please do everything you can to stop or slow the STRs because our small
local community is being slowly destroyed. I don't know of 1 person in the county that is currently happy
with all the increases in traffic, noise/parking complaints, residential trash everywhere, the cost of rent
and homes, getting out of work late because we cant find help then cant eat dinner because restaurants
close early because they cant find workers. This happens more than one would like. Every single person I
know is planning on leaving the county because of this problem, including numerous people that work
directly with the county. STR are going to happen but please keep them to the resorts and out of our
local neighborhoods!
Being able to help make money and cut expenses from expensive real estate that was purchased here
should be a basic property right
By limiting the number of STRs in the neighborhood overlay zone, you are penalizing individual property
owners who need the supplemental income in order to have a home in the county. At the same time,
these regulations allow large corporate resort/condo owners to monopolize the vacation rental market
due to the reduction in competition. My STR is used for personal use in the summers and rented

primarily during ski season. I have neighbors on both sides that reside in Texas as well and are primarily
in the county during the summer. We only have one full time resident on our street, so it's hard to
argue that someone using my property is disturbing or changing the dynamic our our neighborhood. If
the goal is increase the number of homes for the local workforce, these regulations will not accomplish
that goal. I've wanted to own a mountain home since my college days, but I had to work for 25 years
until I could afford one. There seems to be an implied belief that every local worker is entitled to live
close to town. I live in Houston, TX and most commutes are an hour to two hours from the suburbs to
downtown. People sacrifice a long commute in order to have affordable housing. There are multiple
housing options in nearby counties that are much more affordable; however, they are not near as
convenient. I understand the desire to accommodate the local workforce, but let free markets
determine the proper direction, i.e. if it costs more to live in Summit County, then employers need to
pay more and subsequently increase the costs of good and services to visitors. Let the market correct
the imbalance.
This is a very complex issue and as an owner of a second home in Summit County that we love coming to
but that we also do rent out short term, I see both sides. Any solution will have an impact on property
owners, locals and businesses. I appreciate that you are soliciting this feedback.
Set the limit at 20
STR's in my opinion have turned our community into Disneyland. Gone are the days when you know
your neighbors. It's sad to see so many people forced to leave the community because they lost their
housing and cannot obtain new housing. It's sad to see the influx of remote workers, who contribute
little to our community. It's sad to see out of state tourists not abiding to our rules on the trails and our
speed limits on the roads. Something has gotten change to preserve the community.
I just hope it doesn't continue to ruin our community and rip apart our workforce.
Given the focus in neighborhood zones continues to be on complaints and compatibility, I really think
this should be taken into account as part of any changes to STR regulations and operations, as the folks
who actively and properly manage their STRs should not be penalized by outliers who don't. These
outliers should be removed from the system to support the desired harmony and balance.
Our house is either rented or used by our family and friends almost all year round. Whether there is
rental income being collected during those nights or not, the house is being used in the same capacity.
The only meaningful difference is that the town of silverthorne is losing tax dollars by limiting the nights
our house can be rented. The house is used either way. It seems that people are under the impression
that if the number of nights a house can be rented is limited, the house will be vacant and quiet. That’s
just not the case. In addition, when you drive around you can more easily spot the houses that are
owner occupied, as they have more stuff outside. STR homes are better kept on the exterior and
cleaner.
My STR allows my brother and I to visit a place we grew up and both love. We wouldn’t be able to stay
connected to the community from our childhood without it.
I am currently looking at property in unincorporated Summit County near Montezuma. This is not a
residential neighborhood where "locals" live - it's primarily undeveloped land in a more "backcountry"
area. We want to use it primarily as a second home but would like to be able to rent it in order to offset

property & building costs. I think that the "neighborhood zones" should be more defined to specify
areas where there have been complaints or there is existing neighborhood character to preserve. Or/in
addition, STRs should be available to all at a lower number of days per year so that homeowners can
offset the rising property prices. For example, I'd be perfectly happy to have a 60 day cap on STRs given
my use case. This would keep properties from being purchased solely as STRs but still allow
homeowners to offset some costs. I'd like to rent out a home over holiday weeks/weekends and then
be able to enjoy it other times of the year!
The night limit should be 15
Any residential neighborhood with no infrastructure (dirt roads), septic system, well water (therefore no
sidewalks, no access to public transportation) should not be in the rental pool OR treated like primary
residence. These neighborhoods do not have the infrastructure in place to sustain commercial rental
operations. Those who live in these neighborhoods are being asked to sacrifice their water supply, trash
removal, pedestrian safety (dirt roads, no sidewalk, renters speeding/don't know blind corners) for short
term rentals. Primary Homeowner rentals would have less impact on these neighborhoods. Thank you.
The final question is confusing. The number of nights allowed should be lower.
Make the limit 20 nights per year
The last question has two options that are the same: The limit is too high, and the limit should be lower.
I think you meant to change the second question to 'the limit should be higher'. The best way to balance
the competing needs of tourism and community when it comes to STRs is to allow all households to rent
a set number of nights- 135 is a great number. Then, issue STR permits that are good for more nights
(365) on a lottery basis and have them expire after 2-3 years. That way some property owners don't
'win' while others ' lose'. There will be more long-term rentals but the county can still create room for
tourists.

STR REGULATIONS: TIMELINE AND CURRENT MORATORIUM
Timeline
 Dec. 2018: STR Regulations Adopted
- Summit County along with all of the Towns adopted STR
regulations that went into effect in 2019.
- These regulations made no distinction between the resorts and
neighborhoods in Summit County, had high occupancy
standards, and initiated a permitting system to administer
STRs.

 Dec. 2021: Current Regulations Adopted
- Established STR Overlay Zones, distinguishing the resorts from the
neighborhoods, and License Types, including a Type I or primary
resident license.
- The main regulatory tool to mitigate the impacts of STRs in the
Neighborhood Overlay Zone is a maximum rental 135 nights.

Trends Leading up to the Moratorium
While the county values the economic benefits of STRs, the following
trends documenting the growth of STRs in the NOZ prompted the BOCC to
adopt a moratorium on new STR licenses in the NOZ.
Cumulative STR Licenses

STR Approvals in Unincorporated Summit County

*As of May 22, 2022

*As of May 22, 2022

2022*

2021

2020

Total STRs
Resort OZ

4,616
61%

4,367
62%

3,765
65%

Neighborhood OZ

39%

38%

35%

STR Approvals by Year
2022*
Breakdown

2022*

2021

2020

Resort OZ

104

40%

55%

65%

Neighborhood OZ

60%
8%
92%
0%

45%

35%

Total

155
13
142
0
259

Average Applications
Rec'd / Week

13.6

NOZ - Type I
NOZ - Type II
NOZ - Type III

Real Estate Transactions
and STR Licenses
Year

% of Transactions Obtaining an STR
License After the Sale

2nd Half 2020

29%

2nd Half 2021

39%

- Of primary concern to the BOCC is the increasingly higher proportional
growth of STRs in the NOZ compared to the ROZ..

 May 2022: STR License Moratorium in the NOZ
- The BOCC approved a 9-month moratorium in response to trends STR Complaints: The NOZ accounts for 90% of all complaints.
concerning the growth and impacts of STRs in the Neighborhood
Overlay Zone.

- This data indicates a tension between traditional residential uses and
STRs in the Neighborhood Overlay Zone.

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022
Take the STR Questionnaire

CURRENT STR REGULATIONS
Take the STR Questionnaire

The current regulations were approved in December of
2021 establishing STR Overlay Zones and License Types.
The primary tool to mitigate the growth and impacts of STRs in the
Neighborhood Overlay Zone is a limit of 135 nights rental per year.

STR Overlay Zones:
The Resort Overlay Zone includes the resort areas of Keystone, Copper,
Tiger Run, and the unincorporated portion of Summit County surrounding
the base of Breckenridge Ski Area.



The Neighborhood Overlay Zone includes the rest of unincorporated
Summit County outside of the Resort Overlay Zone.



STR License Types:
In the Resort Overlay Zone STRs obtain a Resort License; the
regulations in the ROZ have not changed since initially adopted in 2018.



In the Neighborhood Overlay Zone the occupancy provisions are more
restrictive than the ROZ and there are 3 license types:





A Type I License is a primary resident license to allow locals to STR a
bedroom an unlimited number of nights per year or the entire unit 60
nights per year.



A Type II License limits the number of nights an STR may be rented a
maximum of 135 nights per year.



A Type III License allows unlimited rental; however, many properties in
the Neighborhood Overlay Zone do not meet the minimum standards to
apply for a CUP for this license type.
In May of 2022, the BOCC determined that these regulations were not
sufficiently slowing the growth and mitigating the impacts of STRs in
the NOZ and approved a moratorium on new STRs in the NOZ.

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONER’S GOALS
The BOCC established the following goals to shape
the new STR regulations:
1. Local Workforce Housing: Maintain the housing stock
that exists for locals; develop regulations that prioritize and
preserve long-term rentals and locally owned housing units.
2. Neighborhood Character: Create long-lasting STR
regulations that preserve the historic, long-term residential
character of Summit County’s neighborhoods and recognize
the differing nature of the resort areas.
3. Reduce Conflicts: Identify areas where STRs conflict
with the primary residential uses established in the traditional
neighborhoods and adopt regulations that reduce impacts
and mitigate changes due to STRs.

4. Balance: Summit County has always been a resort
community; regain the balance between local residents, nonSTR second homes, and STRs.
5. Clear Regulations: Adopt regulations that are straightforward, easy to understand, and easily enforceable.

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022

Take the STR Questionnaire

STR REGULATIONS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Since the rise of vacation rental sites like Airbnb in the mid 2010s,
most resort communities have adopted STR regulations.
Summit County Government, as well as the incorporated towns, initially
adopted STR regulations that went into effect in 2019. Since then, many of
the towns have either revised, or are currently in the process of revising
their STR regulations:
 Breckenridge instituted higher licensing fees and approved a cap on STRs and is in the process of
finalizing percentage limits on STRs in different zones
 Frisco is considering a cap to limit STRs
 Silverthorne is considering a cap to limit STRs
 Dillon recently approved revisions to their regulations instituting occupancy limits and a parking fee
structure

In recent years, other jurisdictions have instituted the following regulations:
 Establishing a limit, or cap, on the number of STRs:
– Salida, CO: Cap on the number of STRs by zone district
– Estes Park, CO: Cap on the number STRs in residential zone districts, no limit in commercial
zone districts
– Crested Butte, CO: Limit STRs to certain zone districts, and allow no more than 30% of the
housing in those zones to receive STR licenses
 Only

allowing primary residence STRs:

– Crested Butte, CO: Primary-residence STRs are not subject to the cap
– Denver, CO: Only primary-residence STRs are allowed
 Prohibiting

STRs in certain overlay zones:

– Steamboat Springs, CO: STRs are prohibited in the largest overlay zone within the town
 Limiting

STRs by a maximum number of nights rental:

– Boulder County, CO: Maximum of 60 nights rental per year
– Salida, CO: Maximum of 185 nights rental per year
– Mountain View, CA: Maximum of 90 nights rental per year

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022
Take the STR Questionnaire

POTENTIAL REGULATION CHANGES
Take the STR Questionnaire

Please review the BOCC’s goals that will shape the new
regulations; with those goals in mind, provide input on the
following options, or provide a suggestion:
1) Establish a cap, or limit, on the number of STR licenses?
- Should the cap be countywide, by overlay zone, by basin?
- Should this be a percentage of the housing units or a hard number?

2) Segment the Neighborhood Overlay Zone into two zones, one that is
more and one that is less restrictive for STRs.
- What characteristics should differentiate the two zones?

3) Only allow Type I (primary resident) STRs in certain neighborhoods.
- Which neighborhoods should be considered?

4) Institute spacing or distance requirements between STRs.
- Should there be a distance between STRs—1 per block face, 1 per 500’ radius?

5) Lower the occupancy limits.
- In the NOZ the regulations allow 2 guests per bedroom / loft +2 additional guests; should lofts
count as bedrooms?

6) Modify the limitation on number of nights an STR may rent.
- The current limit for a Type II license in the NOZ is 135 nights, is this too high, too low, or should
there not be a limit?

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022

COMPLAINT TYPES AND LOCATIONS
Take the STR Questionnaire

In the fall of 2021, the STR licensing ordinance took effect allowing for
streamlined enforcement to complaints.
The tables below summarize valid STR complaints since November 2021:
Noise (49%) and parking (30%)

% of Total

Total (Nov. 2021—July
2022)

Complaints

Noise

69

49%

Parking

43

30%

Noise complaints are the most

Trash

13

9%

Renting w/o Active License

7

5%

common in neighborhoods with
older multi-family buildings.

Over Occupancy

10

7%

Total

142

100%

Complaints by Type

comprise the majority of STR
complaints.

STR Complaints by Location
Neighborhood

2022 STR
Units Total

% of Total
STRs

% of Total
Complaints

Complaint % of Total Notices /
Total
Warmings

% of Total
Violations /
Citations

Basin

Mesa Cortina

30

Neighborhood Overlay Zone
1%
1%
2

Wildernest

630

14%

24%

34

28%

5%

Lower Blue

Lower Blue Other

52

1%

3%

4

3%

5%

Lower Blue

Dillon Valley

147

3%

5%

7

3%

18%

Summit Cove

89

2%

6%

8

6%

5%

Snake River
Snake River

Unincorporated Frisco
Silver Shekel
Peak 7
French Gulch
Breckenridge Heights
Overlook Bunker Hill
Woodmoor
Breckenridge Park Estates
Gold King/ Bekkedal/ River Park
Valley of the Blue
Alpine Breckenridge Tordal
Quandary

14
42
138
45
42
53
195
21
55
56
32
42

0%
1%
3%
1%
1%
1%
4%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%

0%
6%
20%
2%
5%
0%
11%
0%
3%
1%
0%
3%

0%
5%
36%
0%
0%
0%
9%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%

Ten Mile
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue
Upper Blue

1%
12%
1%

0%
5%
5%

Ten Mile
Snake River
Upper Blue

87%
13%
100%

91%
9%
100%

Copper
Keystone
Tiger Run

768
1,947
127

Neighborhood Overlay Zone (NOZ)
Resort Overlay Zone (ROZ)

1,778
2,796
4,574

0%
0
6%
8
23%
32
1%
2
15%
21
0%
0
11%
15
0%
0
3%
4
1%
1
0%
0
3%
4
Resort Overlay Zone
17%
6%
8
42%
1%
2
3%
3%
4
Summary By Overlay Zone
39%
90%
128
61%
10%
14
100%
100%
142

0%

9%

Lower Blue

 90% of STR complaints occur in the Neighborhood Overlay Zone

STR OPEN HOUSE 2022

Location (basin)

Ten Mile

STR Open House - Suggestions

Comment (word for word)
Wish List: prioritize resident owned STRs and severly limit everything else, assertive limits to growth to counteract forceful development applications,
long term rental incentives, variances on accessory dwelling units, more drastic limitations that other resort towns have already implemented. THANK
YOU!
Distinctions betweeen owner STR use vs. homes purchased solely for purpose of STR. (short them hotel)
Absolutely cap STRlicenses and lower by attrition. Primary resident only STR. Lower occupancy. Charge higher for license. Tax hotel rates on STR in
NOZ.
I think that STRs should be capped at a % of residential units in the neighborhood overlay zones. I think that would be the most effective way to open
up or encourage more long term rentals for the workforce.
Instead of caps or Type I vs. Type II, let everyone, primary resident of not, rent for a reduced # of days (45? 60?) and let primary homeowners rent
additionally when sharing their home
1. Cap by zone - Wildernest should be higher limits. 6. Higher limits
I think you have to use all the tools you have identified. I think the neighborhoods should decide which pieces to put in place by neighborhood.
Definitely restrict the number of STR licenses, number of nights (<135) and have occupancy for square footage.
Have a transfer fee ($20,000.00) for a new owner to obtain a STR license. Put the $$ in a find to build or incentive work force housing. Limit # of
guests. Allow large homes to rent apartments (in law) - the County frowns upon it.
I would recommend @ 135 day STR license to be approved at the sale of a home in Summit County. If you restrict STRs the property values in Summit
County will plummet, the local businesses will suffer and new home owners will go elsewhere to purchase a second home.
Instead of caps, place a lower limit on nights one can STR for all residents. At 135 days, you can still rent the entire winter. 75-90 days may push out
those who only intend to STR and never live in the neighborhood.
1. If caps are used please allow homeowners (who have owned for years) to obtain a Type II license prior to cap regs going into place (maybe 60
days?), then achieve cap by attrition (similar to Town of Breck). 1. STR licenses should be transferable to children or in the case of divorce.
1. In any situation, primary residents shuld be allowed to rent w/o a cap. Current Type I seems appropriate; maybe 90 days (harsh winters!), so they
can afford to continue to live here.

Lower Blue

Grandfather in current STR permits so that permit can be transferred with sale and a transfer fee. Set # of additional permits per year.
Try to open up the market more. Is doing nothing an option?
If there does need to be a moratorium, suggest giving pirority and/or granting exemptions to in-state owners.
Only allow Type I in Resort Zones. Not neighborhoods! It erodes the quality of the hoods! Occupancy limits are BS. Neighborhoods are not for
businesses!
1) Capped at Overlay Zone (more closer to Resorts). 2) Neighborhood more restrictive.
Eliminate permits for primary residents.
1 Cap by zone. Percentage of housing. 2. I don't understand why you would separate the NOZ into two zones, that's too nit picky. 3.Would need more
time to study the zones. Mixed feelings on this one. 4. I like ht eidea of distance between rentals, but this seems complicated for future real estate
sales + STR applications. Keep it simple. 5. I care less about occupancy limits and more about vehicle limits, but this might be tough to enforce. 6. Too
high, maybe too hard to enforce. Making a night minimum stay 5-7 nights would probably make a bigger change. *Why until 2025 to comply with 135
night max??? That seems far too long. I doubt most properties book out that far.
Only allow STRs at the base areas of resorts. 60 night cap on all. Lower the number of licenses County wide. Wildernest is a disaster.

Upper Blue

Why limit the # of nights to 135 for STR? Is there a reason that justifies me not making more on my unit to afford the cost of living here?
Type 3 license in NOZ, distance requirement is helpful to prevent "businesses" in more condensed neighborhoods. Type 2 license, # days limit - too
high
Type 1 is a way to allow LOCALS to afford this area. You need us. Don't hurt us just to pacify your resorts. Lift the loratorium for Type 1 lcals, primary
residence STRs
Peak 7 Owner. I suggest an ordinance limiting hot tub usage to 10pm. Have it posted in house. No warnings and a $200 fine. This should help with
noise and is easy to do. It is also fair.
Do NOT grandfather STR licenses if we put a cap in place!!
Things that will help: 1. Establish a cap on # STR licenses by different zones (neighborhood). 2. Should just be on designation as neighborhood. Will
divide people if 2 zones. 3. Modify # nights rented on STR. 153 would be max # nights allowed.
The answer is not to limit the number of licenses or days, but to enforce the STR complaint system. i.e. If someone has X number of verified
complaints, they lose their license.
STR Limits: Establish STR limits as a percentage based in relation to the units of affordable housing needed
1. Mandatory rotation of licenses? Allowed only one year every 2 year time period? 2. Lower occupancy limits regardless of house size/# of bedrooms make 10 occupants for all. This would help mitigate the practice of overbuilding for rental purposes as well.
Please lift the moratorium usage for Type 1 licenses.
1. Do not establish CAPs on STR licenses for unincorporated County. It's my propoerty, not the County's. 2. Same 3. Allow Type 1 STRs in all
neighborhoods. 4. Do not legislate restrictions on STRs. My property, not the County's. 5. Do not lower occupancy limits. They are good as is. 6. My
property. Don't limit.
Potential Changes: 1. Cap by area where problem exists. 3. NO!! 4. NO 5. Yes, lower occupancy limits 6. 135 nights is fine! 2. ?

Snake River

I'm in favor of leaving the Resort Overlay Zone alone

STRs should be capped in unincorporated SC. Offer an optional, fixed-period buy-back program of STR licenses. Enveryone who doesn't particiapte by
X date is entered into a lottery and 4 permits/licenses are revoked. A deadline is given: no STR rentals allowed after 120 days to give people time to
sell/rent to locals/etc.
The number of parking spaces and square footage are appropriate for guiding occupancy limits.
It would be fair to have restrictions oriented towards new licenses, and to use attrition to bring in further restrictions.
Night caps less than 120 nights per year does make it difficult for 2nd home owners from the Front Range to have a viable 2nd home.
Revoke STR licenses for non-use; people holding + not using is not fair
Why is there a 135 night cap on Type II License - where did that number come from? - why not 120 or 150?
Occupancy limited to # parking spots
I would recommend an immeadiate allowance for a STR License to be transferrable to (by priority): 1. Local owner to Local owner when property is
sold. 2. Local woner to new in-state owner. 3. Local owner to out-of-state. 4. In-state owner to any buyer: 1st local, out-of-state least priority.
Primary residence STRs not subject to cap. Only allow 30% in a zone. (like Crested Butte)
1. No cap, at alol, any cap by neighborhood is discriminatory. 2. Zones are confusing and unfair to owners who purchased before zones existed. 3.
Disagree. 4. Spacing requirements: what does this achieve? 5. Hosts struggle to enforce this, how would County? 6. How is this limit enforced?
1. No cap please. 2. Creating two "zones" arbitrarily harms some homeowners. 3. Seems more ethical to just enforce against bad behavior, rather than
restricting property rights, i.e. fine for noise or parking violation, rather than censoring usage. 4. As a full time resident, I do not rent, but support the
right of others to do so because it's their property.
1. No cap for residents + voters here! Cap for non-residents + more in neighborhoods. 2. Historic use + local owner overlay/exception. 3. All for
primary residents who vote here - unlimited! 4. No. 5. Some people have more than 2 kids - HONOR current parking limits of condo units! 6. Residents
should have unlimited - it is out of state, non residents that should be limited. Focus on the problems - not overstepping.
5. Lofts should not count - keep current limits.
5. Square footage + parking is more appropriate.

Location (basin)
Ten Mile

STR Open House - General Comments

Comment (word for word)
How ironic that we not only have to accept this aggressive STR industry but we also have to supply the housing to support it…. I would
appreciate more discussion about traffic, infrastructure, and real Limits to Growth
How many noise, parking, etc complaints are received for homes that rent to Locals? I've had terrible experiences w/ neighbors "work force
housing" but ZERO for my neighbors who rent as STRs
Top of Wildernest is a primary short term rental area - Was desgined as such: no storage, no garages, club house, very few residents
Enforce existing ordinances of noise, parking, trash. Then no need for regulations!!!
These regulations distort the market. Although perhaps well intentioned they in effect pick winners and losers based on specious arguments.
Additionally, at the higher end thhey encourage vacant second homes, limiting the number of visitors at a tenuous time. Visits to Mtn Towns
are down and visits to Europe are up 400%. As Covid ends the market will shift again, perhaps drastically.
TO ME this all seems a lot of effort is going into legislation over what is basically neighborhood disputes. Government should leave these
discussions up to each neighborhood individually. All of this is a knee-jerk reaction to 2 very busy years that was due to the COVID shutdown people are not always going to inhabit the mountains the way they did then - the economy (national) will reverse this trend. It already is
happening. Leave people, property owners, ALONE! ENFORCE existing laws and please continue to welcome OUR visitors. STOP with this antitourism, anti-commerce legislation.
Complaints shoud lnot be used as a metric. No reason to believe that any are should be different from another. In Peak 7, I believe most
complaints are from a couple people (who sometimes ask me to complain when I am not bothered).
Your data for Peak 7 reinforces my experience w/ neighbors. Much of the increase in STR licenses are locals who have no current intention to
STR soon (or at all). So, baring the impact of the REGs on STR using new licenses is not valid.
STR regulations will not bring more work force housing, The prices are too high to accomplish this. This messaging should be removed. Caps
and taxes will limit people. We are going to have to build our way out of our WF [workforce] problem.
Please DO NOT limit short term rentals. They come + spend their money and they stimulate our economy. I am a local + I WANT them here.
Where do family memebrs of locals stay when they come to visit? In STRs? What happens when we limit them? Locals don';t have room in
their shared housing for their parents to stay with them.
Using STR picenses approved to understand the impact of regs on actual STRs is indirect. Many rushed to get licenses with no intent to STR.
Better to use sales tax records from the State of Colorado, but may take year or two to understand impact.
We are making a lot of assumptions against STRs and we're only looking at one occupancy type. What about noisey full time renters or noisy
owner occupants? What about L/T tenants living 2 per BR+ 2 in lofts? What about L/T tenants w/ too many cars
Please allow those who own a home (resident local or part-time) to obtain an STR before caps go into place. Many of us were in the process
or intended to get one in the next year. People who have not yet bought a home can choose not to buy. This would be fair.
NO CAP PLEASE.Portect private property rights.
Complaint types & location poster - would like more info. to understand: of the complaints, how many are for same rental property
Create a system to recognize STR owners who vigilanty vet guests & have had no complaints or resolve complaints quickly
How are you reaching the second homeowners? Are they here during the summer mid week to attend hese sessions? I don't think second
homeowners are being heard
Engage the vacation rental compnaies that professionally manage units. Consider requiring a professional manager in neighborhood zones.
Neighborhood zones, tourist zones, mixed zones percentage caps - not number of units
Pandemic Demand was a real jump in the occupancy percentages: 32% avg to 60% May to October. Please be aware that this demand is
returning more to normal. So the feeling of being surrounded by tourists is waning.
1. I'm concerned that my neighborhood will capped at such a low rate that will impact my property value in a negative way. 2. I think we are
creating legislation based on uncommon [trend/time] in history: COVID. 3. We need to protect our 1 and only industry w/ or w/out caps. 4.
Do you think caps could create neighborhoods that functionsimilar to Deed Restricted Communities? 5. How do we keep community
character w/out removing property rights? Thanks for having this event.
There is a difference between properties being purchased for speculation and for owner short term use. IE: Speculation wants to maximize
occupancy & revenue. Owner use is where the owner wants to use the unit and allow it to be rented at other times. Maybe, like Denver, to
have a STR license, you have to occupay the unit some days during the year. How to do this? Regulation/enforcement is difficult.
In neighborhoods close to resort, it seems unlike a family could even afford to LTR. Instead, one of two things: homes purchased by rish
investors who do not need to STR or LTR and sit empty (talk to housekeepers), 10 ski workers will live there w/ 8 parked cars and noisy parties
every week.
Given this is and always had been a resort area with short term rentals… don't restrict free markets with attempted price controls under the
guise of 142 total complaints from Nov '21 - July '22. Instead of charging high fees AND picking winners and losers, why not take the high fees
and govern the STR landscape with all the funds. Create a new position/role. Don't let a few bad apples spoil the bunch.

Lower Blue

*Add to STR stat by "Basin"" in each of the Neighborhood Overlay Zones: # of days owner occupied
You need to have Business or Economics Expert on the board to help make sound economic decisions so there is a full understanding of the
economicimpact on the community!

Please remove STR listings detailing addresses from County website. Complainers can use the STR Regulation Hotline. This is a security risk.
Require all new developments greater than single unit or 2+ units provide a percentage of deed restricted housing.
I am very concerned about property right restrictions that directly affect owner freedoms that also affect property values. STR regulations
should only focus on restrictions for commercial/corporate ownership in residential areas, not private individual ownership who use STRs for
passive income as defined by the IRS.
Show state of Economic Study w/ rental benefit comparison of STR, Long Term Rental, Vacant, owner occupied. Nights eat out, professional
services rendered (snow removal, cleaning), entertainment activity.
Put some benefits of STRs on display. When showing complaints include # unique properties having >0 complaints. Include complaints for
LTR or total complaints to see % of STR having complaints. The display is skewed on the assumption that STRs are bad. How much do STR
guests spend? How much do owners spend on local labor? Plowing, cleaning, maintenance, etc.
Long Term Rental challenges omiited [from displays]: LTR compliants by same STR, >1 household in LTR home, # of 12 month recurring LTR
leases (i.e. 9 months of jobs/work - lease cut)

Upper Blue

Peak 7 full time Resident. It is one thing to have caps on the numbre of people/cars per site. However, these caps are only good if they are
enforced. Summit County does not employ enough sheriffs/CSO's to enforce these rules!! Peak 7 - STR - 130, Complaints - 32. Wildernest STR - 630, Complaints - 34. 2 Complaint difference in a residential neighborhood. RIDICULOUS!
How is it fair that some neighborhoods are allowed to STR and others not, though we have owned our place for 5 years. Why when Tiger Run
neighborhood only has 16% STR, why we can we not rent ours short term? Is 16% too much???
I am a Peak 7 Resident with an active STR. I don't see how the regulations now in effect have assisted in meeting what we believed was the
overall goal of this project: namely, to increase availability of affordable housing for locals working here. There must be something I don't
understand!!? The 6 goals now listed don't appear to bear any linkage to the original goal.
1. Enforcement - Include a way for license to be revoked after so many violations or incidents. Homeowners should be held accountable. 2.
Keep STR Owners that contribute to the community (Full/Pt-Time) but don't let people buy just for the investment. They don't care!! 3.
Notice the places around Summit who point to us as what they don't want to end up like? (Park, Granby..)
I'm disappointed in this event. It was titled to "hear from you on Short-Term Rentals" but no opportunity to talk to anyone. I was told "maybe
you could learn something". I actually wanted you to learn something too.
I care very deeply about this issue as 20+ years of planning and building have been involved in the constriction of our vacation rentals. Please
don’t undremine all fo our efforts. Thank you!
How large is the type face for the "Good Neighbor" policy and is it distributed and posted in every STR? My neighbors last night were
"decking" the karaoke hall til 11:35. It takes time & energy to get out of bed and make the phone calls. And what are the consequences?
When do they get fined and relieved of their license? Maybe the County should hire (with STR money) someone who would also get the call
and try to stop the noise. I'm in a neighborhood & I am sure those in hot tubs don't realize how loud they talk and sing over the bubbles. The
language and "smoke" is not really child appropriate. I didn't realize I purchased my residnece on a commercial street - too close to hot tubs!
Peak 7 has switchbacks in all directions. Summer limits my use of windows (my HVAC!) and winter parking limits the ability of the plow to
come down my street. "Good Neighbor" Policy does not stop garbage cans out on Sunday fpor Tuesday pickup!!
I noticed only Boulder Co has instituted restrictions on STRa (from poster SW corner of room). We don't want restrictions in Summit County.
Let the towns instate restrictions… We live in the unincorporated part of the County because we want more freedom & less restrictions.
We have a split condo that can house 2 ppl. We have 1 ski patroller who cannot afford 1/2 of the rent/mortgage. We planned to supplement
her, really subsidize her, a local, by STRing the other part of the condo. But with the 135 day limit, it doesn't add up. We would have to kick
her out, a local, in order to cover the mortgage + rent by renting the entire condo out for 135 days. PLEASE THINK ABOUT YOUR LOCALS!
Re: STR Complaints by Location: Request data from Sheriif's Office of complaints by neighborhood/location then compare against STR data
for comparison. This data will help understadn the problem by measurment + analysis!

Snake River

Wildernest should be looked at more as a Resort Zone. Also, not segmented to 'haves' and 'have nots'
Note that the economy is turning existing property owners to need their economic circumstances well considered.
Want ability to rent rooms w/in my home w/out cap. This is primary residence. Don't want long term due to being permanent residence.
Response to complaints should be immediate. Live w/in County or hired property management
Taking away STR Licenses from existing owners will cause excessive hardship and situations of forced sales for Coloradians.
The problems indentified are not occuring in the Resort Overlay Zones. Be sure the "solutions" are focused on the problems and do not apply
to the Resort Overlay Zones.
STOP TAKING AWAY HOMEOWNERS RIGHTS. STR's AREN'T WHATS KILLING THE HOUSING FOR WORKFORCE.
Overall; regulate negative behavior (noise, parking, etc), not private commerce or private property.
Make sure GOALS focus on real problems + don't penalize locals no matter WHERE they live!
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Jessica Potter
Jessica Potter
Comments from BMMD
Wednesday, August 17, 2022 1:17:47 PM

Good afternoon Jessica,
The district conducted our monthly board meeting last night and one of the topics was STRs and
getting a response to the county. Here is a list of comments that were agreed on by all participating
board members.

Parking Issues – The district is densely populated and is surrounded by forest service and
wilderness land. The influx of STRs can clearly be seen in properties where cars are parked on
the front lawns or in the ROWs. The district tries to work with the sheriff’s department but
timing and availability make it where enforcement is difficult. This is extremely concerning
during winter months when cars park on the roadways during a whiteout snow storm.
Trash – The district has protective covenants that include properly storing trash and not
having trash exposed on the property. We have seen a large increase in the amount of trash
and bear complaints. Unfortunately, the district does not have the staff to daily inspect
multiple trash piles and the associated communications with homeowners/HOAs for followups. The trash is creating bear problems which are a concern for the citizens of the
community and for the bears’ wellbeing . I just received another email about trash and bears
as I am writing this.
Protect the neighborhood – Was a common phrase mentioned in the meeting. It is hard to
manifest this, but I think the idea is easy to understand. Certain parts of the district are
majority duplex homes and these are the areas where the STRs are affecting the homeowners
more due to a multiple of reasons including density.
Unregistered STRs – One of the board members stated that they commonly find unregistered
STRs. I believe they stated that they have heard “I will not do anything until the
county/enforcement reaches out”. It was my interpretation that they were alluding to the fact
that there are likely more STRs than is accounted for already.
Infrastructure Impacts – It is hard to quantify the amount of additional impacts to roads,
pedestrian paths, and water/sewer systems, but one would have to believe there are
additional effects due to the large increase in visitors and traffic. The district is trying to
estimate the additional water usage for STRs and the impacts on our aging infrastructure
systems.
Traffic – Due to the layout of the district, there is mainly 1 primary road up the district. This
road has seen an increase in traffic and also at the FS trailheads.
Enforcement – The board believes that the enforcement of all the additional issues falls on
the district and HOAs and that is overloading our work loads and should fall onto the
county/STR regulation agency.

Please let me know if you have any questions on these topics or if there is anything the district can
do to assist.
Sincerely,
Will Yates, District Manager
Buffalo Mountain Metropolitan District
Phone: (970) 513-1300         

